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Preface IV

ABSTRACT

Energised organic anions in the gas phase may undergo fragmentation or rearrangement

providing valuable information about the structure and intrinsic stability of the system. ln

this regard, the deprotonated anions of methyl benzoate and methyl phenyl carbonate have

been investigated. These two systems were found to undergo rearrangements resulting in

the losses of CO and COz respectively. Experimental and theoretical studies into these

processes have been carried out.

The identification of over 120 non-terrestrial molecules has led to considerable interest in

interstellar and circumstellar chemistry. This thesis describes theoretical and experimental

studies into processes of cumulenic molecules, some of which are known interstellar

molecules. We have carried out a systematic theoretical investigation into the possible

radiative electron attachment to known interstellar molecules. These results suggest that

within interstellar environs the C,,H, Cn¡CHz and CrO series of molecules may capture an

electron to form the corresponding stable anions. Experimentally, the anion of the

interstellar cumulene C¡ was generated with the linear connectivity and was converted into

the corresponding neutral in a -NR+ experiment. Complete rearrangement of the carbons

was observed; this process was investigated experimentally and theoretically.

Other neutral cumulenic species, which have not been detected in the interstellar medium,

are also of interest. Here we also describe efforts to generate various borocumulenes and

borocumulene oxides in the gas phase, namely; CCBO, CCCCBO and CCBCC. The

generation of these species and their reaffangements are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF GAS

PHASE IONS

1. INTRODUCTION

Mass spectrometry is a field of research that is as fascinating as it is practical. This is

exemplified by its routine involvement throughout many areas of chemistry, including (i)

the analysis and detection of natural or synthetic compounds, and (ii) fundamental gas

phase ion studies of unstable or short-lived species, such as reactive intermediates and

interstellar molecules. Accurate mass measurements are routinely used as part of the

chemical characterisation of organic compounds or natural products. While this is an

important application of mass spectrometry it is not the end of its usefulness as an

analytical technique with the fragmentations observed able to provide important structural

data, such as for the sequence determination of amino acid residues in peptides.

Perhaps of more fundamental interest is the study of the stability and reactivity of a

chemical system free from any solvent effects. Reaction mechanisms can be elucidated by

the generation of reactive intermediates in the gas phase followed by analysis of the

observed fragmentations. This may be aided by use of labelling experiments to determine

which atoms are involved in a particular reaction. Mass spectrometry has also been central

to the investigation of non-terrestrial molecular species. These seemingly unstable

molecules and ions detected in interstellar clouds and circumstellar envelopes can be

generated and interrogated by a variety of mass spectrometric experiments.
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One of the most important considerations for mass spectrometric studies is the initial

generation of the ion of interest, since this may require careful selection, and possibly even

the synthesis, of a suitable precursor. A number of methodologies for generation of ions

have been developed, some of which will be discussed here with particular emphasis on

the generation of negative ions.

2. GENERATION OF IONS FOR MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDY

i. Electron lmpact

Electrons, generated by heating a tungsten wire in the source of the mass spectrometer, are

accelerated by a small voltage* and confined to a narrow helical path by a weak magnetic

field (ca.300 gauss).1 Interaction of such electrons with gas phase molecules, M can often

impart enough energy to the system to effect ionisation to the molecular cation M+'

(Scheme 1.1).

2

M+ e 2e----+ M+. +

SCHEME 1.1

This process of ionisation is known as electron impact (EI) and is the oldest and most

widely used method for generating positive ions.2 EI ionisation, estimated to occur for

By convention the voltage used for standard reference mass spectra with electron accelerated to

70 eV.
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O.I7o of all sample molecules, involves a vertical electronic transition as governed by the

Franck-Condon principle (ie. the process occurs without reaffangement of any nuclei

within the molecule). Therefore, ions formed by EI can be either a bound radical cation or

an unbound radical cation dissociating directly to products.3 Both these possibilities are

depicted in the Morse potential energy curves of Figure 1.1.

[na*'1+ -A'+ 
B*

AB*.

A'+ B*

AB

A

FIGURE 1.1 Morse potential energy curues for a diatomic neutral substrate
molecule, AB. Vertical ionisation by electron impact (El) results in

either (A) a bound radical cation, AB*', or (B) an unbound radical

cation dissociating directly to products A' and B* (dissociative
ionisation).

3
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ii. Resonance Capture

When M has a positive electron affinity, interaction with electrons can lead to electron

capture by the neutral species forming the radical anion M-' (Scheme 1.2). This process,

referred to as resonance capture, is highly dependent on the nature of M, but is typically

about 100 times less probable than EI ionisation.

4

M+ e M-'---+

SCHEME 1.2

Radical anions formed by resonance capture usually possess significant internal energies

and therefore the system undergoes an energy lowering process. A number of energy

lowering processes are outlined for a diatomic molecule AB in Scheme 1.3.

e --++AB tAB-'l+ +AB-

AB-

AB

+

+

+

+

hv

txl+

e

B*

B.

(a)

(b)

(c)

+ e (d)

(e)

tAB-l+ +X

---+

---)

---t

---+

---+

tAB-'l+

tAB-'l+

IAB-'l
+

A

A

SCHEME 1.3
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A stabilised radical anion AB-' will result when the excess internal energy of [AB-']+ is

released by either radiative emission lscheme 1.3 (a)] or collisional stabilisation [Scheme

1.3 (b)1. Alternatively, [AB-'1+ may undergo electron detachmenl [scheme I.3 (c)), ion

pairformarion [scheme 1.3 (d)], or dissociationlscheme 1.3 (e)l

Resonance capture can be encouraged by increasing the pressure in the source resulting in

a greater number of interactions between the sample and the electron beam. In addition,

the production of low energy electrons [see Scheme 1.3 (c) and (d)] promotes further

electron capture by sample molecules increasing the overall yield of radical anions.

iii. Negative lon Chemical lonisation (NlOl)

Higher source pressures increase the occuffence of ion-molecule reactions. This

observation has been successfully exploited in negative ion chemical ionisation (NICI),4 a

method for generating even-electron anions with relatively low internal energies. NICI

involves an ion-molecule reaction between a reagent anion and a neutral sample molecule

M. A typically used reagent gas is water, which undergoes resonance capture and readily

dissociates to give a hydride ion and a hydroxy radical [Scheme l.a (a)]. The hydride

anion readily deprotonates another water molecule forming dihydrogen and the hydroxide

ion lscheme l.a (b)]. The hydroxide ion thus formed can then react with the neutral

molecule M, usually by deprotonation to generate the [M - H]- anion [Scheme l.a (c)].

The partial pressure of the reagent gas is sufficiently higher than that of the vaporised

sample, such that (primary) ionisation by the electron beam involves the reagent gas with

minimal primary ionisation of the sample. This in turn increases the number of ion-

5
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molecule reactions between the reagent ion and the sample molecule. NICI is commonly

referred to as a solr ionisation method as it forms even electron (closed shell) anions with

low internal energies.

6

HzO e lHrO-'l++ ---+

HzO + H-

HO' + H-

HO- + Hz

---+

---)

--+

(a)

(b)

HO- + M tM - Hl- + HzO (c)

SCHEME 1.4

iv. Generation of lsomeric Anions

Generation of a particular anion of interest by NICI as outlined above can prove to be

problematic if the neutral precursor molecule has multiple acidic sites or if the charged

centre is required to be on an atom with no acidic hydrogens. The most useful method to

overcome such problems involves a SN2(Si) reaction between the fluoride anion and a

precursor molecule possessing a trimethylsilyl (TMS) group at the required anionic site as

first proposed by De Puy et al.5 (Scheme 1.5). It was later shown that other gas phase

bases, such as the hydroxide anion, can also effect an SN2(Si) reaction with TMS leading to

a site-specific anion.6

+F- R-+ F-TMSR-TMS _>

SCHEME 1.5
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Decarboxylation of a gas phase carboxylate anion will also lead to a site specific anionT as

shown in Scheme 1.6, Deprotonation of a suitable carboxylic acid to the carboxylate anion

can, if formed with sufficient internal energy, undergo decarboxylation forming the site-

specific anion. This method can be somewhat limiting since, in cases where the

carboxylate anion does not acquire sufficient energy during deprotonation, collisional

activation may be required for decarboxylation.

7

RCO2H + HO-

RCO2-

RCO2- + HzO---)

---+ R- + COz

SCHEME 1.6

V lonisation by Dissociation

Simple homolytic cleavages can occur for both closed shell and radical anions. These

processes result in the formation of a smaller charged fragment and a neutral. This process

is typified by the collision induced radical loss of an alkyl group, R from deprotonated

benzyl ethers of the form [PhCHOR]-, to give PhCHO-', the benzaldehyde radical anion.S

Similar homolytic cleavages can occur without excitation in the source of a mass

spectrometer and thus be exploited as method of generation of specific negatively charged

ions of interest. An example is the generation of the CsO-' radical anion9 from a closed

shell anion by radical loss of the tert-bt¡tyl group lscheme 1.7 (a)]. Similarly, diazo-

substituted systems RC(N2)RI readily undergo dissociative electron capture to give the
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radical anion IRCRr]-' and dinitrogen in good yield [Scheme 1.7 6;1.t0 This method has

been used for the generation of the radical anion [CH3COCH]-' ll

- c=cc=cc(o)c(cH3)3

RC(Nr)R1 + e

[C=C=C=C=C=O]- + 'C(CH3)3 (a)

lRCRll-

---+

--) +Nz (b)

SCHEME 1.7

vi. Chemical lonisation with the Oxygen Radical Anion

The importance of dissociative electron attachment in negative ion gas phase studies

extends to the formation of reagent ions for chemical ionisation. The reagent ion O-' can

be generated in the source of a mass spectrometer by dissociative electron capture of

nitrous oxide lscheme 1.3].12'13 The reactions of the oxygen radical anion have been

reviewed.l4

Nzo Nz o+e+ ---+

SCHEME 1.8

Dawson and Jennings studied the production of radical anions by reaction of a number of

organic substrates with O-'.15 One of the best understood reactions of this type is the

reaction between O-'and acetonitrile. This gives three products following transfer of H'
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and/or H* to O-'. These processes are shown in Scheme I.9; a: b : c = 6: I: 3 (ion

cyclotron resonance spectrometer)ls and 13 : 1 : 3 (flowing afterglow instrument).16

9

o + CH3CN HCCN-' + HrO

cH2cN +

-cH2cN + HO

---)

(a)

(b)

(c)

SCHEME 1.10

---+

---)

--)

HO

SCHEME 1.9

Radical anions of vinylidene and labelled vinylidene, H2C=Ç-' and D2C=C-', have been

generated by the reaction between O-'and labelled ethylene (H2C=CD2).17 No [HC=CD]-'

species is observed.lT This clearly shows that O-'removes two hydrogens from the same

carbon atom. The mechanism for this process is thought to occur stepwise where hydrogen

atom abstraction precedes proton abstraction (Scheme 1.10), since abstraction of a

hydrogen atom from ethylene is endothermic by less than 0.5 kcal mol-I, whereas proton

abstraction is endothermic by almost 25 kcal*o1-1.ts,tl

HzC=CHz + O-' [(HzC=CH')HO-] H2C=C-' + HzO---+
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vii. Double Desilylation

An extension of the single desilylation method (used to generate anions with specific

charged centres by removal of a TMS group), the double desilylation method involves the

removal of two TMS groups from an organic substrate resulting in the formation of a

radical anion. This method has been used for the selective generation of distonic-2O radical

anions, for example para benzyne,2l oxyallyl,ll and trimethylene methane22 rudical

anions have all been studied using this technique. Generation of the trimethylene methane

radical anion, shown in Scheme 1.11, illustrates the general mechanism for this

methodology.

TMSCH2 CHz

+ TMSF

TMSCH2

cHz

+F

+F2

TMSCH2

'CHz

F-
.F

+

TMSCH2 TMSCH2

CHz
'CHz

F- + TMSF

TMSCH2 CHz

SCHEME 1.11

Distonic anions have a charged centre and an unpaired electron residing on different atoms.
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3. MASS SPECTROMETRY

i. The VG ZAB 2HF Mass Spectrometer

The mass spectrometer used in the investigation of ions discussed in this thesis is the VG

ZAB 2IJF mass spectrometer (Figure 1.1). The VG ZAB 2}ìF is a two-sector instrument

consisting of a magnetic sector (B) that precedes an electric sector (E). Denoted BE this

affangement is referred to the reverse geometry23 as compared with the conventional

geometry of EB or Nier-Johnson geomeTry.24 The reverse geometry arrangement allows

for the selection, using the magnetic sector, of an ion of interest (the parent ion), which

may subsequently undergo fragmentation and its mass spectrum recorded by scanning the

electric sector. An experiment of this type is known as mass-analysed ion kinetic energy

(MIKE) experiment and is briefly discussed below.

FFRl

magnetic
sector

\ a-slit

Et/ct
lon source

-zbeam
defining slit

electric
sector

FFR2

tl

V
collision

cells
collector slit

(variable)

source slit
(variable)

electron
multiplier

Schematic diagram of the VG ZAB 2HF reverse geometry two-
sector mass spectrometer at the University of Adelaide.

FIGURE 1.2
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ii. Mass-analysed lon Kinetic Energy Spectrometry

Ions formed in the source of the VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer are accelerated to 7 kV

toward the magnetic sector. The kinetic energy of the ions entering the magnetic sector is

equal to the potential energy loss of the ions. This can be expressed as Equation 1 .1, where

z is the charge of the ion, V is the applied voltage (7 kV), m is the mass of the ion and v is

the velocity of the ion.

zV mf/z EQUATION 1.1

As the ions traverse the magnetic sector a force is exerted on them which is both

orthogonal to the direction of motion and the magnetic field B. This results in deviation of

the ions along a circular path of radius r according to Equation 1.2. Combining Equations

1.1 and 1.2 gives Equation l.3,an expression forthe mass to charge ratio of an ion. The

radius of the magnetic sector is fixed by a slit placed at exit of the magnetic sector and the

potential applied is 7 kV. Thus the magnetic field strength can be adjusted such that only

ions with a charge to ratio m/z are allowed to pass through to the next field free region

(FFR) and on to the electric sector.

mv/z Br EQUATION 1.2

m/z B2f / 2V EQUATION 1.3

The electric sector is also designed to deviate ions of energy E in a circular path of radius r

according to Equation 1.4. Therefore scanning the electric sector separates ions on the
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basis of their kinetic energy çmv2/2¡ to produce a mass-analysed kinetic energy (MIKE)

spectrum (the general term MS" is used to describe experiments involving r? mass

separations). A MIKE experiment can be regard as an MS2, or simply MS/MS.

mftz 2zEr EQUATION 1.4

The MS/MS data thus obtained may show the parent together with any fragment or

daughter ions formed in the second field free region. The initial parent ion has a fixed

amount of kinetic energy; this must be divided between any products formed in the ratio of

their respective masses. As an illustration, when the parent ion AB- decomposes to ion A-

and neutral B in the second field free region, the energy of ion A- (En-) and energy of AB-

(Ees-) is related to the mass of A (Mn-) and the mass of the AB- (M¡s-) as shown in

Equation 1.5.

Mn- / Mne- En- / Ene- EQUATION 1.5

iii. Collisional lnduced Dissociation

In mass spectrometry, ions may be classified as stable, unstable or metastable. An ion that

is accelerated out of the ion source and detected after traversing the magnetic and electric

sectors is classified as stable. Unstable ions simply decompose in the ion source, while

metastable ions are accelerated out of the source, but have enough internal energy to

spontaneously decompose before being detected. Decompositions occurring in the second
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field free region give rise to daughter ions in a MIKE experiment described above.25 In

order to observe a similar mass spectrum (MS/MS) of anionic systems consisting of mainly

stable ions, the parent anions may be excited by collision of the ions with a neutral Eas.26

As eluded to earlier, anions produced by the NICI method are formed with low internal

energies and often do not fragment spontaneously. Therefore, the anions formed by NICI

are allowed to collide with a neutral gas in one of the two collision cells located in the

second field free region (Figure 1.2) resultingin collisionally activated (CA) MS/MS data.

This process is also refened to as collisional induced dissociation (CD).

In CID experiments caried out in the VG ZAB zHF instrument, the translational kinetic

energy of a parent ion (AB-) is about 7 kV. Such collisions with neutral gas (N) lead to

vertical electronic sysi¡v¡isî.25,27 The highly energetic ion produced may then undergo

dissociation (Scheme I.l2). The energy imparted to the parent ion in such a high energy

collision is less than 10 eV in most instances,25,2'l although some processes requiring up to

16 eV have been observed to occur under CID conditions.2S

AB-+N [AB-] + N A-+B+N---+ ---+

SCHEME 1.12

Along with dissociation occurring upon collisional excitation the potential exists for other

(undesirable) processes such as ion scattering and/or electron detachment* of the parent

Electron detachment of anions is central to charge reversal and neutralisation-reionisation mass

spectrometry (see later discussion).
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ion. The nature of the collision gas used in CID experiments and its pressure in the

collision cell are therefore extremely important in obtaining good results. The ideal

situation is for the maximum number of ions to undergo a single collision with the neutral

+
gas, with only a minority of ions undergoing multiple collision processes. It has been

shown that inert atomic gases such as helium and argon, are most efficient for CID because

of low inclinations of ion scattering and electron detachment.29 The reduction in intensity

of the parent ion beam with introduction of the collision gas provides an insight into the

collision conditions in the collision cell. It has been estimated that when the intensity

reduction is 10 - 2OVo, the probability of a single collision is between 20 to 50Vo, with

multiple collisions being of low probability. These conditions are referred to as single

c ollision conditions.3o

Fragment ions formed in the second field region, either by collisional induced dissociation

or metastable decomposition, can gain some additional energy in the form of translational

(kinetic) energy from the decomposing parent ion. This phenomenon, known as kinetic

energy release,2s is a result of the drift between the neutral and ion fragments after

dissociation. If the drift of the ion is in the same direction as the ion beam it will be

observed to have slightly higher kinetic energy and appear at slightly higher mlz in the

mass spectrum. Ions for which the drift is in the opposite direction to that of the main

beam will be observed to possess slightly lower kinetic energies and therefore will be

observed at a slightly lower mlz valte in the mass spectrum. The overall effect is an

altered peak shape of the fragment ion peak. The magnitude of the kinetic energy release

is very much dependent on the mechanism of ion fragmentation and can be useful in the

elucidation of the mechanism of unimolecular decompositions.25

,( 4n €.:/É:?,'*i<!- Åu"., zE-/zrêzf r'/+/ ,'/ ;, .iu-/o,/ /'. 'la/e: 4"/
/4t ,ø ,Zi', u. "py .r, #l ft-1 q^e /le¡t- /'L,e)'¿ ì €ot',rrr, 4-*r, *fèo. € vctl¡ ,
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iv. Charge Reversal Mass Spectrometry

Not all negative ions undergo significant collision induced dissociation to be useful in

structural determination of the anion. Bowie and Blume¡¡¡\v!3r,32 found that anions, under

CID conditions, can be charged stripped of two electrons to form the corresponding cation

- a process now known as charge reversal (CR) mass spectrometry. Charge reversal

involves charge stripping incident negative ions (AB-) in a high energy collision with a

neutral gas (N) forming the corresponding positive ions (Scheme 1.13). The energy loss

in conversion of the anion to the cation can be measured in an MS/MS experime¡.33,34

The CR process may occur provided that the energy E imparted to the anion during

collision is at least equal to the sum of the electron affinity (EA) and ionisation energy (IE)

of the coresponding neutral (Equation 1.6). Some early applications of the CR process

have been reviewed.35

AB* + + (a)->

---)

N

N +

+

+

AB-

AB-

N

B

2e

N+A* + 2e- (b)

SCHEME 1 .13

E EAlae¡ + lElne¡ EQUATION 1.6

As mentioned earlier (see CID section) collision processes are considered to occur by a

vertical Franck-Condon transition. It follows that CR is also a vertical process and that the

cation formed has the same structure (at least initially) as that of the anion. In analogy to
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CID experiments, the nature of the collision gas is of great importance with regards to the

resolution of the CR experiment. Oxygen has been found to best favour the CR process for

t\/o reasons, (i) it readily captures an electron during collision and (ii), it minimises

fragmentations of the reionised species and as such is referred to as a soft target gas.36

A promising result from investigations into the CR process is that the spectrum produced is

often characteristic of the parent anion and can even successfully distinguish isomeric

anions. For example, the CR spectra of the isomeric anions CHr=C-CH-, CH3C=C- and

cy c -CH2CH=CH- are distinct iv e.31

For completeness it should be mentioned here that charge inversion of cations has been

observed to occur in high energy collisions between a cation and a neutral gas resulting in

an observed negative ion signal.38 The applicability of this method is limited since two-

electron attachment by a collisional process is an extremely improbable event. As a

consequence, the charge states are often included in the nomenclature for acharge reversal

experiment, yiz -CR* and 
*CR-, for charge inversion of negative and positive incident ions.

V Neutralisation-Reion isation Mass Spectrometry

The formation of neutrals by collisional electron detachment of an incipient anion has been

mentioned above as an undesirable process during a CID experiment, where neutralisation

is avoided by use of a noble gas in the collision cell. It follows that neutrals can be

investigated using the VG ZAB HF mass spectrometer, or equivalent, in an experiment

similar to the CID or CR experiments. This may seem somewhat contradictory in light of

the preceding discussions and obviously the neutrals themselves cannot be detected in a
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two-sector instrument, however ionisation of the neutrals can then allow their detection by

the electric sector. This process, pioneered by Mclafferty in the early 80s,39 has been

further developed and is now known as neutralisation-reionisation (NR)40-43 mass

spectrometry. Using a reverse sector instrument, such as the VG ZAB HF, the NR

experiment (see Figure 1.3) is caruied out with a mass selected anion by collision with an

appropriate target gas in the first of the tandem collision cells located in the second field

free region. Provided that the energy, Enet¡rarisaton impatted on the anion during the

collision process is greater than the electron affinity (EA) of the neutral but not more than

the sum of the EA and ionisation energy (IE) of the neutral, then some ions in the beam are

neutralised (Equation 1.7). This process is not IOOVo effective and accurate control of the

energy imparted to the ion during collision is not possible, with the result that some anions

with sufficient energy can undergo two-electron oxidation to form the cation (see CR

section).

EAtnel 1E¡¿u¡¡¿¡¡e2¡¡,,¡ 1[EAtnel + lElne¡l EQUATION 1.7

The application of an electric potential orthogonal to the flight path of the beam and

between the two collision cells results in deflection of all ionic species leaving a pure

neutral beam. The neutral beam is then reionised by a further collision event as it traverses

the second of the tandem collision cells. The reionised species, together with any fragment

ions, can then be detected by scanning the electric sector as with a standard MS/lvIS

experiment.
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AB'
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B+
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B

AB
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B

AB

AB'

A*
B+
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deflector on
(1 kv)

neutralisation reionisation

FIGURE 1.3 Simplified schematic diagram of the neutralisation-reionisation
(-NR*) experiment.

The charge transitions illustrated in Figure 1.3 are for the case where the incipient ion is

negatively charged and the product ions are positively charged. There are other charge

permutations possible, and it is for this reason that the charged state of the incipient and

product ions are included in the nomenclature, to give four possible NR experiments viz,

-NR*, -NR-, *NR* 
and 

*NR*. By far the most common of these experiments are -NR* and

*NR*. The -NR- and 
*NR- 

are of limited application because of the difficulty of inducing

electron attachment to a neutral species during the collision process.44 The choice of

target gas is important and depends upon the particular experiment to be performed.

Xenon45 and benzene3S are often used in NR for charge transitions requiring attachment of

an electron, although vaporised metals such as mercury and sodium can also be used.46

For charge stripping events, such as neutralisation of an anion or reionisation of a neutral

to the corresponding cation, oxygen is often used as the target gas since it readily captures

electrons and is a soft target gas minimising fïagmentations.36* thi, is particularly

important for NR since the stability of the transient neutral AB can only be inferred when a

(recovery) signal corresponding to the reionised neutral, usually AB+, is observed.

4 5ec q/-.o -. '(-,á-7 "22y'7. z-'1>/'+e'z 5' z'/",.-roc' 7Lztrr {ze*/'oz-rzc)ot/LJZJ'
/
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Demonstrating the stability of a transient neutral is one of the most favoured features of the

NR process, whereby stability can generally be inferred by attainment of a recovery signal,

or at least stability on the time scale of the experiment. The effective lifetime of the

neutral is the time taken for it to traverse the distance between the two collision cells. In

most instruments the distance d between the two collision cells is ca. 5O mm. The velocity

of the neutral is the same as the incipient ion, so for an ion accelerated to 7 keV the neutral

formed will traverse the distance between the cells in the order of microseconds (Equation

1.8).

t d/(2eV/m)1/2 EQUATION 1.8

Geometrical changes during neutralisation and reionisation are negligible and consequently

Franck-Condon factors apply in each step of the NR process and affect the observed

fragmentationr.4T,4S A diagram depicting how Franck-Condon factors can affect the NR

process is illustrated in Figure 1.4. For simplicity, the 
*NR* experiment of AB+ is used as

an example since only the neutral and cation energy surfaces need to be considered. When

AB and AB+ are both bound with respect to dissociation, and are similar in geometry, the

Franck-Condon overlap is favourable lFigure L4 (a)]. The neutral can therefore be formed

with minimum excess internal energy upon neutralisation, and reionisation back to the

cation may also occur with little excess energy, in tum resulting in a large recovery signal.

In systems where the neutral and cation have different geometries, the Franck-Condon

overlap is unfavourable lFigurc 1.4 (b)], resulting in significant excess internal energy

upon both neutralisation and reionisation.49 In this case, fragmentations are much more
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likely, and often lesult in significant or perhaps even total reduction in the abundance of

the recovery signal.

AB*

AB ABrecovery
signal

AB+ A*

B*
recovery
signal
AB*

A* +

1m/z 1m/z

FIGURE 1.4 Simplified diagrams depicting the affect of Franck-Condon factors
during a +NR* experiment where (A) the geometries of the neutral
and cation are similar and (B) geometries of neutral and cation are
different.

vi. Neutral lon Decomposition Difference

Neutral ion and decomposition dffirence (NIDD)5O is a useful technique designed to infer

more information about the neutral formed in the conventional NR configuration. 'When

interpreting a -NR+ spectrum, fragment peaks observed may be a composite of both

cationic and neutral processes. The premise behind NIDD is to subtract from the -NR+

B

B

A
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peaks, the magnitude of the peaks that arise from cationic processes. This can be achieved

easily since fragment peaks in a -CR* experiment are normally due to cationic processes,

since the anion is converted directly to the cation.5o Normalisation of both -CR+ and -NR+

spectra followed by subtraction of the -CR+ peaks from the -NR+ peaks gives the NIDD

spectrum (Equation 1.8, where I¡ is the intensity of peak I ). The NIDD spectrum shows

both positive and negative peaks where the positive peaks infer a neutral process, while

negative peaks correspond to cationic processes. It should be noted that the -CR* and

-NR+ experiments should be carried out under the same experimental conditions to allow

the comparison of spectra in this manner. This can achieved by obtaining by first running

a -NR+ experiment (deflector on) and then immediately running a -CR* experiment

(deflector off).

ri(NrDD) ll,(NR)Æ¡rr(Nn)l - [r¡(cR)/Iiri(cR)] EQUATION 1.8

NIDD is of most value when the -NR+ and -CR+ are noticeably different as in the case of

the formate anion, HCO2-.50 In this system the -CR+ spectrum shows a large recovery

signal while little recovery signal is observed in the -NR+ spectrum. NIDD analysis shows

that an observed COz*' peak (ie. loss of H) in -NR* is predominantly due to a neutral

process. Theory predicts hydrogen radical loss from neutral HCOz occurs with little

activation required, and therefore the neutral decomposes upon formation leaving the CO2

to be reionised (Scheme 1.14)
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HC02- lHCOrl +---) e H' + COz Cor*' + e--) ---)

SCHEME 1.14

vii. NeutralisationCollisionalActivationReionisation

In the late 1980s, following on from their earlier work on NR mass spectrometry,

Mclafferty and co-workers5l modified the conventional NR configuration to allow for

collisional activation of neutrals during a NR experiment. The alteration involved addition

of a third collision cell such that an incident ion is (i) neutralised in the first collision cell,

(ii) collisionally activated in the second cell and (iii) reionised in the third cell. Deflection

of ions in between collisions ensures that only collisionally activated neutrals are observed

(Figure 1.5). The ability to further excite the neutral once formed allows the stability of

transient neutrals to be interrogated significantly more than in a conventional NR

experiment.
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AB-
trfl
l. : . .'.'. ;. :.1
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A* 1r..fl_ A*
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B*
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B
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A
B

AB+
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ca.1 kV
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ca. l kV

neutralisation collisional
activation

reionisation

FIGURE 1.5 Schematic diagram of the altered NR configuration as used for
NCR experiments
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Despite the additional collision event required for NCR this method has successfully

demonstrated the stability of the neutral HzCClH, which upon activation does not undergo

rearrangement to the more stable H¡CCI ¡ro*"r.52-54#Con'n"rsely, the diradical neutral

CHzOCHz, stable on the NR time scale, isomerises upon collisional excitation to oxirane.55

4. POSITIVE ION BEHAVIOUR

Mass spectrometry has become a powerful tool in structure determination. The behaviour,

in particular the fragmentations, of positively charged ions has been extensively studied,

with numerous texts existing on the subject.56-s9 In is not the intent here to fully describe

this work, but rather to describe, in brief, two general categories of fragmentations of

positive ions.

i. Simple Homolytic Cleavage

Radical cations, which may be formed by EI ionisation, undergo facile homolytic bond

cleavages forming a stable cation and neutral radical. Although the charge may be

distributed to either fragment, the fragment that results in the more stable cation typically

retains the charge. For example, ionised methyl benzoate fragments by cleavage of the

C-OMe bond to form the phenyl acyl cation and the methoxide radical (Scheme 1.15).

^/'- ì,. l'. ./t4* ! ,:y"/e cl ./,¿,','c¡"U. a/o aA/ {o..V
¿"Í¿F ,*., o ,('/ ìr."

# ¡''e1, €'/ ' , {io r ulTc:'t'/ t

-s/n{/<- 2e qJ* /i '¿o.o/0,-
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Phc(o)ocH3+' PhCO* + 'OCH3
---+

SCHEME 1 .15

Rearrangement Reactions

Rearrangements reactions of radical cations can result in the loss of an even electron

fragment. The best known of such processes is arguably the Mclafferty rearrangement.

The Mclafferty rearrangement proceeds via a y-hydrogen transfer to the carbonyl oxygen

of ionised ketones followed by elimination of an alkene; for simplicity, it can be viewed as

occurring via a six-membered transition state (Scheme 1.16).

*oH

SCHEME 1.16

5. NEGATIVE ION BEHAVIOUR

Collision induced fragmentations of closed shell anions have been extensively studied and

have been the subject 6¡ ¡eyis\¡/.60'61 These studies allow for the broad categorisation of

their behaviour as follows.
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i. Simple Homolytic Cleavage

Loss of a hydrogen radical from organic anions is not an uncommon occurrence, especially

when the resulting radical anion is resonance stabilised - as is the case for deprotonated

acetic acid lscheme 1.17 (a)]. The formation of a stabilised radical anion can also drive

other radical losses [eg. Scheme 1.17 (b)].

26

cH3co2-

RlcH2coc-HR2

lCH2CO2l-' + H'

'CH2COC-HR2 + 'R1

--->

---+

(a)

(b)

SCHEME 1.17

ii. lon-Neutral Complex Formation

An ion-neutral complex62 is held together by hydrogen bonding and ion-induced dipole

interactions and is initially formed by heterolytic cleavage of the parent anion. The ion-

neutral complex may decompose by direct displacement of the anion lscheme 1.18 (a)J, or

decomposition may occur subsequent to some other process including, (i) deprotonation

lscheme 1.18 (b)1, (ii) SN2 displacement [scheme 1.18 (c)], or (iii) hydride transfer

lscheme 1.1S (d)].
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(C2H5)2C-CO2CH3 - [(C2H5)2CCO 
-OCH3] ---+ (C2H5)2CCO + -OCH3 (a)

--- [C2Hs(C2H4)CCO]- + HOCHg (b)

-' C2H5CCO- + CzHsOCH3 (c)

--- (C2H5)2C-CHO + CHzO (d)

SCHEME 1 .18

Rearrangement Reactions

If the simple fragmentations described above are unfavourable, the [M - H1- anion may

undergo collision induced reaffangement to another anionic species from which any of the

above mentioned fragmentations may proceed more easily. This may involve a simple

proton transfer l"S. Scheme I.I9 (a)l or a more complex skeletal rearrangement

leg. Scheme 1.19 (b)1.8

(C2Hs)2CHCOz- - (C2H5)2C-COzH - [(C2H5)2CCO 
-OH] 

- C2H5(C2H4)CCO + HzO (a)

(b)

SCHEME 1.19
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V Charge-Remote P rocesses

Charge-remote processes are different to the processes described above in that the reaction

site is remote from and uninfluenced by the charged çsrÍ¡s.63,64 The classical example of

a charge-remote process is the Gross rearrangement (Scheme 1.20), which involves

rearrangement of a long alkyl chain away from the charged site. Charge-remote

rearrangements are generally high energy processes and generally occur only when no

simple fragmentations are energetically feasible.

\^ + H2

SCHEME 1.20

v. Charge lnversion

One might consider that the processes that occur upon CR or NR to be similar to those

described above for positive ions but it is in fact more complex. For example, early on it

was observed that the -CR+ spectrum of the nitrobenzene radical anion is notably different

to that of nitrobenzene radical cation formed by p.3t This was attributed to the different

internal energies of the ions formed in each case.

coz
+
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL METHODS

MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

FOR THE STUDY OF

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of quantum theory is widespread in most areas of chemistry. Advances in super-

computing facilities and the advent of quantum chemistry packages with graphical user-

interfaces has allowed for molecular orbital theory to be more widely exploited by the

experimental chemist. The origins of computational chemistry involved investigations of

pre-existing phenomena, whereas now computational chemistry can be used to pre-empt an

experimental investigation. Quantum chemistry can be used to determine the structures of

any neutral or ionic species of interest and investigate their stability, including short-lived

reactive intermediates and transition states - a task not easily accomplished using

experimental techniques. Quantum chemical methods are used in concert with

experimental data throughout this thesis and a brief discussion on the theory and the

methods used follows.

2. APPLICATION OF QUANTUM THEORY TO CHEMICAL PHENOMENA

i. The Schrödinger Equation

The properties of a particular nuclear arrangement at thermodynamic equilibrium can be

calculated using ab initio molecular orbital theory.65-69 The time-independent

Schrödinger equation is pivotal to molecular orbital theory (Equation 2.1, where Ilis the

Hamiltonian operator, r¿is the wavefunction, and E is the electronic energy of the system).
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Hty Ety EQUATION 2.1

The wavefunction is a mathematic function requiring knowledge of the spatial and spin

coordinates of the electrons and the coordinates of the nuclei. The modulus squared of the

wavefunction, lWl' Ge. Vf W if t¿is complex) can be physically interpreted as the

probability of finding an electron in a given region of space. The Hamiltonian operator

consists of terms for the kinetic and potential energies of all particles in the molecular

system. The electronic and nuclear motions can be considered separately according to the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation.T0 This is a reasonable assumption since nuclei are

many times more massive than electrons and thus the nuclei move more slowly than

electrons. Nuclei are considered to be stationary for a given geometry of a molecular

system and therefore nuclear-nuclear repulsion can be ignored. The solution to Equation

2.1 using the reduced Hamiltonian and the electronic wavefunction, gives the electronic

potential energy of the molecular system. The Schrödinger equation in this form is still

extremely complex for all but the simplest molecular systems. A number of theories have

been developed to calculate an approximate solution to the Schrödinger equation by

applyirg various assumptions in order to simplify the calculation and make it applicable

for a more diverse range of molecular systems.

The Hafi ree-Fock Approximation

Hartree-Fock (HF) theory7l,]z describes the electronic wavefunction V as a linear

combination of molecular orbitals /, which are in turn described as a linear combination
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of one-electron functions called basis functions I (Equation 2.2). Basis functions are

centred on nuclei and can essentially be considered to approximate atomic orbitals

þ¡ = 2 c¡rXr EQUATION 2.2

The coefficients c¡¿ aÍe optimised iteratively using the self-consistent field (SCF)

procedure. This involves solving the electronic energy for each electron separately and the

determination of interactions between particles. New molecular orbitals are produced for

each electron such that the electronic energy is decreased. This cycle is repeated until two

consecutive cycles are found to have essentially the same electronic energy. HF theory

simplifies this procedure by averaging the repulsive interactions of all other electrons.

Physically this means that movement of an electron is independent of the position of any

other electron in the molecular system. In real molecular systems electrons move with

respect to each other to reduce electron-electron repulsion in a process known as electron

correlation HF theory neglects this correlation energy and therefore cannot accurately

predict the exact (non-relativistic) energy of a system. The difference between the energy

of a system at the HF limit, Enr and the exact (non-relativistic) energy, Eo is known as the

correlation energy, E ro,.,. (Equation 2.3).

D Eo Ear EQUATION 2.3

Electron correlation accounts for about 0.5Vo to I7o of the energy of the system. In the

majority of cases reasonable geometries can be obtained using HF theory despite the
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absence in the method of a treatment for electron correction. However, the electron

correlation energy must be included in the calculated energy in order to obtain reasonable

energies. A number of so-called post-HF methods have been developed to take account of

electron correlation. The level of sophistication to which the calculation approaches the

electron correlation problem is directly related to the time spent on the computation and the

computational resources required.

iii. Møller-Plesset Pefturbation Theory

A commonly used post-HF ab initio method is MøIter-Plesset perturbation (MP) theory.73

MP theory essentially applies a correction to the HF solution. The Hamiltonian of the HF

solution is taken to be the zeroth order approximation, Hs which differs from that of a more

accurate solution, Hupnby a small perturbation, AH'(Equation 2.4). The perturbation is a

series of terms taking into account the correlation energy. Second, third, fourth and even

fifth orders of perturbation available and are referred to as MP2, MP3, MP4 and MP5

respectively.

H¡r,tP,, Ho+1H EQUATION 2.4

iv. Coupled Cluster Theory

Perhaps the most sophisticated approach to the incorporation of electron correlation into an

ab initio method is that of coupled cluster (CC) thesry.7a'7s Unlike MP theory, which

applies a corection to the Hamiltonian operator of the HF solution, CC theory applies an
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exponential operator, ,' on the HF wavefunctiorr, Vnr resulting in a more accurate

representation of the true electronic wavefunction. The tl/cc wavefunction (Equation 2.5)

is a function of all possible excitations of electrons from occupied to unoccupied molecular

orbitals.

Wcc "'tyuo
EQUATION 2.5

The cluster operator T is the sum of one, two, three, N -electron excitation operators,

Tt, Tz,73,......., TN respectively, where N equals the number of electrons in the system

(Equation 2.6).

T Tt + Tz + Ts +....... + T¡¡ EQUATION 2.6

It is not feasible to do a calculation considering all possible excitations of electrons from

occupied to unoccupied molecular orbitals for all but the smallest systems. Therefore, a

number of predefined CC methods are included in most ab initio packages, viz (i) CCD

(coupled cluster doubles), (ii) CCSD (coupled cluster singles and doubles), and (iii)

CCSDT (coupled cluster singles, doubles and triples), where the method is derived from

the inclusion of (t) Tz, (1i) T1 and 72, and (iii) Tt, Tz and Tt excitation operators. The

CCSDT method is very costly of time and computer resources and thus most ab initio

packages include a variation of this method, which simplifies the contribution of the triple

excitations, eg. CCSD(Ð.76
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v. Density Functional Theory

A totally different approach to computational chemistry attempts to determine the electron

probability density, p ruther than the electronic wavefunction, W. This approach is known

as density functional theory (DFT).77 Central to DFT is the Hohenberg-Kohn78 theorem

stating that it is possible to describe the ground-state energy as functionals of the electron

probability density, p. The one-electron equations as described by Kohn-Sham orbitalsT9

can be solved iteratively in much the same way as using the SCF procedure. The

electronic energy of the system, Err,r,r^ is separated into terms deterrnined by the charge

density, Echars" densiry àîd the exchange-correlation energy, E"r-ror, @quation 2.7). The

charge density terms account for kinetic energy as well as electron-nuclear attractions and

electron-electron repulsions. The exchange-correlation terms account for electron

correlation (as described above), and electron exchange compensates for electrons having

opposite spins.

Eryrr"r, = Echar}e densit), + Er*-rn* EQUATION 2.7

The local density approximation (LDA) provides the initial functional for most DFT

methods. However the LDA itself does not adequately describe molecular systems, so

gradient corrected exchange functional and correlation functional have been introduced by

BeckeSO and PerdewSl respectively to give the LDA-BP functional. The pairing of

exchange and correlation functional defines the DFT method, in this case the BP method.

Similarly replacing the Perdew correlation functional with that of Lee, Yang and Par,82

defines the popular BLYP method. DFT calculations incorporate electron correction in a

manner not significantly greater in computational cost than that for a HF calculation.
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vi. Hybrid Density Functional Theory

Electron exchange is better described using the HF-SCF approach as compared to DFT

methods. This has led to definitions of hybrid functionals that combine terms from both

DFT and HF methods thereby mimicking HF exchange energies. This approach, known as

hybrid density functional theory (DFT-HF), was introduced by Beckes3 as a way to obtain

consistently reliable computational results using reasonably modest computational

resources and time. Arguably the B3LYP methodS4 is the best DFT-HF method giving

accurate results for a large range of molecular systems. The B3LYP method combines

LDA, HF, B and, LYP functionals, ELDA, Eur, Ea, and E¡yp respectivelY, as a linear

combination to give the exchange-correlation functiortal, Err-ror, (Equation 2.8). The

coefficients in Equation 2.8 were determined semi-empirically based on the values that

were able to reproduce experimental values for heats of formation. While other DFT-HF

methods are available, few are comparable to the B3LYP method.

(B3LYP) 8""-,o,, = 0.8 Ero¡ I 0.2 Ene + 0.72 Es + O.8I Eup EQUATION 2.8

vii. Basis Sets

The set of one-electron basis functions (see earlier) used in a calculation is known as its

basis set. The addition of a basis set to a theoretical method (eS.HF or MP2) defines the

level of theory of the calculation. Therefore it is necessary to have an understanding of

basis sets and their effects on the reliability, accuracy and expense of a calculation.
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One-electron basis functions are centred on nuclei and can essentially be considered to

approximate atomic orbitals, as described previously (Equation 2.2). A linear combination

of basis functions describes a molecular orbital. In turn a linear combination of molecular

orbitals describes the electronic wavefunction. Basis sets therefore dictate the regions of a

molecule or atom that an electron can populate. In quantum theory the probability of

finding an electron is only unity when I Wl' it integrated over infinite space. Basis

functions restrict the electrons to specific regions of space close to the nucleus. By

increasing the number of basis functions less restriction is placed on the electrons allowing

for a more accurate approximation of the electronic wavefunction.

Quantum chemistry packages include many predefined basis sets, which differ in the

number and type of basis functions allocated to each atom. Some basis sets also allow for

the size of the basis function to increase by including two or three sizes of each valence

basis function. These are referred to as split-valence basis sets and are usually denoted as

double-zeta (two sizes) or triple-zeta (three sizes). The 6-31G basis set is one of the

simplest split-valence basis sets. Defined as a double-zeta basis set, the 6-3LG basis set

assigns two 1s-type functions of different size to the H and He atoms, whereas atoms Li-

Ne are assigned a total of nine basis functions; one 1s-type basis function and two different

sizes of 2 s, 2 p r, 2pr, 2p r-type basis functions.

Although double and triple zeta basis sets allow for changes in the size of basis function,

the shape of basis functions remains restricted. This restriction is overcome by adding

basis functions of higher angular momentum than required to describe the electronic

ground state of the system. More succinctly, by placing d-type functions on the second

row atoms and p-type functions on hydrogen atoms, the orbitals are able to change shape.

This better describes the bonding in the system and in turn results in a better approximation
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of the electronic wavefunction. The 6-31G(d) basis is a common example of this, in which

a set of d-type basis functions is added to the 6-31G basis set for second row atoms.

Additionally, p-rype basis functions may be placed on hydrogen atoms by including a p in

the basis set definition, an example is the 6-3LG(d,p) basis set. Systems comprised of

electrons far removed from the nuclei of the molecular system are better described with the

inclusion of diffuse s and p-type functions. Such systems include those containing a lone

pair of electrons, an anionic centre, or hydrogen bonding. The inclusion of diffuse

functions in a basis set is designated by the inclusion of a + in the definition, so that

6-31+G(d) is the 6-31G basis set with polarisation and diffuse functions added to all non-

hydrogen atoms. To include diffuse functions on hydrogen atoms a second + is added to

the basis set Ue. 6-31++G(d)1. The prefix aug is used to add diffuse functions to non-

Pople basis sets such as the correlation consistentdouble-zetabasis set of Dunning to give

au g - cc-pVDZ, here the p represents addition of polarisation functions.

3. CALCULATION OF CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

High-Level Energies

ln most cases, stable geometries of molecular systems are adequately described by the use

of modest theoretical methods. However, energy calculations are much more dependent on

the level of theory used. The typical protocol for theoretical investigations is to optimise

the geometry of a system using a modest level of theory and to subsequently carry out a

single point energy calculation at a higher level of theory. An example of this

methodology is the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDVtB3LYP/6-31G(d) level, defining a theoretical
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study with CCSD(T) energies using B3LYP geometries. In this manner accurate energies

can be determined for a much more affordable cost in computational resources.

Results for geometries and other parameters presented in this thesis have been carried out

using the HF, B3LYP or MP2 methods, usually with the modest basis set 6-31G(d).

DFT-HF (and DFT) has been demonstrated as extremely cost effective in predicting

geometries and other properties of molecular systems.Ss In particular the B3LYP method

with a modest basis set has allowed the calculation of vibrational frequencies of over 100

molecules with an average deviation of less than 50 cm-1.86 'When appropriate, a single

point energy calculation is carried out using large basis sets, such as B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZ,

for determination of accurate energies. The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZ level of theory is also

used for single point energy calculations to determine highly accurate energies.

ii. Rates of Reactions

The Arrhenius equation (Equation 2.9) states that the rate constant of a reaction, k is a

product of an exponential energy term and a pre-exponential A factor term. The

exponential term is comprised of terms for the activation energy, Eo the gas constant, R and

the temperatrtre, T. The A factor allows for entropy contributions of a process to be

considered in the rate determination, that is, how accessible is the reaction channel and

how probable is the reaction.

o=o"*[#) EQUATION 2.9
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To determine the probability in such a manner would require an intimate knowledge of the

potential energy surface of the process in question, such as the width of the reaction

coordinates for each step into and out of the transition state and reactive intermediate

together with the curvature of the reaction coordinate. Often such studies are not feasible

due to the system size and available computer resources. However, when considering

competing reaction pathways then comparison of the relative vibrational partition

functions, as determined by transition state theory, for the transition state in each of the

processes may give some insight into the relative pre-exponential factors for both

processes. For example, the competitive processes; (i) six centred cyclisation, and (ii)

seven centred cyclisation of the gas phase 5,6-epoxyhexoxide, has been determined using

this approach to favour the six-membered transition state.87 Since the energetics of both

processes are similar [35 and 39 kJ mol-l respectively at the MP2(FCy6-3lc(d) level of

theoryl this indicates the importance of the pre-exponential A factor.

Using transition state theory,88 the A factor for a uni-molecular process is given by a term

dependent on the partition function densities of the reactant, Qn and the transition state, Q7

(Equation 2.10, where k¡ is Boltzman's constant and fr is Planck's constant).

EQUATION 2.10

The partition function density is an approximate measure of the number of energy states

accessible to a particular molecule at a given temperature. Translational, rotational,

vibrational and electronic states can be considered separately for determination of the

partition function density as shown in Equation 2.1 1.
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Q = Ø,.n,,Q no,Qv ¡¡Q nt,, EQUATION 2.11

V/hen the reaction occurs on a single potential energy surface, QBr"" = 1. Further

simplification can be made for uni-molecular rearrangements since Qr.un, of the reactant

and the transition state are identical and can then be factored out of the expression. This

can also be considered to be true for Q¡o1, at least in a qualitative approximation. Thus,

relative A factors can be approximated by simply evaluating Qy¡6 for the reactant and the

transition state. The vibrational partition function is given by Equation 2.12, where u, is

the is the harmonic vibrational frequency of mode n (for a non linear molecule and

excluding the reaction coordinate | < n <3n - l6n + 1l), ),is a scaling factor for vibrational

modes.89 The partition function density can then be evaluated from ab initio frequency

calculations.

1
EQUATION 2.12Q*o

3¡-(6+l)

T r-"^e(-'^/n,r)
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CHAPTER 3

SELECTED REARRANGEMENTS OF DEPROTONATED

ORGANIC ANIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

As outlined in chapter one, MS/MS data from deprotonated organic anions can be quite

characteristic and therefore useful in structure determination. ln many cases simple bond

cleavages result, however when these processes are unfavourable the deprotonated anion

may (i) rearrange to another anionic species from which a simple cleavage is favourable,

(ii) undergo skeletal reaffangement, often similar to analogous rearrangement processes of

anions in solution, or (iii) undergo a charge-remote process (ie. a process which occurs

remote from and uninfluenced by the charged centre).

A number of deprotonated substituted phenyl systems have been investigated and illustrate

these fragmentations. For example, the benzyloxy anion undergoes simple cleavage

resulting in loss of formaldehyde9o [Scheme 3.1 (a)], while alkylphenoxide anions

fragment by loss of an alkyl radical lscheme 3.1 (b)] which may be preceded by

rearrangement9l [scheme 3.1 (c)]. A more complex retro-cleavage of the phenyl ring

occurs when there is no simple fragmentation which can occur lscheme 3.1 (d)].60

+ cH2o

(a)
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cH2R

HzR

+R

CHz (R = H, alkYl) (b)

HzR

+ cH2R

(R = H, Me) (.) ìk

X

HC-CX + CqH+

(d)

SCHEME 3.1

The collision induced mass spectrum (MS/MS) of deprotonated methyl benzoate shows

loss of CO from the parent anion [(C6H4)-CO2MeJ. Research into this unusual

reaffangement reaction cotnmenced as part of the author's honours requirement92 however

time constraints left the investigation incomplete. The experimental results are revisited

here and two possible mechanisms are proposed. In an attempt to distinguish between the

two proposed mechanisms a theoretical investigation of the system is presented.

Furthermore, it is possible that an analogous system, deprotonated methyl phenyl

carbonate [(C6H4)-OCOzMe], may undergo loss of COz by a similar process to that of the

CO loss in the (C6H4)-CO2Me system. Experimental and theoretical investigations were

carried into this possibility and are also described here.

X

,4 ál Çx+" 'i ¿'
51u'" /.-/ '1" oç:'

,Jr.., ..r-.rq7r:/<-{ -ín'l /4*, 1rt4.',i, ¡'q-/k't /''"'o'

-^ *-,-J.*''1n*'" t (r'."rrf.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Loss of CO from Deprotonated Methyl Benzoate

i. Experimental Studies

Upon collision the deprotonated methyl-d3 benzoate anion loses CO (Figure 3.1). Other

reported losses of CO from deprotonated esters include that of dimethyl succinate93 and

acyloxy acetates.94 The loss of CO in these cases occurs via the formation of an ion-

neutral complex in which MeOCO- acts as a methoxide donor. The mass spectra of

several deprotonated anions of other unsaturated esters were carried out and were found to

undergo simple fragmentation processes. For example, deprotonated methyl phenylacetate

fragments by loss of MeOH lscheme 3.2 (a)]. In contrast, deprotonated cyclopentadienyl

methyl ester loses Me' lscheme 3.2 (b)], while aromatic radical anions of the general

formula [ArCOzR]-' fragment by the characteristic cleavage sequence M-' - R' - CO2.95

138

-co

110

G CDs)
120

mlz

Collision induced mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the tM - Hl- ion of
methyl-d3 benzoate. For experimental cond¡tions see Experimental
Section.

FIGURE 3.1
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Ph-CHCO2Me + [ {en-cH=c=o¡ ovre 
]

-> 
Ph-C:CO * MeOH

(a)

CO2Me
+

+ + CO2Me

Me

SCHEME 3.3

In principle, deprotonation of methyl-d3 benzoate could occur at any position on the phenyl

ring. If the loss of CO from methyl -d3benzoate is charge-initiated, is the reaction initiated

by the charge being at the ortho position, or can it also occur for isomers where the charge

Coz
Me+

þ)x

SCHEME 3.2

The possibility that the loss of CO from deprotonated methyl benzoate is a charge-

¡e¡n6¡s63,64,96 process needs to be considered. The collision induced mass spectrum

(MS/MS) of the demethylated dimethyl ester of 1,3 adamantane dicarboxylic acid was

therefore recorded to see whether CO is lost. While a charge-remote radical cleavage

occurred in this system (Scheme 3.3) no loss of CO was observed. It therefore seems

unlikely from the experimental data that the loss of CO from deprotonated methyl benzoate

can be a charge-remote reaction. It appears that this is a charge-initiated process of a

closed shell aromatic anion and that the charged centte is required to be on the aryl ring.

-'q3. .,' $,r't'*t-¡* .n',:,. l,'t.n¡,"' ,','ri¿t.¡ ,.1 /or,irlt 1 ...,:' -:
L /(/ \- <.-{ | é,"{ i , "?q

J/'lt < fiç.,"7 ¡Y'! ,
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is localised on the meta or para position? This was investigated both indirectly as well as

directly. First, the collision induced mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the analogous system

methyl 2,4,í-trifluorobenzoate was examined. This system was chosen since

deprotonation is only possible at the meta position of the aromatic ring. The mass

spectrum (MS/MS) of the tM - Hl- ion shows two major fragmentations [(M - H)- - HF]

and [(M - H)- - MeCOz'] in the ratio of 2: l,burt no loss of CO was observed. This result

suggests that perhaps meta deprotonated methyl benzoate may not undergo loss of CO.

In order to confirm this proposal the DePuy5 method (see Chapter 1) was used to

unequivocally generate the ortho (C6H¿)-CO2Me anion by the SN2(Si) reaction between

HO- and ortho TMS(C6H4)COzMo. The collision induced dissociations of the ortho

desilylated anion (Figure 3.2) are identical to those of deprotonated methyl benzoate

(Figure 3.1); in particular, both spectra show pronounced loss of CO'

The collision induced mass spectra (MS/MS) of the (similarly generated) meta and para

(C6H4)-COzMe anions are also shown in Figure 3.2. Both spectra show loss of Me'

Zl l-¿,c 
' 
l^

together with;nií,er loss of CO.
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A 135

B

107
-co

(- CH.)
120

mlz
135

107
-co

(- CHs)
1

m/z
135

-co

107 (-'CH.)
120

m/z

Collision induced mass spectra (MS/MS) of the [M - TMS]- anions
from (A) oftho , (B) meta and (C) para trimethylsilyl-methyl
benzoate. For experimental conditions see Experimental Section.

c

FIGURE 3.2
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A qualitative comparison of the m/z 107 and m/z I20 peaks, corresponding to the processes

[(C6H4)-COzMe - CO] and [(C6H4)-COzMe - Mel respectively, showed the following

ratios: ortho (100 : 3), meta (100 : 28) and para (lO0 : 91). The energy of Me' loss is

comparable in each case, so the relative extent of CO loss is ortho > meta >> para. The

kinetic energy released for the loss of CO from each isomeric (CoH+)-COzMe anion was

investigated by measuring the peak width at half height of the m/z lO7 fragment anions in

the three CID spectra (Figure 3.2). The peak widths were found to be different in each

case lortho (28.0 t 0.5 V), meta (32.9 È 0.5 V) and para (35.1 x.0.5 V)l indicating that

either (i) the structures and/or energies of the three m/z 107 ions are different, or (ii) the

modes of formation of the ions are different.25 The m/z l}l ions, from each

(C6H4)-CO2Me isomer, are also formed in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. These

three source formed m/z 101 ions each have identical mass spectra, exemplified by the

dominant loss of CHzO. The loss of CHzO to give a peak at m/z J7 is charucteristic of the

deprotonated anisole anion [(C6H¿)-OMe],91,98 the formation of which is consistent with

the loss of CO from (CoH+)-COzMe. Furthermore, the peak widths at half height of the

resulting nt/z'7'7 ions (C6H5-), corresponding to loss of CHzO from the three source formed

(C6H4)-OMe (m/z 107) ions, are the same in each case within experimental error (33.5 t

0.5 V). These kinetic energy release experiments suggest that the losses of CO from the

ortho, meta and para (C6H¿)-COzMe anions result in formation of the same (probably

ortho) (C6H4)-OMe anion, but that the energetics of formation of the ortho (CeH+)-OMe

anion by loss of CO from the ortho, meta, para deprotonated methyl benzoate anions are

different. It is proposed that the loss of CO is a fragmentation of the ortho (CeH¿)-COzMe

anion and that losses of CO from the meta and para isomers is preceded by rearrangement

of each of these anions to the ortho isomer.
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ii. Para, Meta, and Oftho lnterconversion

Interconversion of meta and para isomers of deprotonated methyl benzoate to the ortho

anion may be a result of (i) reanangement of the ring carbons, (ii) rearrangement of the

ring hydrogens, or (iii) proton exchange between (C6H4)-COzMe and HzO in an anion-

neutral complex formed in the source of the mass spectrometer. The last of these

possibilities can be tested experimentally by using DzO as the reagent gas for anion

formation. If an anion-water complex is formed and does allow for proton exchange then

incorporation of deuterium into the anion will result (Scheme 3.4). No deuterium was

incorporated into the anion and therefore this process is not operable in this system.

[(m-CoH+C02Me)- (DrO)] [(C6H4DCOzMe) (DO)-]

[(oCoHsDCOzMe)- (DOH)]

(oCoHsDC02Me)- + DOH

SCHEME 3.4

Carbon rearrangement in neutral benzene is a highly energetic process and has been

studied both experimentally and theoretically. The energies of benzvalene and prismane

relative to benzene are calculated (at the RMP2/6-31G(d) level of theory) to be +313 and

+492 kJ mol-l respectively.gg The baruier for ring opening of benzvalene is calculated to

be 116 kJ mol-r (at the B3LYP/DZP level of theory)100-102 and measured experimentally

tobe 122.6 kJ mol-l.103 We have calculated the reaction coordinates for the corresponding

carbon rearangements of the C6H5- system at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//HF/6-31+G(d)

level of theory; these results are shown in Figure 3.3.

---+

---+

---+
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(s23)

(3ss) (355)

-l'H

(o kJ mol-1¡

FIGURE 3.3 Calculated rearrangement pathways for the degenerate /þ
interconversion of the phenyl anion. For full details see Table 3.1.

At this level of theory, the benzvalene anion lies 300 kJ mol-l above the phenyl anion, and

the transition state for interconversion of the two is 355 kJ mol-l above the phenyl anion.

The corresponding prismane anion is 523 kJ mol-l less stable than the phenyl anion.

Anion scrambling via a degenerate H transfer mechanism has also been investigated at the

B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//HFi6-31+G(d) level of theory with the transition state requiring

263 kJ mol-l above the phenyl anion. Though anion scrambling through degenerate H

transfer is a high-energy process, it is more energetically favourable than that for carbon

scrambling and therefore more likely to occu

X /n e*ç*/aç-- $a¡ "'¿ Å.+*{ u" ¿il.ç(tn

/a-çce<'-/,.'.7 r'(."ivt [rrtr', ftf , J"1'o,.
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TABLE 3.1 Calculated properties of stationary points for the interconversion of
the CoHs- anion as shown in Figure 3.3.

5
H7 4

j':uz
H1

Hl H1

Energy
(Harlrees) "

Relative Energy
(kJ moll)

czcr (n)o
C.Ce
C+Cs
CuC+
CoCs
HzCz
HeCe
HsC¿
HloCu
HrCs

csczcr (')
C+CsCz
C5CaC3
côc5c4
H7C2C1
H7C2Ca
H6G3C2
HeCaC3
H1oC5C4
H11C6C5

CaC3C2Cl
c5c4cac2
C6C2C3Ca
HTC2C1Ca
H8CaC4C5

HeCaC3H6
HleC5CaHe
H11C6C5H1e

-231.575561 -231.475534 -231.461480 -231.440187 -231.376405

263 300 355 523

580
500
332
501
495

0.0

.417

.394

.391

.391

.394

1.435
1.394
1.397
1.391
1.397
1.288
1.082
1.081
1.081
1.O82

119.4
120.2
120.4
120.4
56.1

1.504
1.455
1.386
1.383
1.502
1.083
1.074
1.079
1.076
1.093

1.545
1.546
'1.503

1.507
1.546
1.082
1.081
1.082
1.081
1.082

1.084
1.082
1.080
1.082
1.084

124.8
120.3
117.9
120.3
118.7

120.1
121.O
'1 19.s
116.4

1.080
1.077
1.077
1.080
1.086

111.3
105.1
105.1
109.6

126.4
128.4
121.5
135.3

31.8
0.0

-29.1
179.5
178.8
0.0
-0.7

-24.0

121.1
120.1
1 19.5
118.7

121.5
124.0
125.4
125.7
1 19.6

129.6
107.5
111.7
1 13.1

92.7
89.'1

60.8
89.1
129.7
118.7
133.8
127.8
130.4
130.2

-1.2
-90.2
59.6

-152.5
116.2
-0.8
0.8
0.5

40.7
8.3
4.5

-166.1
155.6
-171.0
-176.7
139.2

a. Energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-3'11++G(d,p) level of theory and include zero point correction
(calculated from HF/6-31+G(d) vibrational frequencies). b. Geometries optimised at the HF/6-31+G(d)
level of theory.

The barriers for the para ---+ meta aîd meta ---+ ortho H transfer reactions for the

(C6H4)-CO2Me system were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31 1++G(d,p)//HF/6-3lG(d) level

of theory and found to be 280 and276 kJ mol-rrespectively (Figure 3.4). Itis proposed
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that the interconversion of pera, meta and ortho isomers proceeds via a H transfer

mechanism. Thus the loss of CO ratio ortho > meta >> para can be explained since the

para ---+ ortho interconversion requires two steps as opposed to one step for the meta ---+

ortho interconversion.

ú'

(o kJ mol-l)

FIGURE 3.4

.H

(280) (276)

(8) (8)

CO2Me

Calculated rearrangement pathway for 1,2 H transfer of
deprotonated methyl benzoate. Full details are given in Table 3.2.

e
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TABLE 3.2 Calculated properlies of stationary points for the interconversion of
the (CoH¿)-COzMe anion as shown in Figure 3.4.

H 910I 10 I '10 g 10 H I 10

Energy
(Hartrees) "

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-l)

czc, (Ä)o
CsC,
C+Cs
CuC+
CoCu
CrCs
oaCt
ogCt
CroOs
HCr

cac2c1 (")
CaC3C2
CsC+Cs
C6C5Ca
CzCgCz
O6C7C3
OeCTOg
clooecT
HC1C6
HC1C2

-459.61927 -459.51 1 163 -459.616346 -459.5091 15 -459.616230

0.0

1.385
1.40'l
'1.400
'1.384

1.422
1.464
1.203
1.345
1.403

120.3
117.6
120.5
124.7
123.0
126.3
120.0
117.1

120.2
120.0
120.7
119.7
122.4
126.0
120.1
113.8
56.0

'1 19.6
1 19.9
120.3
120.5
123.3
125.1
120.1
117.1

112.2
124.4
120.3
118.2
121.3
125.0
119.7
117.1

268.5

1.474
1.202
1.341
1.404
1.292

1.417
1.400
1.398
1.382
1.400
1.480
1.202
1.338
1.404

124.8
1 19.9
1 18.'1

120.3
122.7
125.7
120.2
117.1

1.441
1.393
1.407
1.380
1.405
1.482
1.205
1.332
1.401
1.291

8.5

.425

.413

.408

.377

.401

.487

.209

.332

.399

8.7 273.5

390
405
399
387
399

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

55.8

a. Energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and include zero point correction
(calculated from HF/6-31+G(d) vibrationalfrequencies). b. Geometries optimised atthe HF/6-31G(d) level

of theory.

Mechanism for Loss of CO from Oftho (CoH+)-COzMe

Two possible mechanisms may account for the loss of CO from the ortho anion of methyl

benzoate as outlined in Scheme 3.5. Mechanism A involves cyclisation by intramolecular

attack of the carbonyl carbon forming a [(C6H¿)CO -OMe] ion-neutral complex followed

by nucleophilic substitution prior to loss of CO. The second mechanism B involves

formation of a lbenzyne MeOCO-] ion-neutral complex, followed by a cine-substitution,

with MeOCO- acting as a MeO- donor. No obvious experimental probe can be used to

distinguish between these two mechanisms. A theoretical approach is therefore needed
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and so the optimised reaction coordinates along both pathways were calculated at the

B 3LYP/6- 3 1 1 ++G(d,p) I IHF / 6-3 1 +G(d) level of theory.

o OMeA

Me
+ C:O

B

COOMe

SCHEME 3.5

The cyclisation mechanism is complex involving four steps with the first (A) having a

barrier of 199 kJ mol-1 (Figure 3.5). The second transition state differs in energy to the

first by only 3 kJ mol-l; this is due to a flat region of the potential energy surface in the

vicinity of the [(C6H4)CO 
-OMe] complex where the -OMe anion requires little energy to

move and reorientate itself about the ring. Subsequent ring-opening and dissociation of

CO yields ortho deprotonated anisole, a reaction endothermic by 85 kJ mol-l'
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OMe

5A
(1ee) (2O2)

(183)
7A

(1 50)

(85)

+ C=O

Calculated reaction coordinates for the cyclisation mechanism (A)

Full details are given in Table 3.3 and 3.4.

OMe

2A

(6s)4AA

-C=O

(107)

I
96A

(o kJ mol-l)

FIGURE 3.5

(0 kJ mol-l)

(281)

\

l\D *{o
28 4B

\
w{o l

(28s)

I

+ C=O

9

3B
B

(8s)

OMe

1

Reaction coordinates for the benzyne cine-substitution mechanism
(B). Full details are given in Table 3.3 and 3.5.

FIGURE 3.6
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TABLE 3.3 Calculated properties of reactant and products shown in

Figures 3.5 and 3.6
4 4

3

71

l\ile

/8
o7

I

2

910

Energy (Hartrees) "
Ereacrant (kJ mol-1)

Eproducrs (kJ mol-1)

ozcr (n)o
CzCr
|..e|..2

C¿Cs
CsOo
CoCs
CtCs
ozOe
OrCt
CrOt
OnCt
CroOg

cgczcr (')
c4cac2
c5c4ca
C6C5Ca
c7c3c2
o7cacz
OsCTCa
CaOzCs
oec7c8
C16OeC7

-459.489448

0.0

85.0

377

-346.1 13713

1.409
1.399
1.393
1.389
1.389

1.388

1.390

112.0
125.4
1 19.5
1 19.3

121.8

1 18.3

-1 13.343499

1.113
425
413
408

1.401
1.487

1.209

1.332
1.399

112.2
124.4
120.3
118.2
121.3

125.O

119.7
117.1

a. Energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and include zero
point correction (calculated from HF/6-31+G(d) vibrationalfrequencies). b. Geometries
optimised at the HF/6-31+G(d) level of theory.
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TABLE 3.4 Calculated properties of intermediates and transition states for the
cyclisation mechanism as shown in Figure 3.5.

9 10
10 I 10

7

10

78

Tl^{t
4

I

2A 4A3A 5A 6A 7A

Energy
(Hartrees)a

Relative_Energy
(kJ mol-')

czct (n)o
CeCz
C+Ce
CuCo
CuCu
CrCz
CrCt
ogOo
Croog

cac2c1 (')
c4csc2
csc4ca
c6c5c4
C7C2Cs
o8c7c2
OeC3C2
ClsOeC3

C+CsCzCr
c5c4cac2
c6c5c4ca
c7c2cac4
o8c7c2ca
OeC3C2C1
C,nOoC"C,

-459.41373 -459.41281 -459.43233 -459.41976 -459.46349 -459.44887

199

'1.395

1.352
1.395
1.378
1.420
1.440
'1 .194
2.666
1.346

123.6
123.6
1 14.0
122.4
62.0
147.8
75.3
144.4

0.0
-2.1
2.1

-175.6
-147.5
115.2
111.5

201

1.426
1.370
1.435
1.351
1.454
1.389
1.207
2,102
1.348

123.8
121.2
1 14.6
123.1
62.1

1s1 .0
118.7
1 16.6

150 183

.477

.511

.424

.370

.458

.296

.181

.412

.391

120.3
112.4
121.9
'1 19.9
86.4
173.3
120.5
115.2

-30.6
8.2
14.5

114.0
-171.2
1 13.3
-64.8

68 107

.481

.474

.346

.436

.397

.313

.181

-11.7
8.7
-1.0

148.9
-172.2
99.0
27.7

1.442
1.496
1.493
1.341
1.466
1.355
1.222
1.422
1.389

123.8
1 13.3
119.2
121.9
62.5
151.9
121.6
114.7

-21.4
17.8
-3.8

113.2
-171.1
117.3
-58.0

1.396
1.397
'1.394

1.385
1.389
1.614
1.223
1.370
1.406

1 16.5
121.4
120.5
1 19.3
123.4
1 10.0
123.1
116.7

-0.9
0.9
-o.2

-179.4
-'162.8
-178.0
-67.6

1.380
1.383

1 14.9
121.8
122.6
1 16.6
121.2
177.2
1't 1.9
1 18.8

0.0
0.0
0.0

180.0
180.0
180.0
180.0

a. Energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and include zero point correction
(calculated from HF/6-31+G(d) vibrationalfrequencies). b. Geometries optimised atthe HF/6-31+G(d) level of
theory.
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TABLE 3.5 Calculated properties of intermediates and transition states for
the benzyne mechanism as shown in Figure 3.6.

0 'l [.}.Ql [-], 'çl']
21

28 3B 48

Energy *

Relative Energy (kJmol-1)

czct (Å)o
CsCz
CoCe
CsC+
CoCu
CtCq
oeCt
OsCt
CroOn

cac2c1 (')
C+CgCz
CsC+Cs
c6c5c4
c7cac2
c7c4cs
o8c7c4
o8c7ca
OeCTCs
C.'nOoCt

-459.382419

281

1.417
1.251
1.360
1.398
1.405

1.221
1 .4't6
1.397

110.1
105.6
121.3
121.9
146.0

-459.385171

274

1.408
1.366
1.400
1.408
1.394
3.581
1.203
1.492
1.391

1 14.0
140.0
105.5
121.9

169.1
174.9

11.9
118.4

-459.379626

288

1.418
1.250
'1.359

1.397
1.409
3.320
1.204
1.480
1.392

109.6
143.4
105.7
121.2

96.8
175.1

112.3
1 18.5

98.4
1 13.1
118.7

a. Energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and include zero point
correction (calculated from HF/6-31+G(d) vibrational frequencies). b. Geometries optimised at
the HF/6-31+G(d) level of theory.

The reaction coordinate diagram for the benzyne cine-substitution mechanism (B) is shown

in Figure 3.6. This is a simpler ptocess than the cyclisation mechanism with formation of

the lbenzyne MeOCO-J complex being followed directly by formation of products. The

simplicity of this mechanism avoids any potential bottle necks in subsequent steps along

the reaction pathway (c/. mechanism A) however the barrier to the rate limiting transition

state for mechanism B is 289 kJ mol-l, some 87 kJ mol-l more than that for mechanism A.

The cyclisation process A is favoured in terms of the energy barrier to the rate determining

transition state. However, energetics alone are not sufficient to accurately predict whether
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a particular reaction will occur in preference to another. The pre-exponential Arrhenius

factors for both processes need to be ascertained since the rate of a reaction is governed by

the Arrhenius equation (Equation 3.1).

k=A EQUATION 3.1

Comparison of the relative probabilities of the two possible processes A and B requires an

intimate knowledge of the potential energy surface for both processes. Such studies are

not feasible for a system of this size. However, comparison of the relative vibrational

partition functions, as determined by transition state theory, for the first transition state in

each of the processes shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 may give some insight into the relative

pre-exponential factors for both processes,8l 'lo4'105 as discussed earlier (see Chapter 2).

The partition function density is an approximate measure of the number of energy states

accessible to a particular molecule at a given temperature. The first step in each of the

processes A and B can be simplified, at least in a qualitative sense, such that the partition

function requires consideration of vibrational states only. Since the reactant is the same in

each process \rye only need to consider the vibrational partition function density for the two

transition states. The vibrational partition function is given by Equation3.2, where vn is

the harmonic vibrational frequency of mode n (for a non linear molecule and excluding the

reaction coordinate | < n < 3n - l6tt + ll), I is a scaling factor for HF/6-31G+(d)

vibrational modes.89 The partition function density can then be evaluated from ab initio

frequency calculations.
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3, -(6+

T 1 EQUATION 3.2
Q,,,

Transition State 2A

Q'vib cm-t Q'vib

1 -*n(- ^^'/or)

The computed frequencies and partition functions are given in Table 3.6. The difficulties

of including low frequencies (which may act as rotations) in such an analysis have been

repofted.106,107 When all frequencies are considered, the pre-Arrhenius factors for the

first transition state of the benzyne mechanism is four times larger than that of the

cyclisation process providing an upper limit on the ratio. While this can only be

considered in a qualitative sense it does suggest that the simpler benzyne mechanism has a

larger entropic factor than the cyclisation mechanism.

TABLE 3.6 Vibrational Partition Functions for Transition States 2A and 28

-l

Transition State

cm-t o'vib cm-'

1 158
1204
1227
1274
1 309
1 340
1411
1 530
1 594
1 596
1 630
1644
1 649
1724
1997
3178
3225
3230
3321
3343
3362
3374

28
Q'vibcm

63
92
100
112
183
269
293
394
499
548
584
688
771
807
823
843
972
1 063
'1079

1103
1113
1181

4.1394
3.0050
2.8028
2.5641
1.8067
1.4412
'1.3802

1.2144
1j251
1.0984
1.0827
1.0507
1.0347
1.0295
1.0274
't.0250

1 .0140
1.0094
1.0087
1.0078
1.0075
1.0055

1242
1244
1247
1282
1289
1 399
1 401
1 584
1 607
1 609
1626
'1626

1770
1 785
1 980
2870
2907
2976
3325
3345
3375
3378

1.0042
1.0042
'1.0041

1.0035
1.0034
1.0021
1.0021
1.0009
1.0008
1.0008
1.0008
1.0008
1.0004
1.0004
1.0002
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

6.5088
4.3730
2.8205
2.6986
2.2487
1.7914
1.2851
1.2553
1.1657
1.1473
1.1373
1.0560
1.0501
1.0366
1.0248
1.0192
1.0172
1.O144
1.0089
1.0088
1.0081
1.0072

1.0061
1.0050
1.0045
1.0037
1.0031
1.0027
1.0020
1.0012
1.0009
1.0009
1.0008
1.0007
1.0007
1.0005
1.0002
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

38
59
99
105
134
185
342
361
443
466
480
666
691
759
845
902
926
966
1074
1 075
1 096
1122
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iv. Conclusions

The loss of CO from the ortho anion of methyl benzoate is a charge initiated process

resulting in the formation of the ortho anisole anion. The meta and para forms of

deprotonated methyl benzoate undergo 1,2 hydrogen transfer(s) to form the ortho isomer

which subsequently loses CO. Experimental and theoretical data available do not allow

differentiation between the two mechanisms proposed in Scheme 3.5. V/hile the

cyclisation process appears to be favoured on energetic grounds, the benzyne cine-

substitution process has the higher Arrhenius A factor and therefore is more entropically

favoured.
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B. Loss of COz from Ortho Deprotonated Methyl Phenyl Carbonate

The benzyne cine-substitution reaction (Scheme 3.5, mechanism B) for loss of CO from

deprotonated methyl benzoate is an attractive proposal: unfortunately it cannot be

substantiated in that particular system for the reasons outlined above. It would be of

interest to construct an analogous system in which abenzyne-ion complex might lead to a

cine-substitution product. In such a system the benzyne reaction should be kinetically and

thermodynamically more favourable than the analogous process of the (CoH+)-COzMe

system. The deprotonated methyl phenyl carbonate system would seem to meet these

prerequisites, with the anticipated benzyne process shown in Scheme 3.6. In this system

the formation of the benzyne-ion complex seems to be a plausible process, MeOCOz- is a

good MeO- donor and overall the loss of COz is only endothermic by 6 kJ mol-1 (c/. 85 kJ

mol-1 for loss of CO from (C6H+)-COzMe). A cyclisation process similar to that for

(C6H4)-CO2Me might also occur in this system (see later discussion).

O2Me

OCO2Me + + COz

SCHEME 3.6

Ortho, Meta and Para (C6H4)-OCOzMe

The ortho, meta and para (C6H4)-OCO2Me anions were generated in the ion source of the

mass spectrometer from their corresponding trimethylsilyl derivatives by SN2(SÐ

processes. The collision induced mass spectra (MS/IvIS) of the three isomers are shown in

Figure 3.7.
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A

107

- co,

121

149

119

151

121

136
119

mlz

cB

92

149

151 151
149

- COz

136
136

121

92

107

119 92

m/z m/z

Collision induced mass spectra (MS/MS) of the [M - TMS]- anions
from (A) ortho, (B) meta and, (G) paralrimethylsilyl-methyl phenyl

carbonate. For experimental conditions see Experimental Section.

FIGURE 3.7
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Loss of COz is observed in the CID mass spectrum of the ortho isomet, but it is

accompanied by a number of other processes not observed in the CID mass spectrum of

deprotonated methyl benzoate. No significant loss of COz is observed from the meta or

para anions, unlike the cognate meta and para (C6H4)-CO2Mo where losses of CO are

observed. Other reactions of the (CoH+)-OCOzMe anions include the losses of radicals and

neutrals: Me', MeO', MeOCO', CHzO and MeOH. The observed relative abundances of the

ions formed by these losses are similar for each of the three isomers and appear to occur

independently of the position of the charge. These processes must either be charge-remote

processes and/or anion induced processes occurring after an interconversion process

(eg. 1,2-H transfer as described in the preceding section). It has been shown that ester

groups (-CO2R) fragment by charge-remote processes involving competitive losses of R',

RO', and ROCO' to form distonic radical unlons.l08 For example, the 1,3 di-substituted

adamantane anion shown in Scheme 3.3 is an anionic system where the charged centre is

positioned on carbon 1 and the methyl ester functionality is on carbon 3. Reactions of the

ester (losses of Me', MeO' and MeOCO') may be charge-remote processes. It is therefore

proposed that radical losses from the three isomeric deprotonated phenyl carbonates are

charge-remote radical cleavages (shown for the ortho isomer in Scheme 3.7).
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o'
+Me

OMe + + MeO

+ MeOCO

SCHEME 3.7

The losses of MeOH and CHzO are either charge-remote processes of MeO' or charge-

induced processes of MeO-. Neither of these losses were observed in the earlier study of

charge-remote processes using 1,3 di-substituted adamantanes.l0S The MeO- ion of the

intermediate ion-neutral complex formed by cyclisation of the deprotonated methyl phenyl

carbonate system (Scheme 3.8) could effect either deprotonation of, or hydride donation to

the cyclic lactone, thus explaining the losses of MeOH and CHzO.

OMe

SCHEME 3.8

This study was initiated in order to explore a system similar to that of methyl benzoate, and

to see whether abenzyne cine-substitution reaction occurs for the chosen system. Methyl

phenyl carbonate appears to be a good choice for such a study since the anticipated loss of

COz is observed from the ortho isomer. The absence of COz loss in the meta and para

isomers may be attributed to different kinetic and thermodynamic factors in the
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(C6H4)-OCOzMe system compared with the (C6H4)-CO2Me system. Does the loss of COz

from the ortho isomer occur by abenzyne cine-substitution mechanism or via a cyclisation

mechanism through the intermediate shown in Scheme 3.8? In either case the reaction is

analogous to that involving loss of CO in the (C6Ha)-COzMe system, and the resulting

product anion should be ortho (C6H4)-OMe (m/z IOI). As discussed earlier, the mass

spectrum (MS/MS) of the ortho (C6H4)-OMe anion is dominated by loss of formaldehyde.

The mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the source formed m/z IOI ion from ortho C6Ha-OCOzMe

does not show loss of formaldehyde. Thus the loss of COz in the deprotonated methyl

phenyl carbonate system is not analogous to the previously described loss of CO from the

deprotonated methyl benzoate system. What is the mechanism for this loss of COz? The

only other plausible mechanism involves methyl migration through a six-centred transition

state resulting in the formation of the product ortho methyl phenoxide (cresol) anion as

shown in Scheme 3.9.

o
+ COz

OMe " Me" Me

SCHEME 3.9

The collision induced (MS/MS) and charge reversal (-CR*) mass spectra of isomeric cresol

anions have been reported.lO9 The CID mass spectra are very weak and only show radical

losses of H' and Me'. The mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the source formed m/z 107 ion,

formed by loss of COz from ortho (C6H4)-OCO2Me, does not show loss of Me' but, as

mentioned above, this product peak is of small abundance and is likely to be lost in the
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background noise. The -CR* mass spectra of authentic samples of the ortho anisyl anion

and the ortho cresol anion are different enough in the high mass region to allow for

characterisation of the source formed m/z I0'7 ion. The high mass regions of these two

-CR+ spectra (ortho anisyl and ortho cresol) are shown in Figure 3.8: also shown is the

high mass region of the -CR+ spectrum of the m/z 107 formed from loss of COz from ortho

(C6H4)-OCO2Me. The -CR+ spectrum of the m/z l0l product ion matches that of the ortho

cresol anion and is reproducible. Thus, the loss of COz occurs by methyl migration,

through a six-centred transition state (Scheme 3.9) to form the cresol anion.
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A

107

89

105

92

107

89 07

89

m/z mlz

High mass region of three -CR* spectra of: (A) m/z 107 anion

formed by loss of COz lrom ortho (C6H4)-OCO2Me, (B) the oftho
cresol anion and, (C) lhe ortho anisole anion. For experimental
conditions see Experimental Section.

1m/z

cB

1

92

FIGURE 3.8
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ii. Mechanism for Loss of COz

The methyl migration process described above has been investigated using theoretical

calculations. In principle, the methyl transfer can be either a concerted or stepwise

process. Theoretical calculations at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)llHF/3-21+G(d) level of

theory have found stationary points only along the stepwise path, no stationary points

corresponding to the concerted process were found to exist at the level of theory used. The

stepwise process for loss of COz is summarised in Figure 3.9. The barrier to Me'migration

via a six-membered transition state is 191 kJ mo1-1. The reaction is strongly exothermic

and the intermediate (at -296 kJ mol-r) is formed with sufficient excess energy to allow

loss of CO2 to form the product ortho cresol anion.

ro

(o kJ mol-l)

(-276)
(-2e6)

Me
Me + Coz

o

o

Calculated reaction pathway for the loss of COz from lhe ortho
(C6H4)-OCOOMe anion. Full details are given in Table 3.7.

ttl"r

(1e1)

o

^

o 
.-g

Mé

FIGURE 3.9
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TABLE 3.7 Calculated properties of stationary points for the Me transfer
reaction of methyl phenyl carbonate as shown in Figure 3.9.

I Melt Metl
9 9810o:c:o8

06

'l
4 4

l0

Energy
(Hartrees)"

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)

czct (Ä) o

C.Cz
C¿Cs
CsCo

CoCs
OrCo
Ce ot
ogCa
OroCa
Cr Oro
C"Cr

cac2cl (')
c4cac2
c5c4ca
côc5c4
O7C6C5
CeOzCo
OgCaOz
olocsoe
C11C1C6
C"O'nC"

-534.73410 -534.66125 -534.84690 -346.20291 -188.63621

-296 -276

1.379
1.466
1.352
1.209
1.354
1.461
2.265

1.387
1.457
1 .416
1.228
1.301
1.888
1.511

1.378
1.388
1.391
1.38'l
'1.433

1.300
1.478
1.236
1.247

191

.406

.391

.389

.387

0

419
392
392
389

.388

.389

.386

.386

.383

.379

1.599
1.599

123.7
120.2
1 18.9
117.6
1 13.8
121.6
125.7
121.5
90.7
120.3

a. Energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and include zero point correction
(calculated from HF/3-21+G(d) vibrational frequencies). b. Geometries optimised at the HF/3-21(d) level

of theory.

iii. Conclusions

The deprotonated methyl phenyl carbonate system was investigated following on from the

previous study on deprotonated methyl benzoate, since it was proposed that loss of COz

might occur via a benzyne mechanism. While loss of COz is observed to occur from the

ortho deprotonated methyl phenyl carbonate it is only a minor process from the meta and

para analogtes. The loss of COz was shown to occur by the methyl migration pathway

shown in Scheme 3.9.

123.3
1 19.6
1 19.6
119.3
123.8
153.0
114.3
126.6
1 19.6
105.1

1.433

121.4
1 19.5
119.7
120.5
120.6
1 19.1
122.1
133.1
117.3

122.3
117.7
121.1
122.3
122.7

180.0
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Mass Spectrometric Methods

All mass spectra were recorded using a modified VG ZAB HF mass spectrometer with BE

configuration (where B and E represent magnetic and electric sectors, respectively)

equipped with tandem collision cells between B and E. The instrument was used in

negative ion chemical ionisation mode. Samples were introduced via a heated septum inlet

to give an operating pressure inside the source housing of 5 x 10-6 Torr. Typical source

conditions were as follows: source temperature 200"C, repeller voltage -0.5 V, ion

extraction voltage 7 kV, mass resolution m/Am > 1500. All slits were fully open in order

to minimize mass discrimination. The reagent ion HO- was generated by electron impact

on HzO (introduced through the heated septum inlet to give an operating pressure of ca.5 x

10-5 Torr). The estimated total pressure in the ion source is 0.1 Torr. Negative ion

chemical ionisation by HO- effected either (i) deprotonation of a neutral organic substrate,

or (ii) desilylation of a neutral trimethylsilylated substrate (by analogy to the method

developed by DePuy et al.\.

Collision induced dissociation (CID) of B-mass selected ions was effected by collision

with argon gas in one of the collision cells at a pressure of 10-6 Torr. This reduces the

main beam to SOVo of the initial value, producing essentially single collision conditions.30

The resulting ions were recorded by scanning E.

Charge reversal (-CR+¡3t,:s'110 of B-mass selected anions was effected by collision with

oxygen in one of the collision cells, allowingS}Vo transmittance of the main beam and thus

producing essentially single collision conditions.3o -CR* spectra were then recorded as for
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the CID experiment except that the polarity of the electric sector was reversed to allow

detection of positive rons.

B. Synthetic Procedures

Methyl benzoate, methyl phenylpropiolate, methyl phenyl carbonate and ortho cresol are

commercial samples and were used without further purification. The three isomeric

methyl (trimethylsilyl) benzoates,lll-113 three isomeric methyl (trimethylsilylphenyl)

carbonates,ll4-ll7 ortho Íimethylsilylanisolel 18 and 1-methoxycarbonylcyclopenta- 1,3-

dienell9 were prepared by known methods. (Methyl-d:) benzoate (d¡ = 99Vo) was

prepared by esterification of benzoyl chloride with methanol-d4.lzo

C. Theoretical Methods

Geometries were optimised using the Hartree-Fock (HF) metho671'72 combined with either

the 6-31+G(d) or 3-2I+G(d) basis set. Stationary points on the potential energy surface

were characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or transition states (one

imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies using analytical gradient

procedures. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (RC) calculations were used to examine the

reaction path on the potential energy surface leading away from a given transition state,

thus confirming connection between minima and the transition state. The calculated

frequencies were used to determine zero-point energies which were scaledSg by 0.9135

[HF/6-31+G(d)] or O.92Ol IHF/3-2IG+(d)I and then used as a zero-point energy correction

for the electronic energetic calculated at the respective level of theory as well as at higher
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levels of theory. Higher level single point energies were calculated for each stationary

point at the B3LYP/6-3lI++G(d,p) level of theory to obtain more accurate and reliable

energies. The B3LYP methodS3'84 ¡ur proven to be an effective, reliable and cost

effective theoretical method and such are particularly suited to large systems such those

studied here. Calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 94 suite of programsl2l

with the Power Challenge supercomputer of the South Australian Computing Centre (The

University of Adelaide) and the Beowulf computing cluster at the South Australian

Computational Chemistry Facility (The University of Adelaide).
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CHAPTER 4

THEORETICAL STUDIES OF POTENTIAL INTERSTELLAR

ANIONS

ABSTRACT

Teruieva and y1s¡6s¡122 reported a theoretical investigation showing that carbon

cumulenes, C,, (where n Z 6) can undergo efftcient radiative attachment of an electron to

form the corresponding anions. More recently, Barckholtz, Snow un¿ 3i".6uuml23

demonstrated that Cn-' (n = 2, 4 - 10) and CrH- (n = 2, 4,6, 7) anions do not react

efficiently with molecular hydrogen, implying that detectable abundances of cumulenic

anions may exist in the interstellar medium. We have carried out a systematic theoretical

investigation examining possible anionic candidates for detection in the interstellar

medium, highlighting properties that are pertinent to their interstellar detection. The

extraordinary electron affinities of the series of interstellar molecules investigated [CrH,

C,'CÞzandC,,O Qt=2 - lO)l suggestthatefficientradiativeattachmentof anelectroncan

occur under interstellar conditions. In addition, the large dipole moments of the

corresponding anions indicate that their interstellar detection should be possible by radio

astronomy. The results reported here have appeared in Monthly Notices of the Royal

Astronomical Society,124 a contribution which should serve as a guide to future laboratory

experiments and astronomical surveys into these anions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. Molecules in the lnterstellar Medium

The vast expanse of the visible universe encloses massive localised regions of matter

known as galaxies. While the matter within our own galaxy is predominantly concentrated

into the stars that dominate our night sky, about lOVo of the galactic mass is attributed to

the matter in regions between the stars, or the interstellar medium. This interstellar matter

is unevenly distributed, showing a propensity to condense into massive dusty, gaseous

structures - the so-called interstellar clouds. Based on their opacity to ultraviolet-visible

radiation, interstellar clouds can be broadly categorised as either; dense, translucent or

dffise depending on their density.l2s-tzs

Diffuse clouds have gas densities between 102 and 10a particles cm-3 and their

temperatures range from 50 to 100 1ç.125-127 In regions of diffuse interstellar clouds,

starlight from nearby background stars is able to penetrate the cloud and allow for the gas

component of the cloud to be probed by optical absorption spectroscopy. Accordingly,

such studies have determined that the gas component of diffuse clouds is primarily made

up of neutral atomic species. The elemental abundance of the gas generally resembles that

of stars, that is, predominately hydrogen. In addition, the helium concentration of the gas

is about I\Vo Íhat of hydrogen, while concentrations of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are

OJ - Q.OIVo. Some elements (eg. silicon) are seemingly depleted from diffuse clouds and

thought to comprise much of the dust particles within these regions.126-128

Dense interstellar clouds have gas densities greater than 104 particles cm-3 and

temperatures that can be as low as 10 y.125-128 The density of the gas within dense

interstellar clouds varies greatly, such that within some of the largest clouds, localised
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regions of high relative density (ca. 106 cm-3) undergo gravitational collapse. As the cloud

collapses, the gaseous material becomes progressively more compressed and, as a

consequence of the increase in pressure, the temperature within the collapsing region

increases. This process may continue until finally the temperature and the pressure of the

gas initiates nuclear fusion processes, and the birth of a newly formed star results.

Accordingly, these regions are of particular interest to astronomers and other scientists

alike.

In contrast to diffuse clouds which are completely permeated by ultraviolet-visible

radiation, dense clouds are capable of providing shielding to their internal regions from

ultraviolet-visible radiation.125,126,128 As a result, effectively all background starlight is

either absorbed or scattered, hence such clouds are also referred to as dark clouds. Dust

particles, typically 0.2 ¡tm in diameter, are responsible for most of the extinction of

background starlight.126'128 Such particles account for only LVo of the total interstellar

matter, but despite their seemingly insignificant abundance, intetstellar dust particles

effectively absorb and scatter in the ultraviolet-visible region of the electromagnetic

spectrum. It follows that dense (dark) clouds, unlike diffuse clouds, cannot be probed by

optical absorption.

However, not all wavelengths are obscured by interstellar dust. Radio astronomy has been

extensively used to probe these dense cold regions of the interstellar environment, with

(radio) astronomical surveys collectively observing thousands of emission lines. These

emission lines are the result of molecules in the gas phase relaxing from higher to lower

rotational energy levels, the study of which allow for extremely accurate assignment of

molecular structure.
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Infrared astronomy has also been used to study dense interstellar clouds, though to a lesser

extent than radio astronomy. In contrast to radio astronomy, which relies on molecules

emitting radiation at radio wavelengths, infrared astronomy relies on absorption by

molecules at infrared wavelengths. This is because dense clouds are too cool to emit

radiation in the infrared. As a consequence, infrared astronomy of dense clouds requires a

nearby background infrared source, which is typically in the form of a star, or even a star

undergoing formation within the cloud itself.

Over 120 molecules have been identified in various interstellar and circumstellar

environments, using microwave, infrared and ultraviolet spectroscopy.l25'129-132 These

are listed in Table 4.1. The list is surprisingly diverse and includes a number of common

terrestrial chemicals, such as water, ethanol, ammonia and methane to name a few. Of

greater interest, the list includes classes of molecules which are not common in the

laboratory, for example, the highly unsaturated species; Cu (n = 2,3,5), CnH (1 < n < 8),

C,CH2 (n = | - 3, 5), and C,O (n = 7 - 3, 5¡.tzs,l29-136 By far the most dominant

molecular species in dense interstellar clouds is molecular hydrogen, which is about 104

times more abundant than carbon monoxide, the next most abundant interstellar molecule.
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TABLE 4.1 Species Detected in the lnterstellar and Circumstellar Environments#

Number of atoms Molecular Species

2 AlF, AlCl, Cz, CH, CH+, CN, CO, CO*, CP, CS, CSi, HCl, Hz, SiS,

NH, NO, KCI, NS, NaCI, OH, PN, SO, SO*, SiN, SiO, HF, SH,
FeO

C3, C2H, C2O, C2S, CH2, HCN, HCO, HCO+, HCS+, HOC+, HzO,

HzS, HNC, HNO, MgCN, MgNC, NrH*, NzO, NaCN, OCS, SO2,

c-SiC2, CO2, NH2, H3*, AINC

c-CeH, l-CaH, C3N, C3O, CsS, CzHz, CH2D+(?), HCCN, HCNH+,

HNco, HNCS, Hoco+, H2CO, H2cN, HzCS, Hro*, NHs, SiCs

C5, CaH, C4Si, l-C3Hz, C-CsHz, CH2CN, CH¿, HCgN, HCzNC,

HCOOH, HzCHN, HzCzO, HzNCN, HNCa, SiH¿, HzCOH+

C5H, C5O, CzH¿, CHgCN, CH3NC, CHgOH, CHgSH, HCaNH+,
HC2CHO, HCONH2, l-HzC¿, CsN

C6H, CH2CHCN, CH3C2H, HC5N, HCOCH3, NHzCHs, c-CzH¿O

cHscsN, HCOOCH3, CH3COOH(?), C7H, HzCo, CHzOHCHO

cHgc¿H, cH3cH2cN, (cH3)2o, cH3cH2oH, HCzN, CeH

cH3c5N(?), (cH3)2co, NH2cH2cooH(?)

HCaN

HC11N

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

13

o From National Radio Astronomy Obseruatory online database.132

? Uncertain detection.

The molecular diversity within dense interstellar clouds is somewhat surprising given that

the physical conditions present within them (ie.low densities and low temperatures) do not

favour the occurrence of chemical reactions. Conversely, circumstellar envelopes have

temperatures ranging from thousands of K in the innermost regions of the envelope down

to 10 K at the outermost part of the envelope.l2e Moreover, the density within

circumstellar envelopes is more conducive to chemical processes. This is reflected in the

fact that over 50 of the molecules listed in Table 4.I have been detected in such stellar

regions, for example, in the circumstellar envelope of the carbon rich red giant star

¡1ç-tu19216.134 Strong stellar winds from such stars result in large amounts of matter

reaching interstellar space. In addition, the enormous stellar explosions that occur during
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supernovae events expel massive amounts of matter into interstellar space. It seems

reasonable to suggest that many interstellar molecules are first formed within circumstellar

envelopes and then transported to interstellar clouds. However, this is apparently not the

case. Beyond stellar atmospheres there are vast regions of low-density space through

which background interstellar radiation can readily penetrate. This ionising radiation

effectively degrades all molecules present in these regions of interstellar space into atomic

species. Thus the molecules found in interstellar clouds must be formed within those

clouds.

How then are molecules formed in the interstellar environment? Given that lifetimes of

interstellar clouds can be greater than 106 years, then despite the seemly low collision rates

between atomic and molecular species, enough collisions can occur on the astronomical

time scale to allow for the build up of molecules by collisional processes. Furthermore,

many reactions between positive ions and neutral molecules are exothermic and have little

or no energy barrier, and therefore can occur at the low temperatures observed in

interstellar ç1srr¿s.137 Positive ions can easily be formed in diffuse clouds, since such

environs are permeated by ultraviolet radiation. However, this same radiation is also able

to disrupt chemical bonds resulting in photodissociation of molecular species.

Consequently, large concentrations of molecules cannot be formed by ion-neutral reactions

in diffuse regions of interstellar space, a result reflected in the composition of diffuse

interstellar clouds (le. dominated by atomic species). Conversely, dense interstellar clouds

are overwhelmingly molecular in nature (as such these cloud-like structures are also

referred to as cold molecular clouds) and provide effective shielding of their internal

regions from external ultraviolet radiation. Such is the effectiveness of this shielding that
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only cosmi. ,ays," can penetrate these dense clouds to effect ionisation. The unimolecular

rate coefficient for cosmic ray ionisation of molecular hydrogen is estimated to be

-10-17 s-l.126 Though seemingly low, the ionised dihydrogen formed is sufficient for ion-

neutral chemistry to occur. Ionised dihydrogen readily reacts with the abundant molecular

hydrogen forming H3+,r25,126 an ionic species that has been detected in the interstellar

environment (see Scheme 4.1).

H2 + cosmic ray

Hr*' + H2

Hr* +

OH* +

Hro*' +

Hro* +

-->

o

Hz

Hz

e

Hr*' +

Hg' +

e + cosmrc ray

---+ H

SCHEME 4.1

The ionic species H3* can then react further to form small molecules such as .ù/ater, as

shown in Scheme 4.2.125,126

---+

---+

---)

--)

+OH+

Hro*' +

H.O* +

HzO +

H2

H

H

H

4.2

Cosmic rays are nuclei travelling at near the speed of light. Consequently they have an

extremely high penetrating power and are able to readily strip molecules of electrons.

SCHEME
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Similarly, the ionic species CH-s* can be synthesised by the reaction of H3* with atomic

carbon followed by reactions with H2. Proton transfer from CHs+ to an abundant

interstellar molecule such as CO produces the simple hydrocarbon methane.l25,126 Small

simple molecules such as methane can then react further to give larger and more complex

interstellar molecules. For example, the synthesis of CsO and HCzCHO is initiated by C+'

insertion into methane (Scheme 4.3). Reaction of the resultant CzHs* with CO forms

H3C3O+, which may then capture an electron to form either C¡O or HCzCHO.

+ CH¿ ---) CrH.* Hc+.

HsCsO*

+

+CrH.*

HsCgO* CsO + H2

HG2CHO +

co

e

+

+

---)

---)

---)

hv

+

H.

H

SCHEME 4.3

Neutral-neutral reactions are also known to be efficient at low tempe¡¿¡u1'ss.138-140 For

example low temperature reactions between atomic carbon and acetylene have been

reported [scheme 4.4 ça¡1.t+t'142 ¡ addition, reactions of small radicals such as CN with

acetylene have also been studied lscheme 4.4 (b)].143 It follows that larger interstellar

molecules may also be synthesised by analogous neutral-neutral reactions.

C + CrH, ---+

---+

CsH + (a)

H' (b)

H

+CN' + CzHz HCCCN

SCHEME 4.4
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B. Anion Formation in the lnterstellar Medium

Discussions in the literature pertaining to the chemistry of the interstellar medium have

primarily involved neutrals and cations to the virtual exclusion of anionic species. This is

largely due to the fact that astronomical surveys to date have only unambiguously

identified non-terrestrial neutral and cationic species.* Moreover, due to the abundance of

radiation and the generally low energy required for electron detachment (typically 1 eV), it

has long been considered that the interstellar and circumstellar environments are too hostile

to enable anything but a transitory existence for any anionic species.l45-147 ¡4ots recently,

the role of neutral-neutral reactions in the interstellar medium has been considered, and the

inclusion of these reactions in chemical models has resulted in a greater understanding of

interstellar 
"16.r¿s.139'148 

The inclusion of negative ion chemistry into such models may

result in further understanding of the chemical processes occurring in these environs.

Anion formation can occur by attachment of an electron to a neutral radical X initially

resulting in an excited anion [X-]+ which can subsequently lose excess energy by emitting a

photon; this process is known as radiative attachmenl lscheme 4.5 (a)].145'149 Once

formed, the excited species [X-]+ -uy undergo other chemical processes including;

electron detachmenl lScheme 4.5 (b)], collisional stabilisation lScheme 4.5 (c)J, and

decomposition lscheme 4.5 (d)1.145 The low density of the interstellar medium rules out

collisional stabilisation. The rate of collision between the excited anion and a neutral

molecule would be too low compared with the rates of competing processes, and

A number of negative ions (m/z < 50) have been detected in the tail of Comet Halley using the

on-board mass spectrometer of the space probe Giotto, however no unequivocal assignment was

possible.144
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decomposition reactions forming smaller species are generally endothermic. It follows that

radiative stabilisation and electron detachment are the only viable processes available

energised anions occurring within interstellar clouds.''

X e+ X-

X

X-

---) lx-l+

lx-l+

lx-l+ + M

lx-l+

---+

---+

---+

---+

hv

e

M

Xz

+

+

+

+

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)X

4.5

The formation of anions by radiative electron attachment in dense interstellar clouds was

first postulated by gs¡6s¡.145 Using a statistical model, Herbst suggested that radiative

attachment would be favourable for a radical neutral when a high vibrational density of

states of the anion X- existed at an internal energy equal to the electron affinity of the

neutral X. Consequently, a number of interstellar molecules possessing large electron

affinities may efficiently attach electrons with rate coefficients near the collision limit at

cloud temperatures of 10 - 50 K (eg. Scheme 4.6).145 Petrie and Herbstl50 s¿1su1¿ted the

abundance of C:N- in the dense interstellar cloud TMC-I (Taurus Molecular Cloud-l) to

be IVo relative to the observed abundance of the neutral. If present in this concentration,

C¡N- is a good candidate for future interstellar detection.

A similar process where attachment of an electron to a neutral molecule occurs on the surface of
an interstellar dust grain cannot be ruled out. However, chemistry on grain surfaces is not as

well understood as gas phase processes, and is beyond the scope of the work presented here.

Only gas phase anion formation will be discussed further.

SCHEME
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'cccN
+

HCCCN+e---)[HCCCN-]+

e ---) CCCN-

cccN----+ +H

SCHEME 4.6

Similarly, larger molecules with greater vibrational densities of states have been proposed

to undergo radiative attachment.rst,ts2 Examples of such molecules include carbon

chains, which are known to have large electron affinities ( > 2 eY), and polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are known to have low electron affinities ( < 1 eV)

but have many degrees of freedom to disperse the excess energy of [X-]+. This stabilises

the excited anion species with respect to electron detachment allowing for competitive

emission of radiation to occur. However, electron attachment to neutrals under cold

interstellar conditions is currently in question. This is a consequence of experimental

investigations of electron attachment to anthracene and the fullerenes Coo and C7s, which

indicate that there may be a barrier for the attachment process.l53-155

Small molecular species have few rotational and vibrational modes through which to

disperse excess energy. Thus the lifetime of the excited anion is often too short for the

radiative stabilisation process to effectively compete with the electron detachment process.

A mechanism for the formation of small anions has been proposed, which involves a

charge transfer from stable interstellar anions, such as anions of PAHs.l56 Collisions

between PAH anions and small molecules of high electron affinity (eg. CN and CCH) may

result in the formation of small anionic species with relatively low internal energies

(Scheme 4.7). Thus a steady state of small anions may result by this mechanism. The
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limiting factor of this charge transfer mechanism is the low number of anion-neutral

collisions likely to occur within an interstellar cloud.

X' + [PAH]- X- + PAH--+

SCHEME 4.7

The contribution of negative ions to the chemistry within circumstellar envelopes has also

been considered. ps¡¡is156 combined the anion formation processes of radiative electron

attachment, charge transfer and dissociative electron attachment in an attempt to model the

abundance of CN- in the circumstellar envelope of the carbon-rich red giant IRC+10216

(see Scheme 4.8). V/ith the inclusion of these processes the estimated abundance of CN-

was found to be sufficient for detection by radio astronomy.156

e +CN hv + CN--)

--+

---)

X-+ CN X+CN-

MgCN + e cN-+Mg

SCHEME 4.8

More recently, Terzieva and Herbstl22 tno¿"11ed the efficiencies of radiative attachment to

pure carbon chains C,, where n = 4 - 9 (Scheme 4.9). They predict that for carbon chains

of more than six carbon atoms, the rate coefficient for radiative stabilisation of the excited

+

anion, [Cu-']' is much greater than the rate coefficient for electron detachment. Therefore

formation of a stable anion is predicted to occur for every collision that results in electron
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capture. Flowing afterglow studies on C,,-' and C,,H- anions carried by Barckholtz, Snow

and Bierbauml23 demonstrate that the these anions react only very slowly with molecular

hydrogen and, as such, their abundance is unlikely to be significantly depleted by reaction

between the anionic species and the prevalent H2 molecu1s.I23 In contrast, this study does

suggest depletion of the anions by efficient processes with atomic hydrogen.

Cn+e- lc,-'l+ Cn-' + hv---+

SCHEME 4.9

The proposal for large Cn-' anions within the interstellar medium has gained momentum by

the recent tentative assignment of a number of thus far unassigned dffise interstellar

bands (DIBs) to the Cz-' anion.157-160 This was achieved by comparing a number of these

DIBs with the optical transitions of the anions, C6-', Ct-', Cs-' and Ce-'. V/hile all of these

anionic species are potential carriers of the DIBs, C7- was found to be the most likely

candidate because it gives good agreement between the position of the bands, as well as the

bandwidths, of four out of five DIBs. However the assignment is ambiguous, since many

other candidates, including polyatomic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), are also suggested

to contribute to the diffuse interstellar 6¿n¿5.161-163 An unequivocal assignment of such

anions would result from studying the rotational transitions of such species using radio

astronomy. A successful astronomical search for interstellar anions should therefore

satisfy the following criteria: (i) the parent neutral should be a known interstellar species

(or at least be part of an identified homologous series of molecules known to be abundant

in interstellar sources); (ii) the parent neutral should have a large electron affinity and

sufficient molecular size to efficiently undergo radiative electron attachment; and (iii) the
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anion itself should be structurally simple and possess a high dipole moment to aid in its

identification by radio astronomy

The C,, series does not meet the final requirement outlined above and would therefore need

to be identified by a spectroscopic method other than rotational spectroscopy. However it

is envisaged that addition of a CH, CHz or CO moiety (among others) at the terminal

position of a pure carbon chain, would be sufficient to meet all the requirements outlined

above. A systematic theoretical investigation into the structures and properties of the CrH,

C,_rCHz and C,,O neutrals and anions follows, with emphasis on those properties that are

pertinent to the their possible presence and detectability in the interstellar medium.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The CrH Series

i. lnterstellar and Laboratory Detection of CnH

The molecules CH, CzH, Iin-C3H, cyc-C3H, CaH, CsH, CoH, C7H and CsH have all been

detected in the interstellar environme¡¡¡.164,165 In each case, the linear carbon chain isomer

with terminal hydrogen atom has been detected. A cyclic isomer of C¡H was observed in

addition to the linear isomer. It has been suggested that cyc-C3H is the lowest member of

another series of interstellar molecules yet to be discovered, with cyc-C3-CCH and

cyc-Ct-(CC)zH being possible candidates for interstellar detecticiî.166,167 We limit this

investigation to only the linear isomers of the C,'H series.

The role of neutral-neutral reactions in the formation of the large interstellar molecules has

been previously investigated.168-171 For example, it has been shown that under interstellar

conditions, CN and CuH radicals readily add to unsaturated hydrocarbons forming larger

cumulenes and heterocumulenes.l10,ll2 Anion-neutral processes involving the large

cumulenic systems, C,,H,, ( 10 < n < 23, ffi = O, 1) have been added to standard theoretical

models of interstellar chemistry, these processes are shown in Scheme 4.19.111

CnH^ +

CnH^- +

C,H; +

CnHr-

Cr*lHt

CnHrorl

+

+

+

e

c

H

hv

e

e

SCHEME 4.10
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The discovery of the C,,H series in the interstellar environment has challenged chemists to

synthesise these unusual species in the laboratory. A variety of methods have been used to

generate and detect these species; for example, the gas phase synthesis of C3H by

neutralisation of CrH* in a *NR* experiment has been repoftsd.l73 An alternative

experimental route to the C3H neutral is by the reaction between C and CzHz; in this case

the products were detected by angular distribution with a time-of-flight mass

spectrometer.lT4 A number of CrH radicals are formed in the combustion of various fuels,

which can be trapped by condensing the combustion gases at liquid nitrogen temperature

along with excess radical scavenger (MezSz); this method has successfully generated

C2fl,r75 C.H,t76 CaH and CoH.l7s Rohtional spectroscopy has also been used to

investigate a number of C,,H molecules viz; CzH,l71 çry1,778 C5F1,179 C6H,180 C7H,18l'182,

CsH,182 Cng,t82 C,.H,183 C11F{,182,183 and CrzH, Cr¡H, and Cr¿H.183 In addition, studies

involving electronic spectroscopy of a number of CnH (neutrals and cations) have been

reported. l84-186

The corresponding anions have also attracted attention in recent years. For example, the

photoelectron spectra of C2H-, C¡H-, C¿H-, CoH- and CsH- have been reported, thus

providing accurate experimental values of the electron affinity of the corresponding

neutrals.187'188 1¡s C,H- anions, where n is even, were generated in a pulsed discharge of

acetylene and carbon dioxide in neon,187 while C3H- was generated by reaction of allene

with molecular oxygen.188 1¡s electronic absorption spectra of Cz,H- (n = 4 - 12)189,190

and Cz,-rH- (n = 5-8¡tet have also been reported. The generation of the anions; C3H-,192

CrH- 
tn''tno 

and CzH- 195 in a chemical ionisation source is particularly interesting. The

anions were generated by the gas phase deprotonation of a polyacetylide precursor,
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followed by decomposition to give the appropriate C,H- anion with known bond

connectivity as illustrated in Scheme 4.1 1.

H(C=C),CHzOCHg + HO- -(c=c)ncH20cH3 HzO---+ +

+---+-(C=C)nCH20CH3 -(c=c),cH cH3oH

SCHEME 4.11

CnH and CnH- Ground State Geometries

The geometries of the neutrals CnH (2 < n f 10) were optimised for this study at the

B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The optimised geometries and energies are given in

Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2 respectively. CrH neutrals where n is an odd number have 2II

ground states, with the exception of C:H which is non-linear and has a 2A' ground state.

For even-n C,,H neutrals, a shift from 2E to 2lI ground states is observed with increasing

chain length.lg6 While it is clear that CzH and C6H have 2I and 2llground 
states

respectively, C/H has a small'> -'il energy splitting resulting in some debate over its

ground s¡¿¡s.196-198 y¿ssn196 studied this quandary using the coupled cluster method. He

found that for smallerbasis sets the 2lI state was favoured by 3.15 kJ mol-l while, at the

estimated basis set limit the 2I state is favoured by 0.86 kJ mol-I. In comparison, our

modest B3LYP/au g-cc-pYDZIB3LYP/6-3LG(d) calculations predict a 'fI gtoond state for

C+H.
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1.O7

1.O7 1.21H-C-C 1.07 1.23 1.35 1.24 1.33 1.25 1.31 1.26 1.31 1.30H- C-C- C- C- C- C-C-C- C- C

1
174.70

c 1.O7 1.22 1.34 1.24 1.32 1.26 1.29 1.29 1.30H-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C

1.O7 1.23 1.33 1.27 1.31H-C-C-C-C-C
1.O7 1.22 1.34 1,25 1.30 1.28 1.31H-C-C-C-C-C-C-C

150.30
1.33

1.O7 1.23 1.33 1.29H-C-C-C-C 1.O7 1.22 1.34 1.24 1.32 1.26 1.31 1.29H-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C

1-O7 1.22 1.34 1.25 1.32 1.29c-c-

FIGURE 4.1 B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries of neutrals CnH. Bond lengths are
given in Angstroms.

TABLE 4.2 Calculated properties of B3LYP/6-31G(d) neutrals CnH (n = 2 - 10)."

CzH CoH C¿H CsH CoH

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

c_u c" c-u c*u c-u

-76.61569 -114.69372 -152.79048 -190.87133 -228.96308

76.40782 -114.37133 -152.35716 -190.32642 -228.29568

0.01439 0.01733 0.02507 0.02996 0.03632

CzH CeH CgH CroH

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

a. B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies include zero point
correction (calculated f rom B3LYP/6-3 1 G (d) vibrational f requencies).

,il

C-u

,il

C-u

,il
cs

,il

C*u

-267.04405 -305.13339 -343.21460 -381 .30108

0.04132 0.04752 0.05247 0.05868
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The geometries of the C,,H- anions were also calculated at the B3LYP/6-3lc(d) level of

theory. Geometries and energies are given in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3, along with

calculated dipole moments and rotational constants of the anions. Distinctions between

C,,H- anions with odd versus even number of carbon atoms are more apparent than those of

the corresponding neutrals, especially at short chain lengths. For example, the structure of

the C¿H- anion is linear and can be considered to be essentially acetylenic in nature with

alternating short (-1.24 Å) and long (-1.37 Å) carbon-carbon bonds, which may be

considered to be triple and single bonds respectively. In contrast, the C¡H- anion is bent

and can be considered to be allene-like with equivalent carbon-carbon bonds (-1.31 Å)

which are close to double-bond in character. As with the neutral CnH series the structures

of odd and even homologues appear to converge with increasing chain length, with CqH-

only slightly deviating from linearity. The linear n-even anions have a (singlet) rI

electronic ground state; this corresponds to the additional electron of the anion in a tightly

bound o-orbital on the terminal carbon. This electronic configuration would be expected

to be very stable and hence give rise to large electron affinities of the corresponding

neutrals. In contrast, the (triplet) 34" electronic configuration of the n-odd anions

corresponds to two unpaired electrons occupying orthogonal æ-orbitals. This would be

expected to give rise to less strongly bound electrons and hence lower electron affinities

for C,,H n-odd neutrals.
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FIGURE 4.2 B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries of anions CnH-. Bond lengths are
given in Angstroms.

The C¡H- anion has been the subject of a high-level theoretical study,199 where the

calculated geometries for the '4" state at the CASSCF/D9Sv** an¿ Q/Cm(Ð/D95xx

levels of theory agree with the B3LYP/6-3lc(d) geometries presented here to within 0.02

Å. and 3". A recent large-scale theoretical study on the C+H- anion reports a ground state

rotational constant of 4.658 ç¡1r,2oo in good agreement with a rotational constant of 4.639

GHz calculated using the B3LYP/6-31G(d) equilibrium geometry. The agreement

between the theoretical data presented here and those calculated at higher levels of theory

suggests that the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory is a good approach to calculating

geometries of cumulenic anions at relatively low computational cost.
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TABLE 4.3 Calculated properties of B3LYP/6-31G(d) anions CrH- (n = 2 - 10)."

CrH- CsH- C¿H- CsH- CoH-

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Haftrees)

Zero point energy
(Hadrees)

Dipole Moment (Debye)

Rotational Constants
(GHz)

C-u

-76.73165

-76.51489

0.01459

3.4

41.531

34rr

-114.76422

-1 14.43661

0.01644

3.7

1204.155
11.052
10.952

tr
C-u

-152.91668

-152.48497

0.02415

5.9

4.639

-190.96340

-190.41281

o.02796

5.7

2026.1 06
2.359
2.356

tt
C*u

-229.09639

-228.44811

0.03549

8.2

1.371

tA'

c"us

CzH caH- cgH- CroH

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

Dipole Moment (Debye)

Rotational Constants
(GHz)

tAu tt

C" C*u

-267.15100 -305.27261

0.03926 0.04786

10.4

0.581

8.2

10371.559
0.863
0.863

-343.33267

0.05006

10.3

56776.098
0.408
0.408

,,
C-u

-381.44504

0.05956

12.7

0.299

tA'

c"

a. B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies include zero point correction
(calculated from B3LYP/6-31 G(d) vibrational frequencies).
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iii. Calculated C,H Electron Affinities

The adiabatic electron affinities of the C,,H neutrals have been determined by calculating

the difference in energy between neutral and anionic ground states. In order to more

accurately determine the electronic energies, and in turn the electron affinities, higher

single point energy calculations were carried out on the B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries. The

calculated electron affinities obtained using the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDA/B3LYP/6-3lc(d)

method (Table 4.4) are in reasonable agreement with most known experimental values,

differing by less than 0.2 eV. Electron affinities calculated at the CCSD(Ty

aug-cc-pVDZllB3LYP/6-31G(d) level are included in Table 4.4 for n < 6; for larger

members of the series the CCSD(T) method is not feasible using our available computing

resources. Experimental and theoretical results demonstrate a clear trend of increasing EA

with increasing carbon chain length. The even-n homologues EAs rise more dramatically

than their odd-ru counterparts, resulting in an overall stepped increase in EA as the chain

length increases. This is illustrated in the plot of EA versus carbon chain length n (Figure

4.3). This is consistent with the experimental electron affinities of carbon chains (2 < n <

9) which are plotted in Figure 4.3 for comparison.2Ol
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TABLE 4.4 Adiabatic electron affinities (eV) of B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimised C,H
neutrals.

CZH CSH C¿H CSH COH G'H CAH CgH CIOH

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ

Experimental

3.15

2.91

2.956 "
(0.020)

1.96

1.82

1.858 
b

(0.027)

3.46

3.50

3.55g a

(0.015)

2.56

2.40

3.65 2.97

4.17

3.809 "
(0.015)

3.78 3.28 3.90

3.966 "
(0.010)

a. Taylor ¿¡ ¿¡.187 b. Oakes and Ellisonl8S

o

.=
É

c
o
oI

IJJ

5

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

12345678910

n

FIGURE 4.3 Plot of the calculated electron affinity in electron volts, EA(C"H),
versus the number of carbons in the carbon chain, n (shown as

squares). The experimentally determined EA(Cr) v¿¡11s5201 ¿¡s
also included for comparison (shown as triangles).
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B. The Gr-rGHz Series

i. lnterstellar and Laboratory Detection of Cr-rCHz

Another series of interstellar molecules is the Cr-rCHz series of which CHz, CzHz, lin-C3H2,

cyc-C3w2, C+Hz, CeHz having been detected in the interstellar medium.l29-l3l'134 Larger

members of this homologous series are considered prime candidates for future detection.

These cumulenic species have been investigated extensively. Rotational contours of large

members of the C,,-1CH2 series, C7H2to CrsHz, have been compared with several diffuse

interstellar bands and found to be consistent with a regularly spaced group of diffuse

interstellar bands near 6850 L.202 The study could not rule out the contribution of any

charged C,,- 1 CH2 species to the group of bands considered. This is of particular interest to

this investigation, with unequivocal identification of the conesponding anions likely to

come from observation of their rotational transitions.

Laboratory detection and study of potential interstellar species is pivotal to the likelihood

of their interstellar detection. For example, with experimental data from laboratory

detection of CCCHz and CCCCH2,2Ù3,204 these species were positively identified as

interstellar species.205,206 The cyclic isomer of C3H2 was the first C:Hz isomer to be

detected in interstellar space, and interestingly, it was also the first interstellar organic ring

molecule to be detec¡sf,.2}1 Photolysis of cyc-C3H2 results in the formation of the linear

CCCH2 isomer by a reversible process.2o8 The rotational spectra of C5H2, CaHz, CtHz,

CaHz and CqHz have been recorded in the laboratory using Fourier transform microwave

spectroscopylS2'z}9'zl0 but, with the exception of C6H2 a'wait detection in the interstellar

environment.
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Neutralisation-reionisation (NR) mass spectrometry has been used to generate

vinylidene2t I (CCHz). This was previously generated by photolysis and pyrolysis and

thought to be an extremely short-lived speci6.212-214 Mass spectrometry has

demonstrated the stabilities of the anion, the neutral (with a lifetime > 0.4 ¡rs) and the

cation.2l1 A subsequent experiment has reported detection of the CCH2 neutral after 3.5

ps.2ts Both the CCHz anion and neutral were predicted to be stable by ab initio

calculations, with the implication that the actual neutral formed is the triplet species, since

the singlet is predicted to rearrange to HCCH under NR conditions. Similar MS

s1¡dfe5173,192,216-219 on the CtHz, C+Hz, CsHz and CzHz molecular systems have generated

the neutrals, anions and cations of a number of isomers including the cumulenic species

considered in this investigation. The linear isomers CtHz-' , CsHz-' and CrHz- were

generated by chemical ionisation followed by decomposition of the parent anion to give

anions with known bond connectivities as outlined in Scheme 4.12. The electron affinities

of CCHz and CzCHz have been determined experimentally by photoelectron spectroscopy

of the corresponding anions,l88,22o again allowing comparison with our theoretical data

presented here. In these experiments CCHz-' and CzCHz rwere generated by reaction of

the oxygen radical anion with ethyleîe220 and allene,lSS respectively.

H(C=C),CHzOCHs + HO- -(c=c)ncH20cH3---) HzO+

+---+
-(c=c),cH20cH3 -'(c=c),cH2 cH3o

SCHEME 4.12
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ii. Cr-rCHz and Cn-rCHz-'Ground State Geometries

The geometries of the neutrals Cr-1CH2, where 2 < n < 10, were optimised at the B3LYP/

6-31G(d) level of theory, converging to the C2u structure in each case. The optimised

geometries and energies are shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.5. All C'-1CH2 neutrals were

calculated to have a lAr electronic ground electronic state with little structural change with

increasing chain length.

H
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FIGURE 4.4 B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries of neutrals C*rCHz. Bond lengths
are given in Angstroms.
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TABLE 4.5 Calculated propefties of B3LYP/6-31G(d) neutrals Cn-tCHz (n = 2 - 10)."

ccH2 c2cH2 cacH2 c4cH2 c5cH2

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

tA.,

Czu

-77.27464

tA, tA, tA, tA.,

Cz, Cr, Czu Czu

-1 15.34855 -1s3.43966 -191 .51508 -229.60307B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

-77.05766 -1 15.02493 -153.00475 -190.97184 -228.94839

o.o2387 0.03129 0.03620 0.04203 0.04723

C6CH2 C7CH2 CBCH2 CaCH2

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hafirees) 0.05294 0.05826 0.06388 0.06915

a. 83LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies include zero point

correction (calculated f rom B3LYP/6-31G(d) vibrational f requencies).

The geometries of the C,,-rCH2- anions were also calculated at the B3LYP/6-3lG(d) level

of theory. The geometries, energies, dipole moments and rotational constants are given in

Figure 4.5 and Table 4.6. There is little variation in eitherbond length or angle with an

increase in the carbon chain length. This may be expected to continue for even larger

chain lengths and therefore allow sensible structural predictions to be made without further

calculation. As mentioned above, the neutrals C,,-1CH2 have 1Ar ground states. This

corresponds to a singlet carbene with the lone pair on the terminal carbon atom. The

radical anions C.-1CH2-'can then be considered to be formed by adding an electron to a

n-orbital. When n is even, the additional electron is in an orbital in the C-C-H plane

resulting in 282 anions, whereas when n is odd the additional electron is placed in an

orbital orthogonal to the C-C-H plane.

tA., tA, tA'

Cz, Czu Czu

-267.68094 -305.76756 -343.84678

tA,

Czu

-381.932s5
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H
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B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries of anions Cr-rCHz-'. Bond lengths
are given in Angstroms.
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TABLE 4.6 Calculated properties of B3LYP/6-31 G(d) anions Cn-tCHz-' (n = 2 - 10)."

ccH2 c2cH2-' cacH2-' c4cH2-' c5cH2-'

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

Dipole Moment (Debye)

Rotational Constants
(GHz)

-77.29935

3.5

299.859
35.893
32.056

'8,
cz,

-115.41823

5.0

295.413
10.256
9.912

,8,

Czu

-153.5061 1

5.7

296.088
4.356
4.293

tB,

Czu

-191.60927

7.0

293.822
2.253
2.236

,8,

Czu

-229.69468

7.7

294.719
1.318
1.312

,8,

cz,

-77.07395 -1 15.0851 1 -153.0618 -19'1 .05643 -229.02804

o.02292 0.02959 0.03463 0.04079 0.04600

c6cH2-' c7cH2 cscH2-' cacH2-'

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

Dipole Moment (Debye)

Rotational Constants
(GHz)

-267.79109

9.0

293.225
0.836
0.834

,8,

Cz,

-305.87546

9.6

294.453
0.564
0.563

'8.,
Czu

-343.96830

10.9

292.848
0.398
0.398

,8,

Czu

-382.0s079

11.6

293.384
0.292
0.292

'8
Cz,

0.05212 0.05731 0.06336 0.06833

a. B3LYPiaug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies include zero point

correction (calculated f rom B3LYP/6-31 G(d) vibrational f requencies).

Calculated Cn-r CHz Electron Affinities

In order to more accurately determine the electronic energies, and in turn the electron

affinities, higher single point energy calculations were carried out on the B3LYP

geometries. The calculated B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZ/lB3LYPl6-31G(d) electron affinities are

given in Table 4.1; for comparison electron affinities for n <

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZL/B3LYPl6-31G(d) data are also included inTable 4.1. A plot of

the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZl/B3LYP/6-31G(d) electron affinities is shown in Figure 4.6.

Again a stepped increase in electron affinity is observed with increasing carbon chain
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length (cf. C,Hneutrals), which may be the result of the relative stability of the 2Bt and2Bz

electronic states of the Cu-tCHz-' anions

TABLE 4.7 Adiabatic electron affinities (eV) of B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimised
Cn-tïz neutrals.

ccH2 c2cH2 cacH2 c4cH2 c5cH2 c6cH2 c7cH2 c0cH2 cacH2

83LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ

ccsD(T)/
aug-cc-pVDZ

Experimental

o.7 1.94 1.85 2.60 2.53 3.02 2.96 3.32 3.24

0.47 1.68 1.59 2.33 1.99

a. Ervin ¿¡ ¿¡.22o b. oakes and EllisonlSS

3.5

0.5

0

67

n (Cn-rCHz)

0.447 ^ 1.794b
(0.002) (0.008)

3

'o 
2.5

.=

C rtr
o
L
o
O1
l¡J

12345 8 I 10 'l'l

Plot of the calculated electron affinity in electron volts,
EA(Cn-rCH2), versus the number of carbons in the carbon chain, n.

FIGURE 4.6
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C. The CnO Series

i. lnterstellar and Laboratory Detection of CnO

A number of polyatomic carbon monoxides, CrO, have been detected in the interstellar

medium viz, CO, CO+, C2O, C3O and CsO. The mechanism of their formation under such

conditions has been debated in the literature. For example, it has been shown

experimentally that CO reacts with polyatomic carbon ions C,*' (n = | - 6) and C,,H*

(n = 2 - 5) to form polyatomic carbon monoxides and dioxides under selected-flow tube

conditions at 296K.221 The rate for addition was observed to increase as the carbon chain

length of the initial C,,+' cation increased, which was attributed to an increase in the

lifetime of the intermediate addition complex (c/. increased lifetime of the anion species

[X-]t for radiative attachment). Neutral-neutral reactions involving O and Cn clusters have

also been investigated.l4S In particular, quantum chemical and dynamical studies have

been carried out on the prototypical neutral-neutral reaction between O and C3; these

studies predict that such reactions do not occur rapidly at low temperatarc.2z2 However,

excited C¡ has been implicated in the synthesis of C+O and CoO by photolysis of matrix

(Ne and Ar at 4K) trapped C and ç9.223 Recently, complexes of linear Cn (n = 3-9)

clusters with HzO (formed in Ar matrices) have been studied by FTIR. Photolysis of these

C,.(HzO)^ clusters has led to the formation of a number of C,,O species.224-22e The

synthesis of molecules on the surface of interstellar dust grains is an area of considerable

interest: it may be that photolysis of these C,.(HzO)* clusters on dust grains are significant

processes in interstellar clouds.

Fourier-transform microwave spectroscopy has been used in the investigation of the C,,O

(2 < n < 9) series .227 '228 These species were generated by an electric discharge of carbon
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suboxide (CzO¡) diluted in Ar. The ground states were determined to be rI* and 3lI- for

Cz,O (n = I - 4) and C2,,-¡O (n = 2 - 5), respectively

Of the corresponding negative ions, CzO-', C¡O-' and C+O-' have been generated from

carbon suboxide (C¡Oz) and their photoelectron spectra188,229 recorded, giving electron

affinities for comparison to those presented here. These ions were generated in either a

pulsed dischargezz9 or in a Branscomb ion source.l88 Preparation of the gas phase anions

C¡O-', CsO-' and C7O-' by chemical ionisation of suitable precursors, followed by

decomposition of the parent anion have also been reported and are outlined in Scheme

4.13.230-232

H(C=C),COX + HO- -(c=c),cox + Hzo---+

-(c=c),cox -'(C=C),CO + X

X = OMe or f-Bu

SCHEME 4.13

ii. CnO and CrO-'Ground State Geometries

The geometries of the neutrals CnO, where 2 < n < 10, were optimised at the B3LYP/

6-31G(d) level of theory, converging to the linear structure in each case. The optimised

geometries and energies are given in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.8. The electronic ground state

of the C,O neutrals were calculated to alternate between the triple 3I and singlet 1I

---+
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electronic states. This is in agreement with experimentu1227,228 and previous

theoretical233 studies

1.17 1.37o-c-c 1.17 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.28 1.30 1.30_o-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c
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o'!{ c139 cl.29, é2fc1É9 c14 c

FIGURE 4.7 Geometries of B3LYP/6-31G(d) neutrals CnO. Bond lengths are
-given in Angstroms.

TABLE 4.8 Calculated properties of B3LYP/6-31G(d) neutrals C,O (n = 2 - 10)."

Czo CsO C¡O Cso C.O

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Haftrees)

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

,,

-151.28352 -189.42021 -227.45440 -265.57425 -303.62606

-150.91100 -188.94169 -226.85508 -264.87128 -302.80342

0.00871 0.01574 0.01971 0.02654 0.03077

ã"I
C*uC-u

tt

C-uC-u

tt

CrO CoO Cgo CroO

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

tt

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

-341 .73506 -379.79535 -417.89795 -455.96179

0.03789 0.04207 0.04910 0.05301

a. B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies include zero point

correction (calculated from B3LYP/6-31 G(d) vibrational frequencies).

tx

C*uC*u

tx

C-uC-u
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The structures of C,O- were optimised at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The

structures, energies, dipole moments and rotational constants are given in Figure 4.8 and

Table 4.9. With the exception of C3O-', all C,,O-' anions are linear with a 2lI electronic

ground state. As the chain length increases, CC bond lengths tend to approach a uniform

bond length (-1.30 Å; and hence the C,,O- anions appear to become more cumulene-like

with increasing chain length. The C¡O-' anion is an exception to the linear 2lI anionic

series, displaying some Renner-Teller distortion giving it a2A' ground state.

1.23 1.31o-c-c 1.20 1.27 1.31 1.26 1.31 1.26 1.32 1.26 1.32_1.28 _o-c- c- c- c- c- c- c-c-c- c
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.221 c

1.
c

36 167.20
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FIGURE 4.8 Geometries of B3LYP/6-31G(d) anions CnO-'. Bond lengths are
given in Angstroms.
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TABLE 4.9 Calculated properties of B3LYP/6-31G(d) anions CnO-' (n = 2 - 10)."

czo- cso C¿O-' cuo-' coo-'

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Haftrees)

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

Dipole Moment (Debye)

Rotational Constants
(GHz)

,n

C-u

-151 .36797

-150.98663

0.00933

3.6

11.383

-189.46344

-188.97702

0.01286

3.8

306.822
4.772

4.698

,n

C-u

-227.56168

-266.9604'1

0.02004

4.9

2.294

"n
C-u

-265.64989

-264.91427

0.02453

5.5

1.322

,n

C-u

-303.74712

-302.92665

0.03127

6.0

0.832

'A'
c"

czo- ceo- cso-' croo-'

Ground Electronic State

Molecular Symmetry

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
Energy (Hartrees)

Zero point energy
(Hartrees)

Dipole Moment (Debye)

Rotational Constants
(GHz)

a. 83LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies include zero point correction
(calculated from B3LYP/6-31 G(d) vibrational frequencies).

iii. Calculated CnO Electron Affinities

Single point energy calculations at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZ level of theory were carried

out on the optimised CrO and C,,O-'geometries to more accurately determine the electronic

energies, and in turn the electron affinities. The calculated B3LYP/aug-cc-

pYDZ//B3LYP|6-31G(d) electron affinities are given in Table 4.10; for comparison

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZllB3LYP/6-3IG(d) electron affinities are also given for n < 6. A

plot of B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZ|B3LYP/6-3IG(d) electron affinities versus the carbon chain

,n

C-u

-341.83290

0.03608

6.6

0.559

,il

C-u

-379s2604

0.04274

7.1

0.393

,n

C-u

-418.01054

o.04729

7.6

0.288

,n

C-u

-456.09974

0.05391

8.3

o.217
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length is shown in Figure 4.9. Again the observed trend clearly indicates that electron

affinities increase for the larger systems.

TABLE4.lO Adiabatic electron affinities (eV) of B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimised
CrO neutrals.

czo cro c¿o cuo coo cro ceo cgo croo

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ

Experimental

2.28 1.25 2.91 2.11 3.28 2.71 3.54 3.11 3.73

a.Zengin 
"¡ "¡.229 

b. oakes and Ellisonl88

3.5

2.5

1.5

0.5

0

2.04 1.04 2.86 1.88 3,34

2.289" 1.34b 2.05b
(0.018) (0.15) (0.15)

4

3
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o

.=
C

c
o
o
-9lll
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n (cno)

FIGURE 4.9 Plot of the calculated electron affinity in electron volts, EA(CnO),
versus the number of carbons in the carbon chain, n.
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The electron affinities of C¡O and C¿O have been the subject of recent high-level

calculations by Riestra-Kiracofe ,¡ o¡.234 who calculate the electron affinities of C3O and

C¿O to be 0.93 + 0.10 eV and 2.99 + 0.10 eV respectively. They suggest that the

experimental electron affinities (I.34 + 0.15 and 2.05 + 0.15 eV;188 are erroneous. Their

theoretical value for the electron affinity of C¿O is in close agreement (< 0.1 eV) to the

B3LYP/aug-ccpYDZ//B3LYP/6-3lc(d) value presented here (Table 4.10). Howevet, our

electron affinity of C¡O differs from that of Riestra-Kiracofe ¿¡ (t!. 234 by more than 0.3

eV. The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZ/tB3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory predicts an electron

affinity of 1.03 eV (Table 4.IO), which is in closer agreement to the Riestra-Kiracofe et al.

value and thus closer to the true electron affinity.
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D The Possible Detection of CrH-, Cn-rGHz-', and CrO-' as lnterstellar

Species

The anions, CrH-, C,-1CH2-' , and C,,O-' (2 < n < 10) represent the charged counterparts of

either; (i) identified interstellar molecules or (ii) members of an homologous series of

molecules of which several members have been identified. The calculations presented here

demonstrate that the electron affinities of the parent neutrals, CnH, C,-1CHz and CrO are

quite large and increase up to nearly 4 eV with increasing length of the carbon chain. It

seems possible also from the plots of ¡¿ versus EA, that this trend may continue beyond the

chain lengths investigated here, and that larger molecules have still larger EAs.

Terzieva and Herbs¡122 predict efficient radiative attachment of an electron to carbon

chains when there are six or more carbons in the chain. The increase in efficiency of

electron attachment with increasing carbon chain length may be considered the result of

two effects. Increasing the carbon chain length; (i) increases the electron affinity, thus

increasing the lifetime of the intermediate electron-neutral complex, [Cr-']+ against

electron detachment and (ii) increases the degrees of freedom in the molecule providing for

a greater density of states at the electron affinity threshold, and more effective distribution

of the excess internal energy in the complex delaying electron detachment. In light of

these considerations, it is expected that the neutrals C,,H, Cn-tCHz and C,O should

efficiently attach electrons in the interstellar environment. In previous sections it has been

demonstrated that these systems have large electron affinities, which increase with

increasing carbon chain length similar to the corresponding C, molecules (Figure 4.3).

Further, the additional hydrogen or oxygen atom in the CnH, Cn-1CHz and CrO species will

provide additional degrees of freedom compared to the C,, analogues. In the case of the

CnH and C,-rCHz series, the additional degrees of freedom will be made up (in part) of low
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frequency C-H bending modes. These will further increase the density of states and thus

the lifetime of the excited anion species, [X-J A qualitative analysis of the data presented

here suggests that; (i) neutral C,H, Cu-rCHz and C,,O are likely to efficiently attach

electrons in interstellar clouds and (ii) once formed, CrH-', Cr-tCHz-'and C,,O- anions are

likely to have lifetimes in the interstellar medium comparable to those estimated for C,'-'

anions (up to 2 weeks for Cn-'¡.122

Barckholtz, Snow and Bierbau-123 ¡¿ye examined experimentally the reactions of Cn-'

(n = 2,4 - 10) and C,H- anions (where ft = 2,4,6 and 7) with molecular hydrogen (the

most abundant interstellar gas) in a flowing afterglow-selected ion flow tube at room

temperature and 0.5 torr helium pressure. Associative detachment of C,H- (and C,-)

anions by reaction with Hz (Scheme 4.I4) occurred too slowly to be measured

experimentally.* Therefore it seems unlikely that populations of these anions would be

substantially depleted by reaction with molecular hydrogen in interstellar clouds

C,H- + H2 CrHs + e

+

---)

SCHEME 4.14

Barckholtz ,¡ o¡. 123 further demonstrated that poly-carbon anions (Cn-', n = 2 - I0) rcact

with atomic hydrogen in two ways depending on the chain length. For carbon chains

where n < J the reaction proceeds exclusively by associative electron detachment lScheme

The occurrence of associative detachment was confirmed by addition of SF6 to the reaction flow

tube to scavenge electrons, which resulted in the detection of SFo-.
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4.15 (a)], whereas lor n2 7 both electron detachment and the association product anion

lscheme 4.15 (b)] are observed. The branching ratio between electron detachment and the

association reaction increases to favour formation of the association product anion. These

results suggest that if large poly-carbon anions (Cn-', n > 7) are present in the interstellar

environment, reactions with atomic hydrogen could provide a further pathway to the CrH-

anions discussed here. However, C,,H- anions (n = 2, 4, 6,J) were also found to react with

atomic hydrogen by associative electron detachment suggesting that these anions may be

depleted in interstellar regions of high atomic hydrogen density.

c + CnH + e (a)n

nc +

---+

---+

H

H CnH- (b)

SCHEME 4.15

Neutral CrH and CrO molecules have simple linear structures with significant permanent

electric dipole moments. These properties have aided their characterisation by microwave

spectroscopy in the laboratory and subsequent detection in astronomical sources.

Similarly, the neutral Cn-tCHz cumulenes are simple symmetric tops with electric dipole

moments increasing up to 10 Debye lor n = 10. Electronic structure calculations described

here predict similar properties for the corresponding anions. C,,H- and CrO-' anions are

generally linear structures, while Cn-tCHz-'anions are all symmetric tops. The calculated

electric dipole moments of these all the anions are listed in Tables 4.3,4.6 and 4.9. These

values are plotted in Figure 4.10 as a function of the number of carbon atoms n. This
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figure clearly demonstrates the increasing dipole moment with increasing carbon chain

length.

14
CnH

12 Cn-rCHz

10

0

CnO
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6
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n

FIGURE 4.10 A plot of the dipole moments (debye) of the anions, CnH-, Cn-rCHz-'

and CnO-'versus the number of carbons in the carbon chain, n.

Theoretical calculation of the physical properties of molecules (eg. geometries, electron

affinities, dipole moments and rotational constants), particularly at the relatively modest

levels of theory used in this study, are most often of insufficient quality for use in direct

astronomical searches. This is because rotational constants are dependent on the

equilibrium internuclear distances squared. To obtain accurate rotational constants from

theoretical geometries the internuclear distances require an accuracy of 10-8 Å. Despite

this inadequacy of theoretical calculations in this context, the results presented here should
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serve as a useful guide for laboratory experiments, which could produce data of the

necessary preclsron

E. Conclusions

Many of the neutral CrH, Cr-1CHz and C,,O species investigated here have been detected in

interstellar and circumstellar environments. It has been suggested that additional members

of each series may also exist in space and await detection. The electfonic structure

calculations presented here predict that the cumulenes, CrH and C.-1CH2, and

heterocumulenes, C,O have large electron affinities that increase with carbon chain length.

Such properties suggest that members of these interstellar series of molecules may

radiatively attach electrons in the interstellar environment, and that the corresponding

anions are likely to be stable with respect to electron detachment. Sufficient populations of

these anions in interstellar environs may result from this process allowing for their

astronomical detection. The calculated properties for the CnH-, Cn-tCHz-' and CrO-'

anions presented here should serve as a useful guide to future laboratory experiments and

astronomical surveys.
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3. THEORETICAL METHODS

All anion and neutral geometries were optimised using ths B3YLP theoretical ¡¡e¡¡sd,83'84

with the relatively modest 6-3lc(d) basis set. This approach allows the calculation of the

increasingly large molecules investigated in this study (up to 11 heavy atoms). The

B3LYP method has been shown previously to give molecular geometries that agree well

with more computationally expensive approac¡"t.235'236 Stationary points on the potential

energy surface were characterised as minima (no imaginary frequencies) by calculation of

the frequencies using analytical gradient procedures. Zero-point energies were determined

using the calculated frequencies and were scaled by 0.980S.89 Scaled zero-point energies

were then used as a zero-point energy correction for the electronic energy at the B3LYP/

6-31G(d) level of theory as well as the higher levels of theory used. In order to more

accurately model the electron affinities and dipole moments, higher level single point

energies were carried out using the larger correlation consistent Dunning basis set

aug-cc-pVD7231,238 which includes diffuse functions. The coupled cluster CCSD(T)

fi¡s¡¡6d239,240 was employed as a further check of the calculated electronic energies for

species where n < 6. All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 98 suite of

programs24l using the Power Challenge supercomputer of the Australian National

University Supercomputing Facility (Canbera).
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CHAPTER 5

FORMATTON OF Ca FROM THE LINEAR [CCC]-' ANION lN

THE GAS PHASE

1. INTRODUCTION

The chemistry of small carbon clusters has attracted significant interest in past

yearc,242,243 due to their participation in circumstellar and interstellar chemistry,134,244,245

combustion processes,246 and material sciences.247 Understanding the precise role in each

of these systems demands detailed knowledge of the structure and reactivity of such

molecules. Small carbon clusters are present in stellar ¡¡rc¿i^134,244,245 and, while to date

only C2, C3 and Cs have been definitively identified in the stellar medium (eg. in the

circumstellar envelope of IRC+19216134¡, they are considered248,249 to be the precursors

of large carbon molecules25o,25l including aromatic species and fullerenes.zs2 Long

carbon chains have also been proposed to be possible carriers of the diffuse interstellar

bands (see Chapter 4).

A number of linear and cyclic carbon clusters have been made by various techniques, and

have been characteris"6.l33,248,249,253-271 The most common method of generating

carbon clusters is by laser ablation followed by supersonic expansion into an inert carrier

gas, such as Ar ot ¡1".252 More specific methods have been developed to give better

control in the generation process allowing the generation of specific small carbon species.

For example, the linear 13C labelled radical anions It3CCC13C]. 210 and [CC13CCC]' 211

were formed by chemical ionisation to give anions of known connectivity; the synthesis of

the [l3CCCr3C]-' radical anion is shown in Scheme 5.1. Conversion of these negatively
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charged species into the corresponding neutrals was effected by collisional oxidation in a

collision cell of a mass spectrometer, with the generated neutral species being probed by

reionisation using the neutralisation-reionisation process (-NR*)'

-a
13^- ^ ^- 1

v_vv- .cl-'

Me3Si-13C- C- ç- 1 3C- SiMe,
SF"+

+ 2 Me3SiF

+ SF¿

SCHEME 5.1

The energised neutrals ttCCCt3C 210 and CC13CCC 271 were shown to undergo carbon

scrambling within the timeframe of the -NR+ experiment (10-6 sec). Theoretical studies

indicate that the scrambling mechanisms proceed through a rhombic C¿ intermediate and a

carbon substituted rhombic intermediate respectively (see Scheme 5.2).210'271

c c-cc

SCHEME 5.2

Earlier experimental studies of the C4 system appeared to exclusively produce the linear

ito 
"p42,243 

with evidence for the more stable rhombic structure only obtained through

coulomb explosion imaging.212,273 In these experiments a cesium beam sputter source

produced a fast beam of [C¿]-' anions. These anions were mass selected and intersected

c
I

c
c<
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with a tuneable laser used to photodetach an electron from the anion. It was observed that

electrons could be photodetached at an energy of 2.1 + 0.1 eV. This is consistent with a

rhombic C4 structure since the electron affinity of the rhombic and linear isomers of Ca are

2.24 eY (theoretical)274 and 3.88 eV (experimental)20t,275 respectively. In addition, the

coulomb explosion resulting from collision of the C+ neutrals (formed by photodetachment

at 2.1 eV) and a thin foil was consistent with modelling based on Ca with a rhombic

geometry.

Following on from the above studies into C+ and C5 carbon cumulenes, the present study is

involved with the smaller polyatomic pure carbon cumulene C3. The aims of the project

are to (i) make labelled linear neutral CCI3C from an anion precursor of known

connectivity, and (ii) determine whether the energised neutral CC13C equilibrates its

carbons.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

i. Detection of Cs in the lnterstellar Medium and the Terrestrial Laboratory

The smallest polyatomic cumulene linear C¡, has been detected in a number of

non-terrestrial sources including comets,276,277 
"irstrÍrstellar 

envelopes,134,2'78 cold dense

molecular slsu¿s,279 and diffuse molecular 
"1ou¿..280 

Given that C: does not possess a

permanent dipole moment it cannot be detected using the standard radio astronomical

methods responsible for the initial detection of most known interstellar molecules. In

1951, Dougl¿s281 identified the A tllu - X ll,r* emission spectrum of C¡ near 4050 Å,; these

lines were in fact observed earlier by Huggins276 0882) and Swings277 0942) in the
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emission spectra of comet tails. This makes CCC one of the earliest detected non-

terrestrial molecules. Decades later, the anti-symmetric stretching mode vt (2040 cm-l)

was detected (by infrared spectroscopy) in the circumstellar envelope around the evolved

carbon rich star tftfalQll$.l3a The C¡ molecule has also been detected in interstellar

clouds, for example, in a dense interstellar cloud in the direction of Sagittarius 82. The

absence of suitable infrared background sources for the dense cloud meant that searching

for the y¡ stretching mode was not feasible. However, recent laboratory measurements in

the far infrared of the u2 bending mode (63.42 cm-t; allo*ed for direct searching for its

absorption 1ins.279 Until recently, the only remaining non-terrestrial reservoir of

molecules in which detection of C3 had eluded astronomers was the diffuse interstellar

clouds. However, neutral C3 was detected (in 2001) in three diffuse interstellar clouds by

Maier ,¡ o7. 280 using optical spectroscopy, identified by the emission line near 4052 Ì\'

Observation of C3 in diffuse regions of the interstellar environment support the suggestion

that carbon chain species are good candidates as carriers of the uncharacterised spectral

features between 4000 Å and 8500 Å (known as the diffuse interstellar bands)'

Furthermore, the discovery of the Cg molecule in a number of interstellar and circumstellar

environs demonstrates its importance in the chemistry of these various regions of the

interstellar medium and explains its interest to many researchers from various scientific

fields.

Linear C¡ has been formed using a variety of methods ,282 for example by infrared multiple

photon photolysis of allene,283 and by fast electric discharge in the supersonic expansion

o¡ ç9.284 In both cases the neutral was probed by laser induced fluorescence.

Experimental measurements on linear CCC include the determination of electron affinity

of the neutral (1.9S1eV) by photoelectron spectroscopy,lSS and other spectroscopic
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measuremes6253,254,282,285 including the far infrared measure-s¡¡s285 which were

subsequently used in the successful search for linear C¡ in cold molecular slst¿s.279 T'¡s

stability of C¡ has been demonstrated by it being a dominant photofragment of [C,]*'

cations (4 < n < 20), while in the particular case of [Cr]*', no photofragment was

s6ss¡t.¿.286 Laser ablation time-of-flight mass spectrometry has been used to generate

[Cr]*' radical cations,287 while the linear [C¡]-' radical anion has been formed by laser

ablation of graphite deposited in argon matrices and subsequently studied by infrared

spectroscopy assigning a linear structure to the uniott.288

Theoretical interest in this system has led to many studies on the neutral C3 potential

energy r,rt¡u""289-296 as well as the potential energy surfaces of the [C¡]-' radical

anion,266,291,295,297 and [C¡]*' radical çv¡isî.291,298-302 The ground state of the neutral is

the 1!r* state with the possible cyclic structures highly energetic in comparison. The

stationary point corresponding to a cyclic structure on the singlet neutral potential surface

is a transition state (see later discussion) for the degenerate isomerisation of linear C129o

ii. Stability and Possible Rearrangement of the [CC13C]-' Radical Anion

It has been shown previously that singlet CCC is the ground state on the C3 neutral

potential energy surface and that the corresponding singlet cyclic C3 is not a local

minimum on that rur¡u"".290 Triplet CCC neutral is also a stable species, with a singlet-

triplet splitting of 20I kJ mof1.282 The doublet ICCCI-' anion should be a suitable

precursor to effect a one-electron oxidation via a Franck Condon vertical process to yield

the required linear species CCC. However, there is a complication, because two stable
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tCrl-' radical anions exist. One is the required linear species [CCC]-', the other is the

lcyc-Czl-' radical anion. The B3LYP/6-3llG(d) optimised geometries of these species are

given in Table 5.1, together with their relative energies calculated at the CCSD(Ty

aug-cc-pVTz/lB3LYPl6-311G(d) level of theory. The highest level theoretical approach

to the [Cr]-' radical anion reported to date has been carried out by Schmatz and

go¡ss¡\¡/in¿.264 Using the coupled cluster approach CCSD(T) together with a basis set

containing 255 contracted GTOs (gaussian-type orbitals) they predict a CC bond length of

1.307 A for [CCC]-': this is in excellent agreement with the B3LYP/6-31lc(d) value of

1.306 Å presented here (Table 5.1). While the linear [CCCI-'radical anion is the lower in

energy of the two anions, the cyclic radical anion is only higher in energy by 42 kJ mol-l at

our chosen level of theory. Based on this small difference in energy, the possibility must

be considered that both anion radicals might be formed in the ion source of the mass

spectrometer from a neutral precursor with linear CCC connectivity'

TABLE 5.1 Calculated properties of the [Cs]-' radical anion

Linear Cyclic TS

State

Energy (Hartrees) "

Relatrve Energy
(kJ mol-1)

crce (A)o

CzCs

CrCe

c1c2ca (")

'fln
-1 13.9016615

0

1.306

1.306

2.612

180.0

'A.,

-'1 13.8851092

43

1.363

1.363

1.545

69.0

,A'

-113.842067

156

1.287

1.434

2.179

106.3

a. Energies calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and include zero
point correction (calculated from 83LYP/6-3'l1G(d) vibrational frequencies). b.

Geometries optimised at the B3LYP/6-31 1G(d) level of theory.
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The rearangement of linear ICCCI-' to [c]c-C¡l-' has been computed at the CCSD(T)/

aug-cc-pVTZllB3LYP/6-31lc(d) level of theory and is illustrated in Figure 5.1, with full

geometries and energies recorded in Table 5.1. There is a barrier of 156 kJ mol-r for the

conversion of the linear to the cyclic anion; the reaction is endothermic by 43 kJ mol-l.

Negative ion chemical ionisation is generally regarded as a soft ionisation method, and

therefore it is unlikely that sufficient energy is imparted to the ICCCI-' radical anion for

such a reaffangement to occur in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. In an earlier

study,270 the barrier for rearrangement of [CCCC]-' to rhombic [C¿]-' was calculated to be

132 kJ mol-l at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVD7,ltB3LYP/6-31(d) level of theory; this

reanangement does not occur experimentally. Similarly, no rearrangement was noted for

the ICCCCC]-' radical unisn.27 1

-c(156)

(43)

(o kJ mol-1)

c
/\c-c

c-c-c
Calculated reaction coordinates for the interconversion of ICCCI-'

lo lcyc-Csl-'. Full details are given in Table 5.1.
FIGURE 5.1
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iii. Generation of the Linear [CC13C]-' Radical Anion

The introduction of a l3C atom into the carbon chain of C3 requires synthesis of a suitable

precursor designed to liberate the labelled linear radical anion [CCCI-' with known

connectivity. The labelled carbon can be at either the central carbon or a terminal carbon.

The labelling of the central carbon appears desirable since any loss of t'C it evidence for

rearrangement, however a ttc at a terminal position will give a 1 : 1 ratio of the losses of

t2C .. t3C in the event of no rearrangement and 2 : 1 for complete statistical rearrangement.

It turns out that a precursor designed to liberate linear [CCI3C]-' radical anion is

synthetically accessible using known procedures and commercially available reagents.

The major steps of the retro-synthesis of the precursor, 1,3-bis(trimethylsilyl)-1-l3c-prop-

2-yne-l-p-tosylhydrazone are shown in Scheme 5.3. This compound may be synthesised

starting with trimethylsilyl acetylene and r3C labelled dimethyl formamide.

NHTos

TMS

TMS TMS

," //oTMSåH + MezN-''Ca, TMS

H

SCHEME 5.3
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The radical anion [CCI3C]-' was generated from the t'C labelled tosylhydrazone,

Me3Si-C=C-ttClNNHtosXSiMe¡). Ionisation was effected using the SFo modification of

the Squires double desilylation procedure22 (which uses F-A,IF3), together with

deprotonation of the tosylhydrazone to effect formation of a carbene intermedi¿¡s.3O3 1¡e

precise sequence for this procedure is not known (ust as the intimate mechanism of the

Squires double desilylation is not known22). This procedure is analogous to that used

previously for the synthesis of [CCI3Cçç1'.210 A possible rationale for the overall

reaction is given Scheme 5.4. Formation of [M - H]-, p-CH3-C6H¿-SOz- and [CC13C]-'

anions in the ion source of the mass spectrometer are consistent with the proposed process

shown in Scheme 5.4.

TMS-C:C-13

N-Tos

Me N2SO; +

+

^-^-13^u-u- u + 2 Me3Si-F
sF6/F TMS-C-ç-ts6-1¡¡g

SCHEME 5.4

The collision induced mass spectrum (MS/MS) of [CCI3C]-' shows a pronounced peak due

to the parent radical anion together with two weak peaks corresponding to losses of 12C

and r3C. The spectrum was scanned at maximum sensitivity over the region containingm/z

24 and 25 (tCCl-' and [C13C]-') giving a peak area ratio (m/224 to m/225) of 1 : 1. This

result demonstrates that the carbons of [CC13C]-' are not scrambling prior to, or during the
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losses of 12C and 13C. This is interesting, since the dissociation process [C¡]-' -- [C2]-'+

C, has ÂH = +603 kJ mol-1;* similar results were obtained for linear C¿ and Cs.210'2'71

In view of the experimental observation that [CC13C]-' may decompose (by loss of r2C and

t3C¡ *ithout prior or accompanying reaffangement of the carbon skeleton, is it possible

that the transition state for this process is inaccessible? We have calculated bending

potentials for several low lying electronic states of [c¡]-' at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of

theory, these curves are shown in Figure 5.2. Renner-Teller splitting of the 2lI, ground

state occurs upon symmetrical bending of [CCC]-' as studied previously using a number of

high-level procedures .261,295 The two Renner-Teller bending potentials (2Bz and 2Az)

increase dramatically in energy upon symmetrical bending of the anion radical. In

contrast, the cyclic anion is a local minimum on the 2Ar surface, and this increases in

energy with increasing CCC bond angle. The 2lI, excited state is attained some 343 kJ

mol-l higher in energy than the 'llu ground state (calculated at the MRD-CV

6-31 1+G(d)//CASSCF/6-3lc(d) level of theory).2e3 Thus, if only symmetrical bending is

considered, theory suggests that neither ring opening nor ring closing processes are

energetically viable. At first sight this appears to be at variance with the transition state

detailed in Table 5.1. However the transition state is not symmetrical and lies on the 2A'

surface near the crossing point of the 2Ar and 2Bz surfaces. Therefore the anion

reanangement not only has a barrier, but it is also dependent on accessing the transition

http:/webook.nist.gov/ - C3-' 638; C¡, 820; Cz-' , 525; Cz, 838: C,717 kJ mol-r. In addition, EA

Cz, 3.273 -r 0.008 
"y293 

and C, 1.262 
"y 

.303
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state on the 2A'potential energy surface. In addition, reaffangement of energised ICCCI-

has to compete with collision induced electron detachment'

,A, "8,
,A,

Energy 250
(kJ mol'l)

2A'TS

150

100

50

lcccl-'
('nn)

0

80 140 160 180

FTGURE 5.2 BSLYP/6-31 1G(d) bending potential energy surface of low lying

electronic states of the [Cs]-' radical anion.

iv. The -CR* and -NR* Mass Spectra of [CC13C]-'

The -CR* and -NR+ mass spectra of [CCI3C]-' are shown in Figure 5.3. The spectra are

simple, showing recovery signals and fragment peaks corresponding to losses of 12C and

r3C together with r2C2 andt'C"C. The spectra are very similar to each other except for the

peak at m/z 18.5 in the -CR+ spectrum which is due to doubly-charged [CCr3C]**. The

peaksduetolossesof 12Cand13C (m/z25and24)haveanarearatio of 2: l,whilethose

corresponding to losses of 12Cz and l2C13C (m/z t3 and 12) have an area ratio of I : 2.

200

60 100 120

CCC Angle (')

lCycO'tl'
('Rt)
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These ratios indicate that the carbon chain scrambles statistically either during the

formation of [12Czl3C]*', or accompanying decomposition of the parent radical cation.

25

2412

12

37

37

A

B

13

13

18.5

x10

m/z

25

24

x10

m/z

(A) -CR* and (B) -NR* mass spectra of the [Cs]-' radical anion. For
experimental conditions see Experimental Section.

FIGURE 5.3
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V The Rearrangement of Linear [CC13C]+'to the Cyclic lsomer

The [C,]*' potential energy surface has been investigated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-

pYTZIB3LYP/6-31lc(d) level of theory. The results are shown in Figure 5.4 with full

details of geometries and energies given in Table 5.2. There has been debate as to whether

the linear 2Iu or the cyclic 2Bz structure is the ground 3¡v¡s.291'292'298'3o0-302 Ow

calculations predict that the cyclic 2F.z radical cation corresponds to the global minimum

on the cation potential energy surface, with the linear 2Iu state lytng 24 kJ mol-1 above the

ground state. This is in agreement with higher level calculations, for example, the

complete active space (CASSCF) method favours the cyclic isomer by 22 kJ mol-l.301 The

energy required to convert the linear to the cyclic cation is calculated to be less than 12 kJ

mol-l. When the radical anion ICCCI-' undergoes vertical two-electron oxidation to the

linear cation, the excess Franck-Condon energy is only 2 kJ mol-r at the B3LYP/6-31lc(d)

level of theory. This small energy difference can be attributed to the similar geometries of

the anion and cation (cf. datain Tables 5.1 and 5.2). This Franck-Condon excess energy of

2 kJ mol-l is not sufficient to surmountthe 12 kJ mol-l barrier between the linear and cyclic

[C,]*' cation radicals. However, the actual excess energy of the cation formed will be more

than the excess Franck-Condon energy, either as a consequence of some formation energy

of the anion radical being carried through to the cation, or by some subsequent collision

process of the cation. Thus it is expected that the majority of the initially formed [CCr3C]*'

radical cations in the -CR+ process will reaffange over the 12 kJ mol-1 barrier to yield the

lcyc-Czl*'radical cation, a process which essentially scrambles the carbon atoms.
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-c (36)

(241

c-c-c

(0 kJ mol-l)
c

/\c-c
FIGURE 5.4 Calculated reaction coordinates for the interconversion of [CCC]*'

to Icyc-Cs]*'. Full details are given in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2 Calculated properties of the [Cs]*' radical cation

Linear Cyclic TS

State

Energy (Harlrees) "
Relative Energy (kJ moll)

c1c2, c2cs (n) o

CrCs

crczcs (")

a. Energies calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and include zero point

correction (calculated from 83LYP/6-311G(d) vibrationalfrequencies). b. Geometries optimised at

the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory.

VI The Conversion of [CC13C]-'to Neutral CC13C

The -CR* and -NR* spectra of [CCI3C]-' show the same fragment peaks in the same ratio.

The -NR* spectrum shows the presence of a pronounced recovery signal confirming that a

neutral C¡ is stable for the microsecond duration of the -NR+ experiment. The similarity of

the -NR+ and -CR+ spectra of [CCI3CJ-' suggests that no major decomposition of the

2s
4U

-1 13.389070

24

1.290
2.580

180.0

,8,

-1 13.398386

0

1 .316
1.446

66.6

,8,

-113.384757

36

1.293
2.333

128.9
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neutral occurs on the microsecond time scale (for CCC --- CC + C, 
^H 

= 734 kJ mol-l).

Since complete 13C scrambling is noted for both -CR* and -NR* spectra, this means that

the -NR+ spectrum (Figure 5.3) provides no information concerning the question of carbon

scrambling of the neutral. In this context, it has been recently reported that carbon

scrambling within the 13C labelled [Cr]*' species produced by dissociative ionisation of

[CH3-l3g=CHr]*' precedes formation of a labelled neutral C¡ by one-electron vertical

reduction in a 
*NR* experiment.3o4

Since the -NR+ spectrum of [CCI3C]-' gives no data concerning the possibility of carbon

scrambling occurring during or subsequent to the vertical one-electron oxidation of the

anion to the neutral, the next obvious experiment is to measure the -NR- spectrum. Since

the CID mass spectrum of [CCI3C]-' shows no carbon scrambling in the anion,

rearangement of the carbon skeleton of the neutral CC13C should be readily identifiable in

the -NR- spectrum of [CC13C]-'. Unfortunately, the fragmentations of the anion are highly

energetic and compete with the simple electron detachment process; the fragment peaks in

the resultant CID spectrum of [CCI3C] are very weak (see earlier). A peak corresponding

to the [C¡]-' parent anion radical is observed in the -NR- spectrum, however no fragment

anions were detected using the maximum sensitivity of the instrument.

The geometry of the neutral 1I, ground state of CCC has been calculated at the B3LYP/

6-31 lc(d) level of theory. Results are recorded in Table 5.3, together with data obtained

from previous studies. 'We obtain a value of 1.29I Å for the CC bond length; this should

be compared with the experimental value of I.291 
^,278 

and a 'best' theoretical value of

I .29 5 

^ 
obtained previously. 292
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TABLE 5.3 Calculated prope rties of Cs neutrals.
Singlet linear Singlet TS Triplet linear Triplet cyclic Triplet TS

State

Energy (Hartrees)

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)

ctcz (,Ä)

CzCs

CrCs

crczcs (")

a. Energies calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and include zero point

correction (calculated f rom B3LYP/6-311G(d) vibrational f requencies). b. Geometries optimised at

the B3LYP/6-31 1G(d) level of theory.

Our CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYTZIB3LYP/6-311(d) theoretical study of the triplet C3 neutral

potential energy surface predicts the linear tllu state to be 204 kJ mol-l higher in energy

that thelI, ground state, is in agreement with the experimental value of 2OI ¡¡ -o1-t.zsz

There is also a cyclic neutral of Dsh symmetry on the triplet potential energy

ru.¡u"".288'293 6¡ the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYTZllB3LYP/6-3I1(d) level of theory, the cyclic

neutral is 85 kJ mol-l higher in energy than the ground state singlet (Table 5.3).

-1 13.83020

0

1.291

1.291

2.582

180.0

tA,

-1 13.79769

104

1.260

1.471

1.471

64.7

tfIu

-113.75265

204

1.294

1.294

2.588

180.0

tA"

-113.79767

85

1.370

1.370

1.370

60.0

tA'

-1 13.69263

361

1.376

1.301

2.146

106.5
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FIGURE 5.5 lsomerisation processes of singlet (solid line) and triplet (dashed
line) neutral Cs. Full details are given in Table 5'3.

The degenerate rearrangement of neutral t>, CCC via the 1A1 cyclic transition state is

calculated to require 104 kJ moll lTable 5.3). This is shown in Figure 5.5 along with the

conversion of the 3llu state to the more stable '4, o.r the triplet potential energy surface, a

process which has a barrier of 157 kJ mol-r. Since the energy of the -NR* procedure

cannot be controlled, both the lI, and 3llu CCC neutrals could be accessible in the one-

electron vertical oxidation from [CCC]-', however reaffangement is more likely to occur

via the degenerate rearïangement of the singlet neutral. In previous studies of the carbon

scrambling observed for singlet forms of neutral CCCC 270 4¡r¡ CCCCC,2] l the respective

barriers for the scrambling processes were calculated to be LZO and 224 kJ mol-l at the

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDVIB3LYP/6-31(d) level of theory. These energies are significantly
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higher than the Franck-Condon excess energies imparted to those neutrals during the one-

electron oxidation processes. Both of those barriers are greater than that required for the

degenerate rearrangement of singlet CCC. It therefore seems likely that at least a

proportion of the CCI3C neutrals formed from [CC1'C]-' *ill undergo the degenerate

rearrangement (Table 5.3), with consequent randomisation of the carbons. Unfortunately

we have no experimental probe to substantiate this proposal.

vii. Conclusions

The radical anion [CCI3C]-'has been prepared by an unequivocal gas-phase synthesis, and

this anion retains its skeletal integrity under the collision conditions necessary to effect

one-electron vertical oxidation to the corresponding CCC neutral molecule. The radical

anion [CCI3C]-' is converted by two-electron vertical oxidation to [CC13C]*' which

requires an excess energy of only 12 kJ mol-1 to interconvert to the more stable

lcyc-C213C)*'. The radical anion [CC13C]-' was converted, by collisional one-electron

oxidation, to corresponding neutral, which was found to be stable for microsecond duration

of the experiment. Theoretical calculations indicate that the singlet neutral requires an

excess energy of 104 kJ mol-l in order to effect a degenerate reaffangement through a

cyclic Cr"C transition state; a process which essentially randomises the three carbon

atoms. It is likely that some neutrals will equilibrate the carbons by this process, but no

experimental probe was available to substantiate this proposal'
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Mass Spectrometric Methods

The experiments were performed using a four-sector modified ZAB/AMD 604 mass

spectrometer with BEBE configuration, where B and E represent magnetic and electric

sectors respectively. The [CC'3C]-' radical anion was generated by chemical ionisation

(CI) in the negative ion mode, with typical source conditions as follows: source

temperature 200 "C, repeller voltage -0.5 V, ion extraction voltage 8 kV, mass resolution

m/Am > 1500. The precursor 1,3-bis(trimethylsilyl)-1-t3C-prop-2-yne-1-p{osylhydrazone,

was placed in a small glass capillary tube which was then inserted into the CI source via

the direct probe. The probe tip was heated to 60 - 80'C to generate a background pressure

of ca. 10-s Torr inside the source housing. The [CC13C]-' radical anion was formed (see

Scheme 5.4), utilising a 1:1 mixture of HzO and SFe as CI reagent gases (to liberate the

reagent ions HO- and F- respectively: the latter is a modificatio¡¡27o of the Squires bis

SN2(Si) reaction with F-/lr{F.22) at a measured pressure of ca. 10-a Torr inside the source

housing.

Collisional induced dissociation (CID) of B mass selected ions was effected in the second

of the tandem collision cells positioned between B and E. Helium was used as a target gas.

The pressure of the collision gas in the cell was maintained such tha|. SOVo of the parent ion

beam was transmitted through the cell. This corresponds to essential single collision

conditions.30 Product ions resulting from CID were recorded by scanning E.

Neutralisation-reionisa¡isr(0,41,305-307 (-NR* and -NR-) experiments were performed for

B mass-selected [CCr3C]-' utilising the dual collision cells located between sectors B and
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E. Neutralisation of the anions was achieved by collisional electron detachment using 02

(807o transmittance of the main beam) as collision gas, while reionisation of neutrals to

cations was also achieved by collision of the neutrals with Oz, again at SOVo transmittance

of the main beam. Reionisation to anions was effected using xenon (807o transmittance of

the main beam). Any ions remaining after the first collision event were deflected from the

primary neutral beam using an electrode maintained at a high voltage (1.0 kV) positioned

before the second collision cell. In order to detect a reionisation signal due to the parent,

the neutral species must be stable for approximately one microsecond'

Charge reversal (-CR*) spectra3l'34,35 were recorded using single collision conditions in

collision cell 1 (O2,8OVo transmission of main beam). -CR+ spectra were then recorded as

for the CID experiment except that the polarity of the electric sector was reversed to allow

detection of positive ions.

B. Synthetic Procedures

The labelled precursor was prepared by known procedures (t'C = 99.5Vo¡.zot'zoo

C. Theoretical Methods

Geometry optimisations were carried out with the B3LYP ¡¡s1þsd83,84 using the

6-31lc(d) basis set within the GAUSSIAN 98 suite of programs.24l Stationary points

were characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or transition structures

(one imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies using analytical gradient

procedures. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IR'C) calculations were used to examine the
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reaction path on the potential energy surface leading away from a given transition state,

thus confirming connection between minima and the transition state. The calculated

frequencies were also used to determine zero-point vibrational energies, which were used

as a zero-point correction for the electronic energies. Some problems have been

highlighted in the literature regarding the use of the B3LYP method for the accurate

prediction of molecular energies for carbon clusters,3l0 even though the method continues

to be used with success.293,311-313 More accurate energies for the B3LYP geometries

were determined using the CCSD(T) ¡¡s1þsd76'239'314 together with the Dunning

aug-cc-pVTZ basis ss¡.237,238 The CCSD(T)/aug-cc- pYTZJ IB3LYP / 6-3 I 1 G(d) approach

used in this study computes the adiabatic electron affinity of linear C3 to be 1.945 eV in

good agreement with the experimentally measured value of 1.981 eV.l88 Rll calculations

were carried out on the Alpha Server at the Australian Partnership for Advanced

Computing (APAC) National Facility (Canberra).
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CHAPTER 6

GENERATION OF BOROCUMULENIC SYSTEMS IN THE

GAS PHASE

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon clusters (cumulenes) have been studied in great detail due to their importance in

astrochemisûy,242,243 as discussed in the preceding chapters. In contrast, studies on

similar compounds containing boron and carbon have concentrated mainly on

borocumulenes with boron occupying a terminal position in such molecules. A number of

studies have involved heating boron/carbon mixtures at high temperatures, while the use of

lasers to ablate boron/carbon mixtures have also been employed. A number of products

resulting from these processes have been trapped in low temperatures matrices (eg. solid

argon), and the structures of the major products determined using various spectroscopic

methods including infrared spectroscopy and electron spin resonance spectroscopy. The

following species have been reported: (i) the anion, neutral and cation o¡ 39,315-321 (ii)

neutral BCz of which the cyclic form is some 25 kJ mol-l more negative in energy than the

linear structure,322-3241in"ur [BCz]- 321,325-321 andlcyc_BCrl+,322 (iii) linear [BC¡]- and

linear BC3'329 rhombic [Bcr1*,:zs (iv) linear [nCo]- 325 un6 lcyc-Bcol+,322 (v) bent

(distorted 'linear') [nC,1- (n = 5 - l3),32s (vi) linear 3gç3,329 and complexes of B and

CO, for example BCO, B(CO)2, (CBO;r.:2s,326,330,331 The OCBBCO neutral has been

reported, this interesting molecule exhibits some boron-boron triple bond charaç¡s¡.332

The anions [CHr=3=CHr]- and [CHz=B=O]- have also been repor¡ed,333 these anions

were generated by collision induced dissociation using aYG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer.
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As part of their studies into borocumulene anions Zhan and¡v¡'a¡v326 observed a number of

(minor) peaks in a time-of-flight mass spectrum with m/z values corresponding to

borocumulene oxides anions of general formula [CzrBO]- (where n = | - 5). These anions

were generated by focusing a laser (Nd:YAG, 532 nm,7 ns) on the sample (graphite doped

with NazBrO¿ solution) under vacuum. Anions within the resulting plasma diffused into a

pulsed acceleration zone and were then accelerated along a flight tube to a detector by a

voltage of 1 kV. The [Cz,BO]- anions were observed along with the more abundant [C,B]-

anions. The nature of this experiment meant that no structural data could be determined

experimentally, however the authors did suggest that these anions may have (C=C),,=B=O

structure

It would be of interest to produce transient neutral borocumulenes in the mass

spectrometer. Collision induced vertical oxidation from an anion of known bond

connectivity would result in the generation of such unusual species. Borocumulenes in

which the boron occupies a terminal position would be difficult to make by such synthetic

techniques. However, it might be possible to make borocumulenes and borocumulene

oxides possessing a non-terminating boron atom. This chapter describes studies into the

generation of three such neutral species with the following bond connectivites; CCBO,

CCCCBO and CCBCC.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Formation of CCBO and [GCBO]* from [CCBO]- in the Gas Phase

The aim of this study is to generate the neutral borocumulene oxide with CCBO bond

connectivity and investigative its stability to rearrangement and dissociation. Specifically,

this part addresses two questions, namely (i) can the CCBO neutral be formed from linear

ICCBOI- by the neutralisation-reionisation (-NR+) process? and (ii) does neutral CCBO

rearrange under the conditions of the -NR+ experiment, and if so, what is the product and

what is the mechanism involved in the rearrangement?

Since little is known on the C2BO system, the first step is to ascertain whether or not the

neutral is stable from a theoretical viewpoint before embarking on any experimentation.

Thirteen isomers of CzBO were found to be stable on the MP2(full)/6-31c(d) neutral

potential energy surface. The bond connectivities and relative energies [MP4SDTQ/aug-

cc-pYTZ//MP2(full)/6-31c(d)l of these radical species and are illustrated in Scheme 6.1

with full details of geometries given in Table 6.1. The target neutral CCBO is the global

minimum on the neutral surface. There are two other isomers, OCCB (2) and cyc-CCB-O

(7), which are within 30 kJ mol-r of CCBO, while the remaining ten isomers arc 2I7 to

505 kJ mol-l higher in energy than CCBO.
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TABLE 6.1 Calculated properties of CzBO neutrals.

c1c2Bo

1

oclc2B

2

clc2oB

3

c1oBc2

4

cloc2B ocr

5

C.-
BCz ^t;B-Olv2

76

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1) "

Electron Affinity (eV)

lonisation Energy (eV)

C-u C-u

505

,2,,

C-u

16

2.6

12.9

1.293
1.340

1.173

"A'

c"

358

4.4

,2

C-u

258

4.4

,A,

Czu

30

-0.9

14.4

1.291
1.684

1.217

67.5
157.5

0

C-u

502

1.292 1.304

1.399
1j75 1.165

1.328

C'Cz
CzB
CrB
BO
CrO
CrO

c1c20
c2oB
CrCzB
c2Bo

(n)o

(")

4.8

12.6

1.182
1.491

1.217

1j79

1 .314

1.302

178.7
155.0

1.346
1.433

1.163

[)c,-c,
I

-o
B1.I_cr

l¿2
-o c<c¿lo e:[]oB

I 10 11 12 13

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)

Electron Affinity (eV)

lonisation Energy (eV)

'A'
c.

211

3.4

,A,

c"

313

3.7

'A'
c"

437

3.0

1.460
1.344

1.298

164.7

65.6

2A,

c.

244

2.7

14.8

1.322
1.454
1.643
1.402
1.453

72.4
106.4
111.0
70.2

'A,
cz,

356

nla

C1

371

crc, (Ä)
CzB
CrB
BO
CrO
CzO

c1c2B (')
c2Bo
c2c1o
BOCl
BClO
c1oc2
CrBCz

oBc2c1

1.568
1.401

1.185

61.0

138.8

1.303
1 .510

1.332

163.3
63.3

1.355
1.525

1.375

90.5
74.3
70.6
84.6

-51.9

1.505
1.458

1.413

1 16.8
64.4
62.2

a. Energies are calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory and are relative

to 1 (-175.904292 Hartrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31G(d) geometries'
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The Formation of the Linear [CCBO]- Anion

In order to generate the CCBO radical neutral using the neutralisation-reionisation method,

the linear [CCBO]- anion must be easily formed from a suitable precursor, and it must

retain its linear structure under the experimental conditions. If the [CCBO]- anion readily

rearranges, then it is not suitable for generation of CCBO neutral by vertical oxidation.

The results of theoretical calculations on the [CCBO]- anion are summarised in Table 6.2,

along with other possible isomers of the [C2BO]- anionic system. There are twelve

minima on the [C2BO]- anion potential energy surface with the global minimum

corresponding to the singlet ICCBOI- species. There does exist a triplet form of [CCBO]-,

but it is 467 kJ mol-1 higher in energy than singlet [CCBO]-. Of the remaining ten anionic

species, six are singlets with energies ranging between 224 - 612 kJ mol-l higher in energy

than the singlet [CCBOI- ground state, and four are high energy triplets (> 441kJ mol-l).

Singlet [CCBO]- is linear and can be represented by the valence bond structure

[:C=C=B-O]-. The extra electron is involved in the multiple bonding around boron. The

effect of electron delocalisation is evident by the C-C bond distance, which increases from

1.18,Â. in rhe neutral (cf. 1.18 Å in acetylene) to 1.27 Å in the anion. Further, the C-B

bond distance decreases from l.4g L to 1.45 Å upon addition of the extra electron to form

the anion from the neutral. The ground states of both the neutral and the singlet anion of

CCBO are linear suggesting that the anion is a suitable precursor to the neutral.
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TABLE 6.2 Calculated properties of [CzBO]- anions.

c1c2Bo

,1

oc1c2B

t2

clc2oB
t3

oclBc2
t6

j-"'-o [)",-",
I tg

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)"

CtCz
CzB
CrB
BO
Cro
Czo
c1c2o
BC2Cl
c2Bo
c2oB

(n)o

(')

0

1.269
1.447

1.242

224

1.279
1.437

1.215

2A'

C-u

399

1.266

1.275
1.354

,,

c"C-u

297

,2

C*u

340

.595

.425

.454

c"

419

1.269

1.857
1.347
1.426

'179.0

84.0

'1.409

1.406

1.209 1.214

133.9
57.3

clc2Bo
t1

oclc2B
t2

díB-O
t7 "íÏ!ot12

c1

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy

tA'

c"

612

1.382
1.464

1.377
1.56
69.0
167.8

"A

1.255
1.444

1.261

168.5
168.4

tA'

c"

456

tB,

Czu

579

1.271
1.598
1.598

64.3
154.3

3A,

cs

447

1.406
1.490
1.595

1.238

153.0
66.8

"A

78.4

c"

726

cs

467

ctcz (Å)
CzB
CrB
BO
CrO
CzO
clc2o (")
BC2C1

c2Bo
c2oB
c1c2Bo

1.261
1 .416

1.227

179.9
170.0

1.423
1.620
1.620
1.458
1.721
1.721
65.6
63.9
67.7

a. Energies are calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVfZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory and are
relative to 11 

1-1 76.079751 Hartrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31G(d) geometries.

Generation of the [CCBO]- anion in the chemical ionisation source of the mass

spectrometer was effected as shown in Scheme 6.2. The first step involves a SN2(Si)

reaction between the trimethylsilyl protected ethynyl borate to form the acetylide anion

[CCB(OrPr)z]-. ttre overall sequence of [CCBO]- formation may be rationalised as shown
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in Scheme 6.2 where the desilylated anion forms the ion-neutral complex [(CCBO'Pr)

-O'Prl. This is followed by the lso-propoxide anion effecting an elimination reaction on

the neutral to give CH¡CH=CHz, 'PrOH and the required anion [CCBO]- with known bond

connectivity.

F +TMS-C=C-

C:C:B:O

-TMS.F
Pr

Pr

H
- H.G-C=CH,

- HO'Pr
C:C:B-O<"')

cHs/

-o'Pr

SCHEME 6.2

If theaniondoesrearrangeto [OCCB]- (ie.the otherlowenergyisomer)thenlossof CO

should be observed under CID conditions. The collision induced mass spectrum (MS/MS)

of [CCBO]- shows minimal fragmentation, however no loss of CO is observed. The only

fragment peaks observed in the CID spectrum are due to loss of C and Cz from the parent

anion. This is a wholly unexpected result given that the electron affinity of CC is known to

be greater than that of BO, yet no loss of BO is observable. The thermochemistry of a

number of anionic decompositions were calculated at the MP4SDTQ/aag-cc-pYDZll

MP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory are given in Table 6.3. Both losses of CC and BO from

the [CCBO]- anion are endothermic by 674 and 633 kJ mol-r respectively. The difference

in the thermochemistry of the two processes is comparatively small and therefore factors

other than thermochemistry may be significant. For example, there may be a barrier to
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and/or lower probability for the dissociation to CC- and BO as compared to the formation

of BO-

TABLE 6.3 Selected [CzBO]- dissociations energies. " X
Parent Anion Fragment Species o Energy (kJmol-1) '

lccBol- 1 088
928
1024
884
674
633

4c-.

c
o-'
o
cc
cc

+
+
+
+
+
+

ocBo
tcBo
ccB
ccB-
BO-
BO

toccBl-

a. Calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZlVP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory.

b. Full details given in Table 6.15. c. Relative to 1[CCBOr (176.079751
Hartrees) and 1[OCCB]- (-l zs.gg¿556 Hartrees).

Other dissociations of [CCBO]- are also listed in Table 6.3. Loss of CO from [OCCB]- is

the least endothermic dissociative process calculated and therefore should be observed if

ICCBOI- rearranges. No loss of CO is observed in the CID mass spectrum of the

ICCBO]- anion indicating that it does not reaffange under CID conditions.

ii. Conversion of [CCBO]- to Neutral CCBO

The next stage in the experimental investigation of this system is the conversion of

ICCBOI- to the coresponding neutral. Therefore the radical neutral CCBO needs to be

stable to rearrangement and/or dissociation under the conditions of Franck-Condon vertical

oxidation. This is examined theoretically by considering which of the isomers listed in

+ y'. e{e7+'"n4t- 4rt ,;o/t.o/"'/ -l1c'4/# ,:¡ "'þa'y'zr/ 4 ,*r¿,"'{c tzqr/qk

ey9zezT'*o, A/ uq/qe.r û' c( *r2n/ 6l). ./$e¿c ','-" -¿({) t i',71/c t4

-:{ E ft 3)-:' ,n',t,41ei", e.-.("'i'4'î:'ì':'7,:i'tL[i':t;fef^tÐ= t)',J e l, ,

Bc- + tco
oBc + tco-

519
823
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Scheme 6.1 could be accessible from [CCBO]- following vertical Franck-Condon

oxidation to form CCBO

The minimum excess (Franck-Condon) energy imparted to the system upon formation of

the neutral can be calculated by comparison of the energy of the CCBO ground state

neutral with that of the neutral initially formed in the oxidation process (ie. the neutral with

geometry corresponding to the ground state [CCBO]-). This predicts the Franck-Condon

excess energy to be 45 kJ mol-I. This is regarded as a minimum energy since there are

other means to impart excess energy to the neutral, including (i) transfer of excess energy

of the anion from its formation to the neutral, and (ii) as a consequence of keV collisions of

the initially-formed neutral in the collision cell. The Franck-Condon excess energy (45 kJ

mol-l; is greater than the relative energy differences of two low-energy isomers in Scheme

6.2 namely, OCCB (2, +16 kJ mol-r) and cyc-CCB-O (7, +30 kJ mol-l;. In principle these

structures could be accessible provided the barriers to their formation can be surmounted.

The interconversion of CCBO (1) to OCCB (2) and cyc-CCB-O (7) was studied using ab

initio calculations as suÍìmarised in Figure 6.1. Full details of geometries and energies of

neutrals and transitions states are listed in Table 6.1 and 6.4 respectively. The reaction

path proceeds via cyc-CCB-O (7, +30 kJ mol-1) and another cyclic intermediate (12, +244

kJ mol-l). V/hile the rearrangement to OCCB is endothermic by only 16 kJ mol-r, the

overall energy required is at least 261 kJ mol-l. The Franck-Condon energy is only 45 kJ

mol-r and therefore an additional 222 kI mol-l of excess energy is required for the

reaffangement to proceed. Based on the theoretical data, oxygen migration upon

neutralisation seems unlikely. In contrast, the interconversion of CCBO to cyc-CCB-O (7)

has a barrier of l'7 kJ mol-l. Therefore only 32 kJ mol-l of excess energy above that of the

Franck-Condon energy need be imparted into the system for this interconversion to occur.
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If cyc-CCB-O (7) is formed initially in reasonable yield, it will be in equilibrium with

CCBO within the timeframe of the NR procedure (ca. 10-6 sec.). This equilibrium will

favour CCBO, since it is lower in energy by 30 kJ mol-l and, thus the proportion of

cyc-CCB-O (7) in an equilibrium mixture will be very small.

TS2

g-O
cj-cr

(244)

(251)

(16)

cíElo

12

c'f''t 'o
(77)

(30)

(0 kJ mol-1)

c1c2Bo

1

FIGURE 6.1

lt;'-olv2
7

oclc2B
2

Calculated pathway for the interconversion of CCBO (1) to OCCB
(2) and cyc-CzBO (7). For full details see Tables 6.1 and 6.4.
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TABLE 6.4 Calculated properties of transition states for the interconversion
of neutral CCBO to OCCB as shown in Figure 6.1.

"f''"-o
g-O

çf_cr

TS2 TS3

B

"toro
TS1

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy (kJ mol-1) "

ctcz (Â)o
CzB
CrB
BO
CzO

c1c2B (')
c2Bo
CzCrO

,A,

U5

267

.338

.433

.754

.247

,A,

c"
77

1.281
1.464
'1 .519

,A,

c"
252

1.206
1.505
2.092
1.222

100.5
175.1

78.5
121.3

1.350

66.9

127.6

a. Energies are calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory and are
relative to 1 (-175304292 Hartrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31G(d) geometries.

The -CR* and -NR* spectra of the ICCBOI- anion are shown in Figure 6.2. The -NR*

spectrum is dominated by the recovery signal atm/z 51, indicating that the parent neutral(s)

is stable on the microsecond time scale of the experiment. Fragment peaks observed in the

-NR+ spectrum arise from the competitive losses of O, Cz and BO. These losses are

consistent with a species of CCBO connectivity. Interestingly, there is a peak at m/z 23,

corresponding to the loss of CO, as well as a smaller peak corresponding to loss of BC at

m/z 28. These peaks are inconsistent with the CCBO connectivity and therefore indicate

that a rearrangement occurs during the -NR+ process. It is unclear whether the

realïangement is a process of the neutral or cationic CzBO species using the -NR+ data

alone. In the -CR+ process, it is likely that ICCBOJ- undergoes a two-electron oxidation to

form the cation directly.sO The -CR+ and -NR* spectra are very similar to each other

suggesting that the observed fragment peaks in both spectra arise due to decompositions

occurring upon cation formation. The similarity in the -CR* and -NR* spectra may be due
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to auto electron detachment from B-mass selected [CCBO]- before entering the first

collison cell; the -CR* would be indistinguishable from -NR+ in such a case. The high

electron affinity of the CCBO neutral (calculated to be 4.8 eV, Table 6.1) suggests that

[CCBO]- should not undergo electron detachment under the experimental conditions. This

supposition was supported experimentally as follows; under ideal -CR+ conditions

(collision gas in cell two only) two MS/MS experiments were carried out. The first was a

normal -CR+ experiment, while the second was conducted with the NR voltage turned on

(a so-called Nr,"¡or¡oþlrR* experiment). No recovery signal is observed in the -N,n"rorroblrR+

experiment and so the [CCBO]- anion does not appear to undergo auto electron

detachment.
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A -co 51

24

11
27

-BC

12

x7.5

mlz

51

-co

24 27
-BC

11 23
12

35

x3

mlz

(A) -CR* and (B) -NR* mass spectra of the TCCBO]- anion. For
experimental conditions see Experimental Section.

35

B

FIGURE 6.2
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Decomposition energies were calculated to provide additional insight into possible

processes which may occur at the neutral and cation stages of the -NR+ experiment, the

results are listed in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. The loss of CO is endothermic from

both neutral and cationic OCCB, however, it is more energetically favourable to occur

from the neutral by 220 kJ mol-l. Therefore an increased loss of CO in the -NR+ spectrum

(as compared to -CR) should be observed if the neutral rearranges to OCCB. Since the

abundance of the peaks at m/z 23 and m/z 28 are similar in each spectrum, the loss of CO

occurs from the cation, thus the vertical oxidation of the ICCBOI- anion yields the stable

CCBO neutral.

TABLE 6.5 Energies of selected neutral [C2BO] dissociations. a

Parent Radical Connectivity Fragment Specres o Energy (kJ mol-1) "

ccBo ocBo

ccB
BO

occB

c
o
cc

+
+
+

+
+
+

749
698
459

o
B

oBc

ccB
cco
co

682
601
409

a. Calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZllMP2([ull)/6-3tG(d) level of theory. b. Full
details given in Table 6.15. c. Relative to'CCBO G175.904292 Hartrees) and
'OCCB (-1 75.89821 0 Hartrees).

TABLE 6.6 Energies of selected [CzBO]. dissociations. a

Parent Cation Connectivity Fragment Species b Energy (kJ mol-1)'
from singlet from triplet

lccBol.

loccBl.

+BO
+ BO*
+ ocBo

+ tccB*

+CO
+ CO*'
+ tcco
+ tccB*'

occ*'

cc
c+.
o
BC*

oBc

B*
o

404
437
595
574

629
762
370
769

426
459
617
597

652
786
393
792

a. Calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZllt[P2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory. b. Full details

given in Table 6.15. c. Relative to ICCBO* 
1-IZS.+SZZ1O Hadrees¡, TCCBO* (-175.440459

Hartrees),tloccgl* (-175.506080 Hartrees)and 3[occB¡* 
1-tzs.st5076 Hartrees).
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Rearrangement of ICCBO]*

It is proposed that the losses of CO and BC shown in Figure 6.2 arc fragmentations of a

decomposing cation, likely to have OCCB connectivity. The [CCBO]* cation is

isoelectronic with CCCC, which is known to equilibrate its carbon atoms via the elusive

rhombic Ca intermediate. Does [CCBO]* undergo a similar conversion to [OCCB]+ via the

intermediacy of a rhombic structure? This was addressed theoretically using ab initio

calculations. Geometries and energies of optimised [CzBO]* cations are listed in Table

6.1. The triplet form of [CCBOI* is only 22 kJ mol-1 lower in energy than the

corresponding singlet, and their structures are similar. Both the triplet and singlet forms of

[CCBO]* will be accessible following Franck-Condon oxidation from the doublet neutral

CCBO. The excess energy that the triplet cation has as a consequence of vertical Franck-

Condon oxidarion is calculated to be 20 kJ mol-l tMP4SDTQ/aug-cc-pVTZlMP2(full)l

6-31G(d)1, whereas singlet [CCBO]* has an excess Franck Condon energy of 34 kJ mol-r.

The inrerconversions of triplet and singlet [CCBO]* to triplet and singlet [OCCB]* are

shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. Details of geometries and energies of stable

species are shown in Table 6.7, and of transition states in Table 6.8. Triplet and singlet

[OCCB]* are global minima on their respective potential energy surfaces. The 3[OCCB]*

cation is 196 kJ mol-1 lower in energy than 3[CCBO]+, similarty 1[OCCB]* is t94 kJ mol-1

lower in energy than t[CCBO]*. Both rearrangement processes are therefore significantly

exothermic. The triplet and singlet rearrangements are stepwise with the largest barriers in

each being 88 and 116 kJ mol-lrespectively. The triplet and singlet processes can only

proceed if additional excess energy (69 and 82 kJ mol-l respectively) is available.

Experimentally, the parent cation(s) produces the base peak of the -CR+ spectrum, with all
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peaks due to fragment ions being of small abundance. The rearrangement peaks (formed

by loss of CO and BC) are minor, suggesting that there must still be unreananged

[CCBO]* in this system. This is a consequence of the cation rearrangement being a slower

reaction than the simple cleavage processes shown in the -CR* spectrum, and the small

time available between formation and fragmentation of the parent cations in the second

collision cell. The thermochemistry of the observed dissociations (Table 6.6) show much

higher energies required to effect simple cleavage compared with the rearrangements

shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
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TABLE 6.7 Calculated properlies of stable [CzBO]* cations.

c1c2Bo

t1
!i"-" "<"¿:ot12

"7

oc1c2B

t2

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)"

tfI

C-v

0

1.208
1.430

1.292

180.0
180.0

tB,

US

0

1.282
1.576
1.576
1.312

66.0
156.0

tA'

c"

72

1.317
1.533
1.696
1.291
1.649

72.6
113.2
105.0
69.3

tA'

c"

-'196

1.351
1.396

1.132

179.9

180.0

c.,cz (A)o
CzB
CrB
BO
Cro

c1czB (")
c2Bo
c2c1o
c10B

clc2Bo

t1

c<f,io
t12

oclc2B

t2

1l)"-olv2
t7

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)u

crcz (,Ä)o
CzB
CrB
BO
CrO

c1c2B (')
c2Bo
c2clo
CrOB

tA'

c"
22

(0)

1.1918
1.4292

180.0
180.0

tA'

c"
35

(13)

1.220
1 .418
2.025
1.315

tA'

c"
75

(53)

1.29
1.47
1.56
1.45
1.36

tA'

c.
-172

(-1e4)

1.342
1.394

100.0
175.3

1.3168

68.5
103.9
120.4
67.2

1j34
180.0
180.0

a. Energies are çalculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory and

are relative to'1 (-175.440459 Harlrees). Relative energies given in parenthesis are
relative to 1t 

1-175.492210 Hartrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31G(d) geometries.
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TS5

(0)

cL -Cr

g-O
cj-cr

(85)

g-O

c:.,c' (72),8.
o

TS4

(o kJ mol-l)

clc2Bo
31

FIGURE 6.3

(o kJ mol'1)

c1c2Bo
11

c;Evo

312

1i;"-o
w2

37

Gl s6)
oclc2B

32

Calculated pathway for the rearrangement of t[CCgO]* to
t[OCCg]*. For full details see Tables 6.7 and 6.8.

TS7 (13)

TS8 (116)

(13)

B

"t"ro

"'f''".o
(64)

(s3)

lt;'-o
V2

c¡3!o

112

1z

(-1e4)
oclc2B

12

FIGURE 6.4 Calculated pathway for the rearrangement of t[CCBO]* to
t[OCCg]*. For full details see Tables 6.7 and 6.8.
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TABLE 6.8 Calculated properlies of transition states shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4

9t-e-o ^P-oC2 r'2-C1

TS4 TS5

cí
c .o

1

TS6

B-o
cl-c.t

TS8 TS9

BcíB
Ît-r-o

c2 cío
TS7

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
t)"

(A)"

3A'

cs
85

tA'

cs
89

,A'

Cg

36

1.206
1.410
2.152
1 .313

1 '10.4

178.3

1.284
1.518
1.760
1.234

77.3
129.0

,A'

Cg

35

(13)o
1.210
1.412
2.204
1.313

1A'

cs
138

(1 16) b

1.269
1.474
1.723
1.256

77.5
129.4

1A'

cs
86

(64) o

1.320
1.476
1.648

1.204
72.0

'135.6

1.327
1.491
1.617

1.258
69.8

125.1

(kJ mol-
CrCz
CzB
CrB
BO
CrO
c1c2B (")
c2Bo
CzCrO

114.2
178.7

a. Energieg are calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZllMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory and are

relative to 31 (-175.440459 Hafirees). Relative energies given in parenthesis are relative to '1

(-175.432210 Hartrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31 G(d) geometries.

iv. Conclusions

The neutral CCBO was formed by vertical one-electron oxidation of the corresponding

anion [CCBOI-. Collisional ionisation of the transient neutral gives rise to the [CCBO]+

cation and more interesting loss of CO. Comparison of -NR+ and -CR+ data gives no

insight to the behaviour of the neutral and indicates that the CCBO species is stable on the

microsecond time scale of the experiment. Therefore the observed fragmentations in both

spectra are cationic processes. In turn, this means that some of the [CCBO]* cations are

energised and undergo a reanangement process. Theoretical calculations employed to

investigate the rearrangement found that the [CCBO]+ cation may reaffange via a distorted

rhombic intermediate to the more stable [OCCB]* cation. The analogous process for the

neutral was also investigated but it required 150 kJ mol-1 more than the energy required to

effect the cationic rearangement. Thus the CCBO neutral remains stable for the

microsecond time scale of the -NR+ experiment.
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B. Formation of CCCCBO in the Gas Phase

It has been shown that the linear borocumulene oxide with CCBO bond connectivity can

be generated in the gas phase using the neutralisation-reionisation (-NR*) technique. The

CCBO neutral was determined to be stable to rearrangement under -NR+ conditions. It

would be interesting to generate larger members of the C,,BO series and investigate their

behaviour under the same experimental conditions. The CCCCBO neutral is an ideal

target for such a study since the known chemistry described in the previous section may

easily be extended. This study addresses two questions, (i) can the CCCCBO neutral be

formed from the corresponding anion in a -NR* experiment? and (ii) is the CCCCBO

neutral stable to rearrangement under -NR* conditions?

The ICCCCBO]- Anion

The required ICCCCBO]- anion was generated in the chemical ionisation source by an

analogous process to that used to generate the [CCBO]- anion. The collision induced mass

spectrum (MS/MS) of this anion is dominated by the parent anion with any fragmentations

being lost in the noise of the spectrum.* In analogy to the [CCBO]- anion, theory does

predict a linear species of ICCCCBO]- connectivity. The electron affinity of the

corresponding neutral CCCCBO is calculatedt to be 5.8 eV. This value is 1.0 eV larger

Preliminary CID measurements suggest that loss of BO occurs from this anion, however the

fragment peak is extremely weak and we have experienced difficulties in confirming this result.

DeterminedusingtheMP4STDQ/aug-cc-pVDZllMP2(ftll|)/6-3lG(d)energiesof-251.825142
and -251.611593 Hartrees for CCCCBO- and CCCCBO respectively.
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than the electron affinity of CCBO and is consistent with our earlier finding that electron

affinities of cumulenic species increase with increasing chain length (see Chapter 4). The

optimised MP2(full)/6-31c(d) geometry of the ICCCCBO]- anion is shown in Scheme 6.3,

along with the corresponding neutral (bond distances given in Å.;.

1.28 1.34 1.25 1.44 1.24 1-17 1.41 1.17 1.49 1.28

cr-cz-cg-c4-B-o cr-cz-Gs-c4-B-o
Anion Neutral

SCHEME 6.3

Linear ICCCCBOI- can be represented by the valence bond structure [:Ç=ç=C-C-B-O]-.

The extra electron is involved in the multiple bonding around boron. The corresponding

neutral species may be represented by the valence bond structure ['C=C-C=C-B=O]. The

effect of electron delocalisation is evident by comparison of the bond distances of the

anion and the neutral (Scheme 6.3). The bond distance between carbons 1 and 2 (and

similarly between carbons 3 and 4) increases from I.I1 
^ 

in the neutral to 1.28 Å (and

1.25 iÐ in the anion. This signifies a shift from triple bond character of the neutral to

double bond character of the anion. In addition, the bond distance between carbons 2 and

3 decreases from 1.41 ]t to l,.Z+,Å., while the C-B bond distance decreases from 1.49 Å to

I.44 i\ upon addition of the extra electron to the neutral. The minimum excess energy of

the initially formed neutral upon vertical (Franck-Condon) oxidation is calculated to be 35

kJ mol-r (cf. a5 kJ mol-r minimum excess energy of CCBO). It is unlikely that this energy

alone would be enough to effect decomposition of the parent neutral upon formation. The

ICCCCBO]- anion should therefore be a suitable precursor to the CCCCBO neutral by the
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neutralisation-reionisation process. The question remains whether enough energy is

imparted into the system to effect any rearrangement of the system.

ii. The -CR* and -NR+ Mass Spectra of ICCCCBO]-

The -CR+ and -NR* mass spectra of the ICCCCBO]- anion are shown in Figure 6.5. The

-NR+ spectrum is dominated by the recovery signal at m/z 75, indicating that the parent

neutral(s) is stable on the time scale of the experiment. A number of the fragment ions

observed in the -NR+ spectrum are consistent with a species of CCCCBO connectivity:

these are the losses of C, O, Cz, BO, CBO, C+, CzBO and CsBO. However, there are a

number of peaks that are not consistent with the CCCCBO connectivity: these are the

losses of CO, CzO, C¡O and C¿O. On inspection of the -NR+ and -CR* spectra (Figure

6.5) it can be seen that the loss of CO and CBO are greater in the -NR* case. The increase

in loss of CO is indicative of the partial reÍurangement of the parent neutral prior to the

decomposition that occurs upon ionisation to the cation. This is in contrast to the previous

study of the CCBO system where no substantial difference between the -NR+ and -CR+

spectra was observed; this was attributed to the stability of the CCBO species and

reaffangement of the cation [CCCBO]+.

The calculated thermochemistry for selected dissociations of the C+BO and [C+BO]+

systems are listed in Table 6.9 and 6.10 respectively. Decompositions involving loss of

CO or BO are the least energetic for both neutral and cation, with those occurring from

neutral C4BO being more energetically favourable than the corresponding losses from the

cation
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24 27 35

-co

51 s9 63

-co

51 59 63

36 48

75

75

47
24 35

27
11 12 23

mlz

B

36 47

48

11 12 23

FIGURE 6.5

m/z

(A) -CR* and (B) -NR* mass spectra of the ICCCCBO]- anion.
For experimental conditions see Experimental Section.
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TABLE 6.9 Enerqies of selected neutral C+BO dissociations' "
Parent Radical Connectivity Fragment Species o Energy (kJ mol-1)

ccccBo

occccB

a. Calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVDZlllt[P2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory. b
Full details given in Table 6.16.

../,2ní.
TABLE 6.10 Energies of selected npuffi [C4BO]* dissociations. a

Parent Radical Connectivity Fragment Species o Energy (kJ mol-1)

fccccad+ 415

340

510

509

417

953

1 067

623

a. Calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVDZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory. b.

Full details given in Table 6.16.

iii. Rearrangement of the C¿BO Neutral

As the carbon chain increases in the C,BO series the possible number of distinct structural

isomers increases dramatically. It is well beyond the scope and time constraints of this

study to investigate all possible connectivities of a molecule containing one B atom, one O

atom and four C atoms. Therefore we must limit our investigation to a few reasonable

structures. Linear isomers are simple and as such are a good starting point for our

theoretical investigation. This seems reasonable in light of the CzBO system in which

linear CCBO and OCCB neutrals were found to be significantly lower in energy than ten

out of the remaining eleven stable isomers (Scheme 6.1). Also from the CzBO study it was

cccc
ccc
BCCC

BCC

BO

cBo

co
cco

125

464

228
462

+

+

+

+

_-+
¿occccBJ',

cccc+
cccc
ccc+
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BCCC+
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BCC

+BO
+ Bo+
+ CBO

¿+ CBO'

+CO
I+ CO'

+ CCO

+ CCO+
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observed that linear connectivities with a terminal O atom are more stable than those with

a bridging O atom by between 244 and 489 kJ mol-l. We limit the linear structures of

interest initially to the five species shown in Scheme 6.4. Apart from CCCB CO (2). all of

the species shown are stable with linear geometries and have a 
2I electronic state.

(o kJ mol-1)

ccccBo
1

cBccco
4

(213)

cccBco
2

(not stable)

occccB
5

(1e)

ccBcco
3

(32)

SCHEME 6.4

The geometries and energies of the optimised linear C¿BO neutrals are given in Table 6.11.

Three of the four stable linear isomers are within 32 kJ mol-l of each other, while the

CCCCBO neutral is the lowest in energy. Both OCCCCB and CCBCCO are low energy

isomers that may contribute to the loss CO. The OCCCCB neutral is of particular interest

since it may fragment to produce all losses in the -NR+ spectrum unaccounted for by the

CCCCBO connectivity. The OCCCCB neutral is just 19 kJ mol t higher in energy than

CCCCBO. This is comparable to the OCCB isomer of the C2BO system, which was 16 kJ

mol-1 above the CCBO ground state. Rearrangement of the CCBO to OCCB via a rhombic

The CCCBCO species could not be optimised due to the failure of the wavefunction to
converge. It is therefore likely that such a species would not be stable.
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intermediate was calculated to have a barrier of 267 kJ mol-l. Does there exist a

rearangement of CCCCBO to OCCCCB? V/hat is the energy required for the

rearrangement to occur?

TABLE 6.11 Calculated propefties of stable C4BO neutrals shown in
Scheme 6.4.

clc2cac4Bo
1

clc2Bcac4o
3

clBc2cac4o
4

oclc2cac4B
5

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-l)"

C-uC-u C-u

32

1.183

'1.293

,,

C-u

213 19

1.283
1.278
1.288
1.354

0

1.493
1.338

1j76

CrCz
CzCz
CsCo
C¿B
CrB
CzB
CsB
BO
co

(,Ä)o 1j73
1.408
1.173
1.491

1.273
1.295

1.382
1.411

1.218
1.177 1.175

a. Energies are calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory
and are relative to 1 (-251 .6115927 Hartrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31G(d) geometries.

The simplest scenario to investigate is the formation of a six-membered intermediate from

CCCCBO, which may then ring-open to form OCCCCB. This rearrangement was

investigated at the MP4SDTQ/aug-cc-pVDZ/lMP2(full)16-31G(d) level of theory and is

shown in Figure 6.6. Full details of transition states are given in Table 6.12. The cyclic

intermediate (6) has a relative energy of 161 kJ mol-l and a barrier to its formation of 224

kJ mol-r (via TS1). If formed, it has sufficient excess energy to ring-open via TS2 to form

the OCCCCB species.
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TSl (224)

,ocí?
cä-cs-c+

(186)

(167)

"lo-vz-Ce-
B
I

Ca

6

(1e)

(o kJ mol-1) oclc2cac4B
5CIC2C3CaBO

1

FIGURE 6.6 Calculated rearrangement of CCCCBO to OCCCCB via cyclic
intermediate. For full details see Tables 6.1 1 and 6.12.

Two other pathways for the rearrangement of CCCCBO to OCCCCB are outlined in

Scheme 6.6. The two processes involve the initial formation of either a five (A) or four

(B) centred species. The intermediate Ar is detailed in Table 6.12. It is slightly distorted

with the branching carbon atom forming a C3 ring system. Intermediate Ar has a relative

energy of 217 kJ mol-r compared to CCCCBO and is 53 kJ mol-l more energetic than T5L

(see Figure 6.6). Therefore reanangement via the six-membered intermediate is more

energetically favourable than via the five-membered intermediate. Similarly, process B as

shown in Scheme 6.5 may be ruled out in favour of the proposed six-centred mechanism.

No intermediate corresponding to Br could be found, but Bz fiable 6.12) lies 583 kJ mol-l

higher in energy than the CCCCBO neutral.
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SCHEME 6.5

Calculated properties of intermediates and transition states for the
rearranqement of CCCCBO as shown in Figure 6.6 and Scheme 6.5.

B2

TABLE 6.12

c',-o'
cL-cs-

6 TS1

I
gíct

B2

B
I

c4

o
Çr 'B

Cr-Cr-ðo c4
c1 B

A1

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)"

ctcz (n)o
CzCe
CsCq
C¿B

2A,

c.

167

,A,

c.

224

106.5
170.0
84.7
162.9

2A,

c"

186

1.302
1.379
1.304
1.448
1.235

82.3
'168.1

92.5

160.8

'A'
c.

583

2A,

c"

277

Cro

1.300
1.360
1.305
1.415
1.393

1.362

94.8
164.4
78.2
149.9
133.7

99.1

1.212
1.402
1.237
1.487

1.245

1.358
1.478
1.266
'1.495

1.441
1.341

63.4
88.9
126.1
99.3

'100.3

1.178
1.501
1.446
1.333

1.175

179.3
107.1
177.2

124.4

CsO
BO
CzO

c1c2ca
CzCgC¿
cac4B
c4Bo
c2clo
c2cao
cloB
c2oB

(')

a. Energies are calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVDZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory and are
relative to CCCCBO (-251 .61 15927 Harlrees). b. MP2(full)/6-31G(d) geometries.
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iii. Conclusions

The neutral CCCCBO may be formed by vertical one-electron oxidation of the

couesponding anion ICCCCBO]-. Collisional ionisation of the transient neutral gives rise

to recovery signal indicating that the parent neutral(s) is stable fol the microsecond time

scale of the experiment. More interesting is the loss of CO observed in the -NR+ spectrum.

Comparison of -NR* and -CR+ data show that neutral CCCCBO reaffanges (possibly to

OCCCCB) on the microsecond time scale of the -NR+ experiment. This should be

contrasted with neutral CCBO which does not reanange under -NR* conditions. Theory

suggests that the CCCCBO system reaffanges through a six-membered intermediate to

form the OCCCCB neutral, a mechanism not available to CCBO.
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C. Borocumulenes of GCBCC Gonnectivity

i. The CCBCC Species

We now turn our attention to the investigation of borocumulenes with CCBCC

connectivity. The symmetrical nature of CCBCC should simplify the synthesis of suitable

precursors as well as any theoretical studies into the system. Since studies on

borocumulenes have concentrated on those possessing a terminal B atom we must first

ascertain whether the target CCBCC neutral is stable from a theoretical viewpoint. There

are three distinct linear connectivities of the C¿B system; CCBCC (1), BCCCC (2) and

CBCCC (3). Both BCCCC and CBCCC optimise at the B3LYP|6-31G(d) level of theory

to linear species with 2> electronic states, while CCBCC optimises to a slightly bent

geometry with C2u symmetry and a 2Bz electronic state (see Table 6.13). The lowest

energy isomer is BCCCC, which is 178 kJ mol-l lower in energy than the most energetic

isomer CBCCC. The target of this study CCBCC is only 19 kJ mol-l higher in energy than

BCCCC. It should be possible to generate the CCBCC neutral by a 
-NR* process provided

that a suitable precursor anion may be generated. It is possible that the CCBCC neutral

could rearrange during the -NR+ process. Any rearrangement of CCBCC would involve

the initial formation of one or more of the cyclic structures shown in Scheme 6.6.

B

B-C-C c-cc
I

c

?-..p'

DBA c

SCHEME 6.6
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TABLE 6.13 Calculated properties of stable C¿B neutrals

C1C2BC3Ca

1

BClC2CaCa

2

c1Bc2cac4

3

,c?-P.^.t Cíuc 3

4 5

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)"

ctcz (A)o
CzCs
CsCo
CrCo
CrB
CzB
CsB
C¿B

C1C2B, C4CaB
c2Bca
CzCtCq
CrC+Cs
c4caB
c,Bc"

,8,

cz,

0

1.277

1.277

1 .413
1.413

-19

1.276
1.297
'1.285

1.367

159

1.282
1.306

,A,

16

1.30'1

1.301
1.412
1.576
1.606

'^'
C"

80

'1.307

1.333
1.656

1.481
1.481
1.580

61.1
166.8
68.1

1 10.9

C.

tt

C*u

tz

C-u

373
405

158.4
179.2

130.5
130.5
65.7
149.7

a. Energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZIB3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory and are
relative to 1 (-176.453758 Hadrees). b. B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries.

Isomer A. (Cyc-CzB-CC) optimises to a transition state with C2y symmetry (Table 6.14)

and involves the degenerate reaffangement of carbons I and 2. There is no probe for

monitoring this process and so if it does occur under -NR* conditions it will not be

observed. Cyclic isomers B and D both collapse to form a five-centred cyclic isomer (4),

the geometry of which is detailed in Table 6.13. The five-centred species 4 has an energy

just 16 kJ mol-l above that of the CCBCC isomer. The remaining isomer C optimises to

either intermediate 4 or 5 (Table 6.13) depending on the initial CrCz-C¿ angle. This

indicates that isomer C lies close to a transition state linking intermediates 4 and 5 (see

discussion below).

Using theoretical methods, we have investigated the reaction coordinate for the possible

rearrangement of the C¿B neutral. The results are summarised in Figure 6.7 with full
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details of minima and transition states given in Tables 6.13 and 6.14. The barrier for

rearrangement of CCBCC through T5L to the cyclic isomer is 79 kJ mol-r. Two other

transition states were located on the potential energy surface and are included in Figure

6.7. Both essentially involve the interconversion of intermediates 5 and 6, however when

followed sequentially also provide a mechanism for the scrambling of the carbon atoms.

"?v"
TS2 (1 17)

(80)

(16)

c1

(7e)TSl
(82)

(1

(0 kJ mol-1)

c1c2Bcac4
1

44

FIGURE 6.7 Calculated reaction coordinates for the rearrangement of CCBCC
to the cyclic C¿B isomers.
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TABLE 6.14 Calculated properlies of transition states shown in Figure 6.7

Jl"","o ",iig". ""1_t". "'-"?"-.".
TS1 TS2 TS3

State

Symmetry

Relative Energy
(kJ mol-1)"

ctcz (Â)
|.re\.¿

CrB
CzB
CsB
C+B

CrCzB
c2Bca
c4caB
CrCzBCs
c2BC3C4

;
79

cru
'A,

97

1.275
1.224

,A,

c"

117

1.320
1.330

1.304
1.319

,^,

cs

82

1.287
1.330
1.647
1.509
1.453
1.741

1 .518
1.476

71.7
148.6
77.3
-17.6
-4.0

a. Energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZllBgLYP/6-31G(d) level of
theory and are relative to 1 (-176.453758 Hartrees). b. B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries.

ii. The [B(CCH)g]-' Radical Anion as Precursor to the [CCBCC]- Anion

The next stage of the investigation is the attempted generation of an anionic species with

the required bond connectivity. Boron triacetylide adducts are easily synthesised by the

reaction between boron trifluoride and sodium acetylides.334,33s The B(CCH)3.pyridine

adduct was introduced into the source of the mass spectrometer liberating neutral B(CCH)3

as a useful precursor for borocumulenic species. The expected reaction sequence is

outlined in Scheme 6.7. Deprotonation effected by reaction with HO- followed by loss of

CzHz should give result in the target precursor anion [CCBCC]-.

65.2
155.2
180.0

1.503
1.460

108.8
126.9
68.0

1.506
1.488
1.576

155.0
109.8
68.0
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Iro + a{c=cn).
- Hzo /ccH

B..
ccH

G:C:B:C:C
- CzHz

(Hcç: a: ccH)-c= cn

SCHEME 6.7

The key to the above synthesis is the deprotonation reaction which, unfortunately, is not

observed. Electron capture of the precursor is favoured over deprotonation and formation

of the molecular radical anion [B(CCH)3] occurs. The collision induced mass spectrum

(MS/MS) of the [B(CCH)3]-' radical anion is shown in Figure 6.8. The major processes

that occur upon collision are those involving sequential H loss and loss of the 'CH radical

to produce m/285,84, 83 and13 respectively. Loss of the'CCH radical from [B(CCH)¡]-'

gives a peak at m/z 6l corresponding to [HCCBCCH]-. A peak due to the target anion

[CCBCC]- is observed at m/z 59 but it is only a minor peak. Unfortunately this species is

not produced in the ion source of the mass spectrometer and thus cannot be used as a

precursor to CCBCC in a 
-NR* experiment.
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85

- HCC

61

59 84
25 83

m/z

FIGURE 6.8 Collision induced mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the [B(CCH)3]-'
anion. For experimental conditions see Experimental Section.

Formation of HCCBCCH from [HCCBCCH]*

The -CR+ mass spectrum of the [B(CCH)¡]-'radical anion is shown in Figure 6.9. It shows

more pronounced fragmentations than the CID mass spectrum (Figure 6.8). Major peaks

are formed by losses of H', 'CCH and CzHz. The fragment cation at m/z 61 corresponding

to the [HCCBCCHI+ cation is the second largest peak in the spectrum. This is of much

greater intensity than the corresponding anion in the CID mass spectrum (Figure 6.8). This

suggests the possibility that the IHCCBCCH]* cation may be formed in the ion source of

the mass spectrometer from the precursor cation [B(CCÐ3]+'.

73
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- HCC

61

36 37

11

m/z

FIGURE 6.9 Charge reversal (-CR*) mass spectra of the [B(CCH)s]-' Anion
For experimental conditions see Experimental Section.

As anticipated, the IHCCBCCHI* cation (m/z 61) is a major peak formed by dissociative

ionisation of [B(CCH)¡]*' in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. Both CID and 
*NR*

experiments were carried on the B-mass selected cation atm/z 61: these spectra are shown

in Figure 6.10. Under CID conditions the expected losses of H','CH and'CCH are

observed, forming m/z 60,48 and 36 respectively. Loss of 12Da., which is either loss of C

or BH, indicates that hydrogen transfer is occurring. Of greater interest is the loss of B (11

Da.). These data indicate that some reaffangement of the carbon/boron framework is

occurring for energised [HCCBCCH]*.

73

86

25
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61
60

A

ttB

11

m/z

60

- ttB

49 59

25

11

m/z

FIGURE6.10 (A) Collision induced (MS/MS) and (B) *NR* mass spectra of
IHCCBCCH]*. For experimental conditions see Experimental
Section.

The *NR* spectrum of the m/z 6l cation is much weaker in intensity than the CID mass

spectrum but it does show similar fragment peaks. The recovery signal at m/z 61 indicates

that the neutral(s) is stable for the microsecond time scale of the experiment. It is

35
48

37 50

25

B

48
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interesting that the loss of B in the *NR* spectrum is greater than the analogous loss in the

CID mass spectrum, indicating that the transient neutral formed by electron addition to the

cation is rearranging the carbon/boron framework within its lifetime. Theoretical

investigations into the non-hydrogenated system CaB suggested that the neutral with

CCBCC connectivity might rearrange to the more stable BCCCC species via a five-

membered cyclic intermediate (cyc-CaB, Table 6.13). It is possible that an analogous

process may occur for the HCCBCCH species. This is currently under investigation and

due to time constraints no results are currently available.

iv. Conclusions

Investigations into the possible substitution of boron into the central position of a

cumulenic molecule have been described. The pure borocumulene target CCBCC was

observed as either a fragment anion or cation under CID or -CR* conditions respectively.

Theoretical data indicated that the CCBCC neutral may rearrange upon formation to the

more stable BCCCC neutral. No such CCBCC ionic species can be generated in the ion

source of the mass spectrometer to allow for its oxidation/reduction to the corresponding

CCBCC neutral. The IHCCBCCH]+ cadon may be formed by dissociation of [B(CCÐ3]+'

in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. Successful neutralisation of this cationic

species is indicated by the recovery signal in a 
*NR* experiment. The loss of B from the

neutral under 
*NR* conditions provides direct evidence for backbone reaffangement of the

transient HCCBCCH neutral.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Mass Spectrometric Methods

All mass spectra were recorded using a modified VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer with

BE configuration, where B and E represent magnetic and electric sectors, respectively.

The [CCBO]- and ICCCCBO]- anions were generated by chemical ionisation (CI). The

precursor in each case was placed in a small glass capillary tube which was then drawn out

in a flame to create a very fine aperture, allowing for a slow steady release of sample

vapour upon heating. The capillary was inserted into the CI source via the direct probe;

the probe tip was heated to 60 - 80 "C to generate a background pressure of ca.10-5 Torr

inside the source housing. CI was effected using SF6 as a reagent gas (to liberate the

reagent ions F-: this is a modificati6¡¡270 of the Squires åls SN2(Si) reaction with

F-A{F3 22¡ at a measured pressure of cct. 10-a Torr inside the source housing. The

[B(CCH)3]-' radical anion was formed by electron capture of B(CCH):. The instrument

was operating in negative ion chemical ionisation mode. The IHCCBCCH]* cations were

generated by dissociative electron impact (EI) ionisation of B(CCH)3 with the instrument

operating in positive ionisation mode. Typical ion source conditions (negative ion) were as

follows: source temperature 200 oC, repeller voltage -0.5 V, ion extraction voltage 7 kV,

mass resolution m/Am > 1500.

Collision induced dissociation (CID) of B-mass selected ions was effected in collision cells

positioned between B and E. Argon was used as a target gas. The pressure of the collision

gas in the cell was maintained such that 8O7o of the parent ion beam was transmitted

through the cell, producing essentially single collision conditions.30 Product ions resulting

from CID \ryere recorded by scanning the electric sector E.
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Neutralisation-reionis¿¡is¡4O,41,305-307 (-NR*) experiments were performed for B-mass

selected anions utilising the dual collision cells located between sectors B and E.

Neutralisation of the anions was achieved by collisional electron detachment using 02 at

807o transmittance as collision gas, while reionisation to cations was achieved by collision

of the neutrals with Oz, again at 807o transmittance. Any ions remaining after the first

collision event were deflected from the primary neutral beam using an electrode

maintained at a high voltage (1.5 kV) positioned before the second collision cell. In order

to detect a reionisation signal due to the parent, the neutral species must be stable for

approximately one microsecond. *NR* experiments were carried out under using similar

conditions as for -NR+ with the following exceptions: instrument operated in positive

ionisation mode, while xenon (collision cell 1) and oxygen (collision celI2) were used as

collision gases.

Charge reversal (-CR):t':s,110 e¡B-mass selected anions was effected by collision with

oxygen in one of the collision cells, allowing SOVo transmittance of the main beam and thus

producing essentially single collision conditions.30 -CR* spectra were then recorded as for

the CID experiment except that the voltage of the electric sectot was reversed in order to

allow the passage of positive ions.

B. Synthetic Methods

B(CCH):.pyridine was prepared by a known synthetic procedure.335

(1-Trimethylsilylethynyl)diisopropoxyborane was prepared using a modified reported

procedure.336,337 Trimethylsilylacetylene (4.2 cm3, 29.J mmol) in anhydrous diethyl ether
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(30 cm3) was cooled to -78oC under nitrogen, and n-butyllithium in hexane (2.4M, 12.5

cm', 30.0 mmol) added over a period of 30 min. The organolithium reagent was then

slowly added at -78oC to tri-isopropyl borate (7.0 cm3, 29.1 mmol) in diethyl ether (15.0

cm3) and the reaction maintained at -78oC for 2 hr. Anhydrous hydrogen chloride in

diethyl ether (2.0M, 15.0 c-t, 30.0 mmol) was added and the mixture allowed to warm to

zOoC. The lithium chloride was removed and the remaining solvent removed in vacuo.

Distillation of the residue at 80oc/7mm Hg, gave the title compound (4.8g, TOVo yield). rH

nmr (200 mlJz, in CDCI3): õ 0.19 (s, 9H), 1.16 (d, 2x 6H, J = 6.1 ),4.56 (septet, 2x IH, J =

6.1).

( I -Trimethylsilylbutadiynyl )diis oprop oxyborane w as prepared as follows.

To bis(trimethylsilyl)butadiyne (1.0 g, 5.2 mmol) in anhydrous diethyl ether (30 
"m'; 

at

20oC under nitrogen was added, methyl lithium lithium bromide complex in diethyl ether

(1.5M, 4.0 cm3,6.0 mmol) and the mixture allowed to stir for 16hr at zOoC. This

organolithium reagent was then slowly added to tri-isopropyl borate (L4 cm3,6.1 mmol) in

diethyl ether (20 cm'; at -78oC and the reaction maintained at -78oC for 4 hr. Anhydrous

hydrogen chloride in diethyl ether (2.0M, 3.0 cm3, 6.0 mmol) was added and the mixture

allowed to warm to 20oC. The precipitate was removed and the remaining solvent

removed in vacuo. Any remaining tri-isopropyl borate and tri-isopropyl alcohol was

removed by distillation at 90oc/10mm Hg to give product (0.6 g, 46 Vo yield).- tH nmt

Attempts to further purify the compound led to decomposition. Mass spectrometric experiments
were therefore carried out on samples which were >95Va pure by nmr.
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(2OO mHz, in CDCI¡): ð 0.20 (s, 9H), l.l2 (d, 2x 6H, J = 6.2),4.55 (septet, 2x lIJ, J =

C. Theoretical Methods

Geometry optimisations were carried using either the MP2(full) or B3LYP theoretical

methods83'84 combined with the modest 6-31G(d) basis set. Stationary points on the

potential energy surface were characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or

transition structures (one imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies using

analytical gradient procedures. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (RC) calculations were used

to examine the reaction path on the potential energy surface leading away from a given

transition state, thus confirming connection between minima and the transition state. The

calculated frequencies were also used to determine zero-point vibrational energies which

were rhen scaledse by 0.9661 [MP2(full)/6-31G(d)] or 0.9806 [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] and used

as a zero-point correction for the electronic energies calculated at the respective levels of

theory as well as at higher levels of theory. Higher level single point energies were carried

out using the MP4 or CCSD(T) methods239,24o with the Dunnings aug-cc-pVDZ basis

ss¡.231,238 All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 98 suite of programs24l

using the alpha server at the Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing National

Facility (Canberra).
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5. APPENDIX

TABLE 6.15 Properties of fragments used for the CzBO dissociation energies.
c1c2B3 c1B2o3 CrCzOa cc BO

Anion
State
Energy "
Bond (1-2) b

Bond (2-3)
Neutral
State
Energy
Bond (1-2)
Bond (2-3)
Cation
State
Energy
Bond (1-2)
Bond (2-3)

,,
-100.753722

1.2809
1.4583

tt
-137.937762

1.5124
1.2534

,il
-'r51 .'t 50947

'1 .3103
1.2338

tt
-151 .066900

1.3760
't .1718

2,

-75.934814
1.2831

tt
-99.997781

1.2547

2^
A1

-100.649083
1.2885
1.5027

ot

-137.830466
1.4863
1.2232

ls

-75.825448
1.2638 t

-99.903830
1.2164 É

e':
-100.223930

1.1942
1.4321

-137.431504
1 .5618
1.2341

"fi
-150.663097

1.5791
1.1282

4,

-75.374512
1.4029

-99.440323
1.2810

BC co o c B

Anion
State
Energy
Bond
Neutral
State
Energy
Bond
Cation
State
Energy
Bond

-62.603966
1.3794

oL

-62.549314
1.4853

tfI
-62.073525

1.3119

,il
-1 13.13182

1.2483

tt
-'t 13.193005

1.1502

doublet
-75.040595

quartet
-37.834904

triplet
-24.612164

triplet
-74.989324

triplet
-37.788367

doublet
-24.602338

"z
-1 12.666334

1 .3173

doublet
-74.339305

doublet
-37.374964

Sinlget
-24.298274

a. Energies calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVTZllVP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory. b
MP2(f ull)/6-31 G(d) geometries.

TABLE 6.16 Properties of f ragments used for the C¿BO dissociation energies
c1c2cac4 B1c2cac4 ccc BCC

Neutral
State
Energy
Cation
State

1,

-151 .769941

oz

-138.443109

"T

'1,

-113.753838

,A,

-100.524051

2,
-u

tt,,TI

Energy -151 .283182 -138.038754 -1 13.3600s6 -99.961432
cco cBo co Bo

Neutral
State
Energy
Cation
State
Enerqv

tt
-150.904102

,l
-150.510546

o2

-137.681 137

tt
-137.287542

tt
-113.074273

-112.465744

-99.794098

-99.335796

a. Energies calculated at the MP4/aug-cc-pVDZlMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level of theory. b.

MP2(full)i6-31G(d) bond lengths 1Å¡: CrCrCaCa, neutral: C1C2, 1.250, C2Cs,1.272, CaC4, 1.250,
cation: C1C2,1.23O, C2Cs,1.284, CaC4, 1.230. BC1C2C3, neutrâl: BC1, 1.390, C1C2, 1.294, C2Cs,

1 .304, cation, BC1, 1 .420, CtCz, 1 .369, C2C3, 1 .196. All other geometries are listed in Table 6.15.

>ê Je<- -.ér 4,aJ7'.--/*-Çá0,¡<,-, <( : t 2r..,/l .f .^-( (Õ' I zC¿S {.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. EXPERIMENTALSTUDIES

Throughout this work anions have been generated by chemical ionisation or resonance

capture of precursor molecules. Chemical ionisation was effected by either deprotonation

of a neutral organic substrate or by the DePuy desilylation method. The desilylation

method was employed for the generation of anions where either site specific charged

centres or specific bond connectivities were required. For example, in the study of selected

organic anions the ortho, meta and para isomers of (C6H4)-CO2Mo and (C6H4)-OCOzMe

were unequivocally generated. Syntheses of cumulenic systems with known bond

connectivity were also generated by the desilylation technique. These syntheses involved

the initial removal of one or two trimethylsilyl groups by reaction of a suitably synthesised

precursor with either HO- (from H2O) or F- (from SFo), followed by subsequent neutral

losses to form the required anion. In addition, the generation of the linear [CCCI-' radical

anion involved in situ formation of a carbene by deprotonation of a tosyl hydrazone

functionality. In one study, positive ions were generated in the source of the mass

spectrometer by dissociative electron impact ionisation. Once the ions were formed, mass

spectrometry was used as a tool for (i) the investigation of rearrangement reactions, (ii) the

assignment of bond connectivities and (iii) the generation of interesting cumulenic neutral

species. These experimental studies were complemented by the use of various theoretical

calculations.

MS/MS data of ortho, meta and para isomers of tM - Hl- anion of methyl benzoate

[(C6H4)-COzMe] indicate that the loss of CO is charge-induced with the charged centre
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required to be on the phenyl ring at Íhe ortho position. Meta and para (C6H+)-COzMe

anions also undergo loss of CO, but first interconverl to the ortho isomer. Theoretical

calculations indicate that this occurs by a H transfer process requiring an energy of 280 kJ

mol-l. Comparison of MS/MS data of the source formed [M - H - CO]- anion from methyl

benzoate with the tM - Hl- anion from anisole confirms that the product anion upon loss of

CO is the ortho deprotonated anisole anion. Two possible mechanisms (Scheme 3.5, A

and B) were proposed and investigated theoretically. The barrier the cyclisation process

(mechanism A) is 87 kJ mol-l lower in energy than that of the benzyne process

(mechanism B), however the Arrhenius factor of B is significantly larger than that of A.

Therefore, we cannot distinguish between the two given the available data.

Another organic system studied was deprotonated methyl phenyl carbonate [(CoH¿)-

OCOzMe]. This was chosen since a reaffangement reaction analogous to the loss of CO

from deprotonated methyl benzoate may occur and result in loss of COz from this system.

Loss of COz was only found to be significant from the ortho isomer of (CoH¿)-OCOzMe.

MS/MS data of the source formed product anion [M - H - COr]- from methyl phenyl

carbonate showed that the anion was not the expected deprotonated anisole anion. Charge

reversal experiments identified the [M - H - CO2]- product anion to be the ortho cresol

anion. Therefore the loss of COz from (C6H¿)-OCOzMe is not analogous to the loss of CO

from (CoHa)-CO2Me, but instead involves a methyl migration to give the ortho cresol

anion and CO2. This process occurs via a concerted six-membered transition state, a

process calculated to have a barrier of 191 kJ mol-l.
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Other mass spectrometric investigations described in this work involved the generation of

cumulenic species incorporating (i) t'C and (ii) B and O atoms, such that bond

connectivities were known.

Neutral loses of both C andC2 are observed upon -CR+ and -NR+ of the [CCC]-'radical

anion. Theoretical calculations suggest the CCC neutral may rearrange provided that it has

an energy of 104 kJ mol-l. This requirement suggests that some of the CCC neutrals

initialty formed in a -NR* experiment should under carbon scrambling. Labelling of the

terminal carbon was carried out and showed that under both -CR+ and -NR* experimental

conditions the carbons become completely randomised. Since both spectra are essentially

identical it is unclear whether the neutral undergoes any reaffangement. Theory provides

insight here in that the cation upon formation requires only 12 kJ mol t to int"t"onvert to

its more stable cyclic isomer. This effectively scrambles the three carbon of the cation and

masks any rearrangement of the neutral. Since the anion is known not to reanange we

attempted to circumvent the cation by ionising the neutral to the anion. This experiment

was successful in reducing the CCC neutral to the corresponding [CCCI-' radical anion,

however the any loss of C in the -NR+ spectra is lost in baseline noise.

The CCBO system was also found to, at least partially, rearrange under both -CR+ and

-NR+ conditions to form a species consistent with OCCB connectivity. Given that the

rearrangement is not complete some species of CCBO connectivity must survive both

experiments. Moreover, since -NR+ and -CR* data of CCBO are identical no significant

reaffangement or fragmentation is occurring during the lifetime of the neutral. Therefore

CCBO is stable on the time scale of the experiment. This is the first reported synthesis of

neutral CCBO. Theoretical investigations into the cationic system indicate that the
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[OCCB]* isomer is formed from [CCBO]* in an exothermic reaction. The process occurs

via a distorted rhombic intermediate requiring 88 kJ mol-r in the case of the triplet cation.

The similar process on the neutral CCBO potential energy surface requires in excess of 261

kJ mol-r. Theoretical data therefore supports the fact that the CCBO is formed and is

stable for the lifetime of the experiment.

An extension of the chemistry involved in the CCBO study led to the generation of the

CCCCBO species. Unlike the smaller system, the CCCCBO neutral was found to undergo

a rearrangement process (possibly to OCCCCB) as indicated by the increased loss of CO

during the -NR+ experiment. Theoretical methods suggests that the CCCCBO system may

reanange through a six centred intermediate to the OCCCCB neutral.

Another aim of our studies into borocumulenes was the generation of a species with

CCBCC connectivity. Theory indicates that this species may under reanangement to the

more stable BCCCC neutral. The target CCBCC was observed as either a fragment anion

or cation under CID or -CR* conditions respectively. Unfortunately, no such CCBCC

ionic species was formed in the ion source of the mass spectrometer to allow for its

oxidation/reduction to the target CCBCC neutral. The IHCCBCCH]* cation was formed

by dissociative ionisation of [B(CCH)3]*'. Neutralisation of this cationic species was

successful as indicated by a recovery signal in a *NR* experiment. Loss of B was

observed to occur from the neutralised species indicating backbone reaffangement of the

transient HCCBCCH neutral was occurring within the microsecond of the experiment.

The use of CID, -CR* and -NR* mass spectrometry throughout this thesis has

demonstrated the ability to successfully investigate rearrangement reactions, and stabilities,

of anions, neutrals and cations in the gas phase.
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2. THEORETICAL STUDIES

Theoretical calculations complement experimental findings throughout this thesis

A theoretical study examining possible anionic candidates for detection in interstellar

space is described in Chapter 4. This follows known observations that (i) many cumulenic

molecules are observed in the interstellar environment, (ii) these interstellar species were

primarily identified by rotational spectroscopy and (iii) cumulenes typically have large

electron affinities. The series of interstellar molecules C,,H, Cn¡CHz and C,O (n = 2 - I0)

were investigated using the B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZ/B3LYPl6-31G(d) level of theory which

gives good agreement with experimental data, and allows for the same method to be used

for the larger members of each series. Two aspects were concentrated on (i) the adiabatic

electron affinity of the (interstellar) neutral and (ii) the dipole moment of the

corresponding anion. The results presented show large values for the electron affinities of

the neutral, which increase with increased chain length. This suggests that they may

undergo efficient attachment of an electron in the interstellar medium. The increasingly

large dipole moments of the resulting stable cumulenic anions further indicate that the

larger members of each series should be detectable by radio astronomical methods. The

data obtained here provides a useful guide for future experimental work and astronomical

searches for these and other analogous cumulenic anions, which may result in the

identification of the first interstellar anions.
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The radical anion [CCI3C] ' has been produced by treatment of [(CHJ,SiC=C'3C(=NNHSOTCcHa-/-CH3)Si(CH3)31
with HO /F in the ion source of a mass spectrometer. The stable attion undergoes vertical two-electron oxidation

[charge reversal ( CR.)] in a collision cell to give [CCtrç1* which cyclises to the more stablelcyclo-CC'3C]* over a

Uorrièr of only l1 kJ mol r[calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZllB3LYPl6-311G(d) level oltheory], effectively

scrambling the three carbon atoms of the cation radical. One-electron Franck-Condon oxidation ol [CCt3C]-' yields

ueutral CCl3C. Theoretical calculations suggest that neutral CCC may undergo a degenerate rearrangement through

a cyclic C, transition state if the excess energy of CCC is >104 kJ mol t (at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV-fZllB3LYPl

6-31 1G(d) level of theory). It is likely that at least a proportion of the CC'3C neutrals lormed from [CC13C]-'

should have sufficient energy to effect this reaction, resulting in the scrambling of the 13C label. The neutralisation/

reionisation (-NR') spectrun of [CC13C] 
' ([CCr3ç1-' - CC13C ----+ [CCr3C]t ) shows a pronounced peak

corresponding to the parent cation, confirming that neutral CCl3C is stable for the time of the NR experiment

(10-e .. However due to total scrambling of the label in the cation, possible scrambling in the neutral CCC molecule

cannot be probed by this experiment. The corresponding -NR experiment of [CC13C]-' showed a recovery signal

but the sensitivity of the instrument was not sufficient to detect the decomposition lragments of the final radical

ErnP
Ẑ

Introduction

The volume of scientiûc literature pertaining to carbon clusters

is testament to the importance of these unusual species.t'2 The
participation ofcarbon clusters in circumstellar and interstellar
chemistry,3-s combustion processes,6 and material sciences,T is

well known, but understanding the precise role in each ofthese
systems demands detailed knowledge of the structure and

reactivity of such molecules. Small carbon clusters are present

in stellar media3-' and are considereds'e to be the precursors

of large carbon moleculesto'rr including aromatic species and

fullerenes.r2 To date, Cr, C, and C, are the only small carbon
neutrals definiteiy identified in the stellar medium: e.g. in the

circumstellar envelope of the evolved carbon star IRCI- 10216.3

A range oflinear and cyclic carbon clusters have been madeby
u nu^b"a of techniques, and have been characterised,e'r't:-zt

including linear and rhombic Co21 and linear Cr.28

The smallest polyatomic carbon cluster (cumulene), linear
Cr, has been detected in a number of extraterrestrial sources

including comets,2e circumstellar etlvelopes,s'30 cold dense

molecular clouds,3l and diffuse molecular clouds.32 Detection
of this molecule in such different environments was effected by
using the el 050 Ä (comets2e and diffuse
clouãs32), b 63.42 cm-t (dense clouds3r),

and the a hing mode at 2040 cm-l
(circumstellar envelopes 3).

Linear C, was first formed in the laboratory from deposited

carbon vapour in 1962.33 It has since been formed in many
ways,'o for example by infrared multiple photon photolysis of
allene,3s and by fast electric discharge in the supersonic expan-

sion ol CO.36 Experimental measurements on linear CCC
include the determination of electron affinity of the neutral

(1.981 eV) determined by photoelectron spectroscopy,3T and

other spectroscopic measurements 13'34'38 including far infrared
measurements 38 which were subsequently used in the successlul

search for linear C, in cold molecular clouds.3l The stability of
C, has been demonstrated by it being a dominant photo-
fragment of C,, cations (4 < n < 20), while in the particular case

of Crt', no photofragment was observed.3e Laser ablation TOF
mass spectrometry has been used to generate C, radical
cations,ao while the linear C, radical anion has been formed by

laser ablation of graphite deposited in argon nratrices and

subsequently studied by infrared spectroscopy.al

There have been many theoretical studies on isomeric

C3 neutrals,a2+e the corresponding anions,'3'aa'48's0 and

cations.an'tt-ta As long ago as 1981, it was realised that the

global minimum on the neutral potential surface corresponds

to the 1Ic* ground state of linear Cr, while the Ç" cyclic C, is_a

transitioä state for the degenerate isomerisation of linear Cr.a3

ln previous studies, we have synthesised small carbon clustel's

by converting negative ions ofknown connectivity into neutrals

in a collision cell of a mass spectrometer and interrogating
those neutral species by reionisation using the neutralisation/
reionisation process (-NR*).t For example, we have recently

made 13CCC13C27 and CC13CCC28 from the correspond-

ing anions, and shown that these energised neutrals undergo

carbon scrambling within the timeframe of the NR experiment
(10-6 s). Theoretical studies indicate that the scrambling mech-

anisms proceed through rhombic Co and a carbon substituted

rhombic structure respectively.2T'28

The purpose of the present study is twofold, namely, (i) to
make labelled linear neutral CC13C from an anion precursor of
known connectivity, and (ii) to determine whether the energised

neutral CCr3C equilibrates its carbons.
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Table I Anion geometries and energìes''â

Linear Cyclic TS

State
Enelgy/Haltrees
Relative enelgy/kJ mol I

Bond lengths/Å

CtC,
CrC,
CtCt

3.90166 rs
0

1.306 (1.311d,1.307., 1.328', 1.310/, 1.3229
1.306
2.612

,il,
-11

,A,

- I 13.885i092
43 (41'. , 60¿)

2A'

- I t3 .842067
l s6 (l 66')

I 363 (1.385., 1.369/)
1.363
1.545

1.287 (1.3il)
| .434 (t.462',)
2.179

Angles/"

crc2c3 180.0 69.0 (69.3" 68.9') 106.3 (104.6')

"Geometries a¡e optimised at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) calculated at the //B3LYP/6-311G(d)

level of theory and include zelo point energy correct D-CV6-311+G(d) B3LYP/6-31G(d).4?

" CCSD(T) máthod (with 255 cGTOs and alf electrons d)aug-cc-pVQZ.s0

Results and discussion

The formation of linear [CCr3C]-' rad¡cal anion

It has been shown previously that singlet CCC is the ground
state on the C, potential surface and that the correspor.rding
singlet cyclic C, is not a local minimum on that surface.a3 Triplet
CCC is also a stable species, with a singlet-triplet splitting of
201 kJ mol-r.34 The doublet [CCC] 'radical anion should be a

suitable precursor to effect a one-electron oxidation via a

Franck-Condon vertical process to yield the required linear
species CCC. However, there is a complication, because two
stable C, radical anions exist. One is the required linear species

ICCCI ', the other the cyclic C, radical anion. The B3LYP/
6-311G(d) optimised geometries of these species are given in
Table 1, together with their relative energies calculated at the

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYTZl1B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory.

Results from previous studies are also listed in Table 1. The
highest level th bond
length of 1.307 ement

with our value anion
radical is the lower in energy of the two anions, the cyclic anion
radical is only higher in energy by 42kJ mol-r at our chosen

level ol theory (Table 1). Based on this small difference
in energy, the possibility must be considered that both anion
radicals might be formed in the ion source of the mass

spectrometer from a neutral precursor with linear CCC
connectivity.

The rearrangement of linear [CCC] ' Lolcyclo-Ct]-'has been

computed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZllB3LYPl6-311G(d)
level of theory; geometry and energy data for the two minima
and the transition states are recorded in Table 1, together
with comparison data from other studies, as appropriate. There
is a barrier of 156 ki mol I for the couversion of the linear to
the cyclic anion: a barrier high enough to suggest that it is

unlikely for such a rearrangement to occur in the ion source of
the mass spectrometer, following the formation of [CCC] '. In
an earlier study,27 the barrier for rearrangement of [CCCC]-'
to rhombic [Co]-' was calculated to be 132 kJ mol I at the

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZl1B3LYP/6-31(d) level of theory; in
fact, this rearrangement does not occur experimentally. Simi-
larly, no rearrangement was noted for the [CCCCC]-' radical
anion.28

The synthesis of [CC13C]-' was effected by deprotonation of
the 13C labelled tosylhydrazone [(CH,)rSiC=C13C(NNHTos)-
(Si(CH3)3)l to yield the precursor anion shown in Scheme 1.

This procedure is analogous to that used previously lor the syn-

thesis of [CCI3CCC]-';28 using our SFu modification2E of the
Squires double desilylation procedures6 (which uses F-/NF3),
together with deprotonation of the tosylhydrazone to effect
formation of the carbene intermediate.s? We do not kuow

F-(SF6) 
* 

..
lCClsç¡' + 2(cH.).SiF 

- 

(cH3)3si-C=C-13c-S¡(cH3)3

Scheme I

,u-N-Tos

(cH3)3si-c=c-t.8-si(cH.)' +N2

the precise sequence for this procedure (ust as the intimate
mechanism of the Squires bis-desilylation is not knowns6).
Scheme I shows one possible rationale of the overall reaction.

tM - Hl-, p-CHrCuHoSO, and [CCI3C] ' species are formed
in the ion source of the mass spectrometer, consistent with the
process shown in Scheme 1.

The collision induced (CID) mass spectrum (MS/MS) of
[CC1tq-' shows a pronounced peak due to the parent radical
anion together with two weak peaks corresponding to losses of
12C and t3C. The spectrum was scanned at maximum sensitivity
over the region containing mlz 24 and 25 (CC-' and C'3C-')
giving a peak area ratioQnlz24to mlz 25) of I : 1. This result
demonstrates that the carbons of [CC13C] 

' are not scrambling
prior to or during the losses of 12C and r3C. This is interesting,
since the dissociation process C, - Cr-' * C, has ÂI1 =
+603 kJ mol r;s8 similar results were obtained for linear Co and
cr."'"

In view of the experimental observation that [CC'3C] '

may decompose (by loss of r2C and 13C) without prior or
accompanying rearrangement of the carbon skeleton, is it pos-

sible that the transition state for this process is inaccessible?

Renner-Teller splitting of the 2lI, ground state occurs upon
synmetrical bending of [CCC]-'. This effect has been studied

using a number of high level procedures.te'48 The two Renner-
Teller bending potentials (28, and 2Ar; increase dramatically in
energy upon symmetrical bending of the anion radical. In con-
trast, the cyclic anion is a local minimum on the 24, surface,

and this increases in energy with increasing CCC bond angle.

The 2fI, excited state is attained some 343 kJ mol-r higher in
energy than the 2llu ground state (calculated at the MRD-CI/
6-311+G(dyICASSCF/6-31G(D) level of theory).46 Thus, if
only symmetrical bending is considered, theory suggests that
neither ring-opening nor ring-closing is viable energetically. At
first sight this appears to be at variance with the transition state

detailed in Table l. However the transition state is not sym-
metrical and lies on the 2A' surface near the crossing point of
the 241 and 28, surfaces. Therefore the anion rearrangement not
only has a barrier, but it is also dependent on accessing the
transition state on the 2A' potential energy surface. In addition,
rearrangement of energised [CCC] has to compete with
collision-induced electron detachment.

1648 J. Chent. Soc., Perktu Trans. 2,2002,1647-1652



The -CR+ and -NR+ mass spectra of [CC13C]-'

The -CR* and -NR* nrass spectra of [CC13C] 
' are shown itl

Figs. I and 2 respectively. The spectra ale simple, showing
recovery signals and fragnrent peaks corresponding to losses of
12C and 13C together with r2C, and 12C13C. The spectra are very

similar to each other except for the peak at nlz 18.5 in the -CR*

spectrum which is due to doubly-charged CCt3C [this is oul'first
observation ofa peak produced by a doubly-charged cation in a
-CRt spectrum of a cumulette anion: this peak is present in
the CRt spectra obtailred from the ZABIy'.MD 604 nrass

spectrometer (Berlin) and the VG ZAB 2HF instrument
(Adelaide)1. The peaks due to losses of 12C and t3C (ntlz 25 and
24) have an area ratio of 2 : 1, while those corresponding to
losses ol 12C, and 1'C'3C (mlz 13 and l2) have an area ratio of
I : 2. These ratios indicate that the carbon chain scrambles

statistically either during the formation of [r2C2r3C]* , or accom-
panying decomposition of the parent radical cation.

37

25

12
18.5

13

Franck-Condon excess energy of 2 kJ mol I is not sufficient to
surmount the 1l kJ mol-r barrier between the lillear and cyclic

C, cation radicals. However, the actual excess ellergy of the

cation lormed will be more than the excess Franck-Condon
energy, either as a consequence of some formation energy of
the anion radical being carried thtough to the cation, or by

some subsequent collision process of the cation. Thus [CCr3C]*'
formed initially in the -CR* process will rearrange over the 11

kJ mol ' barrier to yield tl.re cyclic cation radical in which the
rtC label is essentially scrambled.

The conversion of [CCI3C]-' to neutral CCr3C

The -CR* and -NR* spectra ol [CC'3C]-' show the same

fragment peaks in the same ratio. The NR* spectrum shows

the presence of a pronounced recovery signal confir'ming that a

neutral C, is stable for the duration of the NR experiment (10 6

s). The similarity of the NR* and -CR* spectra of [CC'3C]-'
suggests that no major decomposition of the neutral occurs on

the microsecond timescale [for CCC + CC + C, LH ='734 kJ

mol-r 58]. Since complete r3C scrambling is noted for both -CRt
and NR* spectra, this means that the -NR* spectrum (Fig. 2)

provides no information concerning the question of carbon
scrambling of the neutral. In this context, it has been recently

reported that carbon scrambling within the t'C labelled ¡C,1*'
species produced by dissociative ionisation of [CH313C:CH2]t'
precedes formation of a labelled neutral C, by one-electron

vertical reduction in an tNRn experiment.se
Since the NRt spectrum of [CC13C] 

' gives no data con-

cerning the possibility of carbon scrambling occurring during
or subsequent to the vertical one-electron oxidation of the

anion to the neutral, the next obvious experiment is to measure

the NR- spectrum. Since the CID mass spectrum of [CC13C]-'
shows no carbon scrambling in the anion, rearrangement of the

carbon skeleton of the neutral CC13C should be readily identi-
fiable in the NR- spectrum of [CC13C] 

'. Unfortunately, the

fragment ions in the CID spectrum of [CC'3C] ' are very weak
(see earlier), and although a peak corresponding to the parent

anìon radical is observed in the -NR spectrum, no fragment
anions were detected using the naximum sensitivity of the

instrument.
The geometry of the neutral rI, ground state of CCC has

been calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory. Results

are recorded in Table 3, together with data obtained from pre-

vious studies. We obtain a value of 1.291 A for the CC bond
length; this should be compared with the experimental value of
1.2é7 L,t'and a 'best' thèoretical value of 1.295 Ä' obtained
previously.a'

A theoretical study ofthe triplet C, neutral potential energy

surface predicts the linear 3llu state tobe226 kJ mol-r higher in
energy than the tts ground state,as which should be compared
with an experimenial value of 201 kJ mol-r.34 There is also a
cyclic neutral of Drn symmetry on the triplet potential energy

surface.al'a6 At the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYTZl IB3LYP/6-31 l(d)
level oftheory, the energies oflinear 3flu and cyclic 34, neutrals
relative to the ground state singlet are 204 and 85 kJ mol-l
respectively (Table 3).

The d"g.ne.ate rear¡allgement of neutral tts CCC via Lhe 
1A',

cyclic transition state is calculated to require 104 kcal mol-r
(Table 3). This should be compared with the barrier of 157 kJ

mol-r on the triplet neutral surface for the conversion of the
3IIu state to the more stable 34, (Table 3). Since we cannot
control the energy of the NR* procedure, both the tI, and 3llu

CCC neutrals could be accessible in the one-electron vertical
oxidation from [CCC]-'.60 In our previous studies of the carbon
scrambling observed for singlet forms of neutral CCCC27 and

CCCCC,'?8 the respective barriers for the scrambling processes

were calculated to be 120 and 224 kJ mol I at the CCSD-
(T)/aug-cc-pVDZl1B3LYPl6-31(d) level of theory, energies

significantly higher than the Franck-Condon excess energies

J. Chenl Soc., Perlcin Trans.2,2002,1641-1652 1649
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Fig. 1 CR* spectrum oi [CC|3C] '. HF-ZAB/AMD 604 mass

spectrometer. Full experimental conditions see Experimental section.

37

25

24 12

't3

x 10

Fig. 2 NRt spectrum ol ICCIIC] ' HF-ZAB/AMI) 604 nrass

spectrometer. Full expeIimental conditions see Experimental section

The rearrangement of linear [CC']CI* to the cyclic isomer

The cation potential energy surlace has been investigated at the

CCSD(T)/aue-cc-pYTZl1B3LYP/6-31 1(d) level of theory, and

the results are listed in Table 2. There has been debate as to
whether the linear 2I, or the cyclic 28, structure is the ground
state.44'4s'st's3'sa Our calculations predict that the cyclic 28,

cation corresponds to the global nrinimum on the cation poten-

tial energy surface, with the linear 2Iu state lying 24 kJ mol-l
above the ground state. The barrier to convert the linear to the

cyclic cation is only 11 kJ mol '. Vy'hen [CCC] 'undergoes

vertical two-electron oxidation to the linear cation, the excess

Franck-Condon energy (the difference in energy between the
ground-state cation radical [CCC]- and the radical cation with
the anion geometry on the cation potential energy surface) is
only 2 kJ mol I at the B3LYP/6-3Il(d) level of theory' This
small energy difference catl be attributed to the similar geom-

etries of the anion and cation (cf. data in Tables I and 2). This



Table 2 Cation geometries and energies'a i'

Linear Cyclic TS

State
Enelgy/Haltlees
Relative enelgy/kJ nol I

Bond lengths/Ä
crc2, c2c3
C'C,

2t

- 1 1 3.389070
24 (12.5"28',t,17.,22t)

,8,

- l I 3.398386
0

tB,
l l 3 384757
36

1.293
z.)-1-)

Angles/"

clczc3 180.0 66.6(67.2"67.8¿,7\.0",66'6\ 128 9

,,Geometries are oprimised at the B3LYP/6-3llG(d) level of theoly. bEnergies are calculated at tlte CCSD(T)lang-cc-pYTVllB3LYP/6-3llG(d)
levet of theory "QCrsD(Ty6-3ll+c(2dtiiQCISD(T)/6-3iG(d).e 

- /CCSD(T)/[ss4p3d2flg]//ccsD(T)/[4s3p2d1fl.s3 "CISD/TZ2Psl
/ cASSCF[5sip2dl lj.'n

Table 3 Neutral geomett'ìes aud energies'"å

1.290 (1.3r8" 1.307/, 1.283", 1.3141
2.580

1.316 (1.3331 1.324',t, 1.296" 1.331 t)

1'446

Singlet liuear Singlet TS Triplet linear' Tliplet cyclic Triplet TS

State
Energy/Haltrees
Relative enelgy/kJ u'rol I

Bond lengths/Å

CtC,

CrC,
CtC,

It

i r ¡.a¡or ss
0

tA,

-lr3.197685
104 (125 )

tllu

-113.752653
204 (2041¿,226'., ß7r)

,A,'

- 113.19'1674
85 (102., 97)

3A,

-113.692625
36r (367 ")

1.29t {r.2971Ë,
|.27\',,1.311",
1.295', 1.310"
1.308/)
1.291
2.582

1.260 (1.250)

|.4'11 (t .46r',)
1 .47 | (t .461',)

r.294 {t .2e81¿,

r.317",1 3llf
1.370(1.346"1.393") I 376(1.387")

l -r0l (1.335 )
2.146

3

3

70
70

1.294
2.5 88

Angles/"

crc2c3 180.0 64.7 (64.1') 180.0 60.0 (60.0") 106.5 (103.2)

o Geometries are optimised at the B3LYP/6-31 I G(d) level of theory. ô Energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)lau^g-cc-pY-ÎZllB3LYP/6-3.1 lG(d) level

of rheory and include zero poinr energy correcrion [B3LYP/6-311ô(¿)]. ' tr,tp+SOTQ/6-31G(dy/HF/6-31G(d).43 'i Experimental value.3a " MRD-CV
6-311+ó(dylCASSCF/6-3ic(d).ot /iÍRo-CI.o, *'Experimenral valu;.30'CCSD(T) method (with 255 cGTos and all electrons correlated).4s
, QCrSD(Ty6-3rG(d).44

imparted to those neutrals during the one-electron oxidation
processes. Both of these barriers are greater than that required
for the degenerate rearrangement of singlet CCC. It therefore
seems likely that at least a proportion of the CC13C neutrals

formed from [CC13C]-' will undergo the degenerate rearrange-
ment (Table 3), with consequent randomisation of the carbons.
Unfortunately vi'e have no experimental probe to substantiate
this proposal.

Conclusions

(i) The radical anion [CCt3ç1-' has been prepared by an

unequivocal gas-phase synthesis, and this anion retains its

skeletal integrity under the collision conditions necessary to
effect one-electron vertical oxidation to the corresponding CCC
neutral molecule.

(ii) The radical anion [CC13C] ' is converted by two-electron
vertical oxidation to [CC13Cl*' which requires an excess energy

of only 11 kJ mol r to interconvert to the more stable [clclo-
CrttCl*"

(iii) The radical anion [CCI3C]-' is converted to neutral
CCIrC by Franck-Condon one-electron vertical oxidation.
Theoretical calculations indicate that the neutral singlet
requires all excess energy of 104 kJ mol-r to effect a degenerate
rearrangemellt through a cyclic Crr3C transition state; a process

which essentially randomises the three carbon atoms. It is likely
that some neutrals will equilibrate the carbons by this process,

but no experimental probe was available to substantiate this
proposal.
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Experimental

A. Mass spectrometric methods

For a detailed description of the experiment and the itlstrument
used see.6t In brief, the experiments were performed using

a four-sector modifled ZABIAMD 604 mass spectrometer with
BEBE configuration, where B and E represent magnetic and

electric sectors respectively. The [CCI3ç1-' radical anion was

generated by chemical ionisation (CI) in the negative ion mode,

with typical source conditions as follows: source temperature
200 "C, repeller voltage -0.5 Y ion extractiotr voltage 8 kV,

mass resolution ntlLnt > 1500. The precursor, 1,3-bis(tri-
nrethylsilyl)- I -13C-prop-2-yne- 1 -p-tosylhydÍazor7e, was placed

in a small glass capillary tube which was then drawn out in a

flame to create a very flne aperture, allowing for a slow steady

release of sample vapour upon heating. The capillary was

inserted into the CI source vla the direct probe; the probe tip
was heated to 60-80'C to generate a background pressure of
ca. l}-s Torr inside the source housing. The [CCI3C]-' radical
anion was formed as suggested in Scheme 1, utilising a 1 : I

mixture of HrO and SFu as CI reagent gases [to liberate the

reagent ions HO and F- respectively-a modification2s of the

Squires bis S"2(Si) reaction with F-/NFr56l at a pressure of
ca. l}-a Torr inside the source housing.

Collisional induced dissociation (CID) of B(l) mass selected

ions was effected in the second of the tandem collision cells

positioned between B(1) and E(1). Helium was used as a target
gas. The pressure of the collision gas in the cell was maintained
such that 80% ofthe parent ion beam was transmitted through



the cell. This corresponds to an average ol 1.1-l .2 collisiotls
per ion.62 Product ions resulting fi'om CID were recorded by

scanning E(l ).
Neutralisation-reionisationss 1-NR* and -NR ) expeli-

melìts were perforn-red for B(1) mass-selected [CCr3C]-' utilis-
ing the dual collision cells located between sectors B(1) and

E(1). Neutralisation of the auious was achieved by collisional
electron detachment using O, at 80'2, transmittance as collision
gas, while reionisation to cations was achieved by collision of
the neutrals with Or. again at 80u/o transmittance.

Reionisation to anions was effected using xenon, at 80o/o

transmittance. Any ions remaining after the first collision event

were deflected from the prin-raly neutral beam using alr elec-

trode nraintained at a high voltage (1.0 kV) positioned before

the second collision cell. In order to detect a reionisation signal

due to the parent, the neutral species must be stable for
approxinately one microsecond. Charge reversal (-CR.)
spectra63 were recorded using single collision conditions in
collision cell 1 (Or,800% trausmission of main bean).

1,3-Bis(trimethylsilyl)- 1 -13C-prop-2-yne- I -p-tosylhydrazone
was prepared by a known procedure lttç = 99.5'yo).uo'ut

B. Theoretical methods

Geometry optimisations were carried out with the Becke

3LYP method66'67 using the 6-3 llG(d) basis set within the

GAUSSIAN 98 suite of programs.6s Stationary points were

characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or
transition structures (one imaginary frequency) by calculation
of the frequencies using analytical gradient procedures' The
minima connected by a given transition structure were con-
firmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The
calculated frequencies were also used to determine zero-point
vibrational energies which were used as a zero-point correction
for the electronic energies. Some problems have been high-
lighted in the literature regarding the use of the B3LYP method
for the accurate prediction of molecular energies for carbon
clusters,6e even though the method continues to be used with
success.to'7l t More accurate energies lor the B3LYP geometries

were determined using the CCSD(T) methodT2 together with
the Dunning aug-cc-pYTZ basis set.73 The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pYTZllB3LYPl6-31lc(d) approach used in this study com-
putes the adiabatic electron affinity of linear C3 to be 1.945 eV

in good agreement with the experimentally measured value of
1.981 eV.37 All calculations were carried out on the Alpha
Server at the Australian Partnership for Advanced Computing
(APAC) National Facility (Canberra).
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T A reviewer has asked that we make a statement concerning "the bias

possibly introduced by the selected type of calculation in the telative
ènergiei of linear t,ersus cyclic forms." Plattnet' and Houkóe have

investigated large cyclic carbon systems and lound density functional
theory to incorrectly favour allenic structures over polyacetylenic struc-
tures by about 25 kJ mol-r per C=C-C to C=C=C transformation. This
is also true lor smaller systems.óe for example B3LYP/6-3lG(d) favours
allene to prop-1-yne, reversing their ordet' of stability by 19 kJ mol r.

We do not know if there is a bias towards linear over cyclic cumulenic
systems ol the type we are considering, because the experimental data
are not available. Howeve¡ we believe this pelceived problem is circum-
vented using the CCSD(T) method together with the Dunning aug-cc-
pVTZ basis set as outlined below.
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ABSTRACT
A recent theoretical investigation by Terzieva & Herbst of linear carbon chains, C,, where

n > 6, in the interstellar medium has shown that these species can undergo efficient radiative

association to form the corresponding anions. An experimental study by Barckholtz, Snow &

Bierbaum of these anions has demonstrated that they do not rcact efficiently with molecular

hydrogen, leading to the possibility of detectable abundances of cumulene-type anions in

dense interstellar and circumstellar environments. Here we present a series of electronic

structure calculations which examine possible anionic candidates for detection in these

media, namely the anion analogues of the previously identified interstellar cumulenes C,H

and C, 1CH2 and heterocumulenes C,,O (where n:2-10). The extraordinary electron

affinities calculated for these molecules suggest that efficient radiative electron attachment

could occur, and the large dipole moments of these simple (generally) linear molecules point

to the possibility of detection by radio astronomy.

Key words: molecular processes - ISM: abundances - ISM: lines and bands - ISM:

molecules - infrared: ISM - radio lines: ISM.

Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 328, 89-100 (2001)

1 INTRODUCTION

Discussions in the literature pertaining to the chemisffy of
interstellar and circumstellar gas clouds are dominated by the

behaviou¡s of neutrals and cations to the exclusion of anionic

species. This is due largely to the fact that only neutrals and cations

have thus far been unambiguously detected. Furthermore, the

environments in question have long been considered hostile to

anions, owing to the abundance of radiation and the generally low

energy required for electron detachment (normally about I eV).

The plausibility of formation of interstellar anions in dense

inte¡stellar clouds and the possibility for their detection were first

addressed by Herbst (1981):

X + e-k'q X- i hv. (1)

Based on a statistical modeÌ, Herbst suggested that the rate constant

for radiative electron attachment to neutral radicals (&,uu, equation 1)

would be large when there existed a high vibrational density of
states of the anion X- at an internal energy equal to the electron

affrnity (EA) of X. Therefore interstellar molecules such as CaH

and C3N could radiatively attach electrons at near the collision

limit of 10 7 cm3 s I at cloud temperatures between l0 and 50 K'
Even so, Herbst predicted that the abundances of such species

would be moÍe than 1000 times lower than those of their neutral

analogues. Since then it has been postulated that larger molecules

*E-mail: Stephen.Blanksby @Colorado.edu

@ 2001 RAS

with greater vibrational densities of states may effrciently attach

electrons via equation (l) (Omont 1986; Lepp & Dalgarno 1988).

Examples of such molecules include carbon chains which are

known to have large EAs (> 2 eV) and even polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) which are known to have srnall EAs

(< I eV). Consequently, recent models for the formation of large,

complex interstellar molecules include such anions, and some

attempts have been made to estimate the abundances of linear

carbon chain anions of the form C,,H- (10=n=23) in the

interstellar medium (Bettens & Herbst 1996). Despite these

predictions, however, experimental studies investigating the gas-

phase attachment of electrons to anthracene and the fullerenes C6s

and C7s suggest that there is an activation energy barrier for these

species to undergo the reaction described by equation (1) (Canosa

etal.1994; Jaffke et al.1994; Spanel & Smith 1994).

Petrie (1996) attempted to model the abundance of CN- in the

circumstellar envelope of the carbon-rich source IRC+10216 by

including not only ¡adiative attachment (equation l), but also the

novel pathways of charge transfer (equation 2) and dissociative

electron attachment (equation 3):

X *CN-X+CN-, Q)

MgCN+e -Mg+CN (3)

With the inclusion of these mechanisms, Petrie estimated that the

abundance of CN- could be as high as 2 x 1 0-ron(H2), rendering it
a possible candidate for detection by radio astronomy.

Terzieva & Herbst (2000) have recently modelled the
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effi ciencies of radi ative electron attachment,

c,,re 5tc:t''\c:+nr, Ø)
/iJ

for increasing molecular size, using the carbon chains C,, (where

n -- 4-9). They find that once the ca¡bon chain contains six or more

carbon atoms the rate of radiative relaxation of the excited anion

complex is higher than the rate of electron detachment (i.e.

fr. >> k¿). Thus they conclude that for such molecules formation of
a stable anion occurs for every collision. The flowing afterglow

experiments of Barckholtz et al. (2001) demonstrate that C, anions

react only very slowly with molecular hydrogen and, as such,

interstellar reservoirs are unlikely to be significantly depleted by

this reaction. However, this study also measures efficient reactions

between C, anions and atomic hydrogen (see later discussion).

Polycarbon anions have also recently been suggested as possible

carriers of the diffuse interstellar bands (Tielens & Snow 1995),

with some of these lines showing good agreement with the optical

transitions of Ct that have been studied in the matrix and the gas

phase (Tulej et al. 1998; Ruffle et al. 1999; McCall, York & Oka

2000; Motylewski et al. 2000). However, more unequivocal

identification of anions in the interstellar medium would come

from radio astronomical detection. For such an investigation to

have the greatest possibility of success, a target anion or series of
anions must be found that fulfil the following requirements: (i) the

parent neutral should be an identified interstellar molecule or part

of a homologous series of molecules known to be abundant in
interstellar sources; (ii) the parent neutral should have a large

electron affinity and sufficient molecular size to attach electrons

efficiently; and (iii) the anion itself should be structurally simple

(i.e. possess a high degree of symrnetry) and possess a permanent

electric dipole moment in orde¡ to make radio astronomical

detection a possibility.
In our laboratory we have used mass spectrometry to generate

and investigate unsaturated cumulene anions (C,,H- and

C,-rCHt) and heterocurnulenes (C,,O ) in the gas phase

(Blanksby & Bowie 1999). These anions represent the charged

analogues of identifred interstellar molecules. We present he¡e the

results of a systematic theoretical investigation into the structure

and properties of the anions C,,H , C,, 1CH2 and C,,O with
increasing carbon chain length (2<n < l0). We pay particular

attention to those properties that pertain to their likely presence and

detectability in the interstellar medium.

2 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

For this study we have adopted the Becke 3LYP (B3LYP) hybrid
density functional approach as implemented within the GAUS-

sIAN98 suite of programs (Frisch et al. 1998), with the relatively
modest 6-3lc(d) basis set to calculate the geometries of the

neutrals and anions. This approach allows calculation of the

increasingly large molecules investigated in this study (up to 1 I

heavy atoms). Further, the B3LYP method has been shown

previously to give molecular geometries that agree well with more

computationally expensive approaches (Blanksby et al' 1998;

Blanksby, Dua & Bowie 1999b). In order to model the electron

affinities and dipole moments of these species more accurately,

single-point calculations were carried out employing the larger

correlation consistent Dunning basis set aug-cc-pVDZ which

includes diffuse functions (Dunning 1989; Woon & Dunning

1993). In some cases the coupled cluster CCSD(T) method (Cizek

1969; Watts, Gauss & Bartlett 1993) was ernployed as a further

check of the calculated electronic energies. Electlon affinities were

determined by calculation and comparison of the electronic

energies, including the scaled (0.9806) zero-point energy

correction (Wong 1996), of the ground-state anion and neutral

species. Many of the calculated data for the neutral species have

previously been reported, and are presented here in Tables A1-46.
Electronic energies, zero-point energies and rotational constants

for the anions discussed here are also tabulated in Tables A1-46.

3 TRENDS IN THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
WITH INCREASING CHAIN LENGTH

3.1 C"H anions

Neut¡als of the form C,,H (where 2=n= 14) have been

extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally. The

neutral polyynes C2H to CsH have been detected in interstellar

environments (Cernicharo & Guelin 1996; Guelin et al. 1997). Of
the coffesponding negative ions, the photoelectron spectra of
C2H , C3H , C¿H-, C6H and CsH- have been measured (Oakes

& Ellison 1986; Taylor, Cangshan & Neumark 1998), providing

the electron affinity of the neutrals and allowing a useful

comparison for the calculated data presented here. In these

experiments. C,,H , where n is even, were generated in a pulsed

discharge of acetylene (HC-CH) and carbon dioxide in neon

(Taylor et al. 1998), whilst C:H- was produced from allene
(H"C:C:CH2) and molecular oxygen in a Branscomb discharge

source (Oakes & Ellison 1986). Gas-phase preparation of C3H-,
C5H- and C7H in a mass spectrometer has also been reported
(Dua, Bowie & Sheldon 1994; Blanksby etal. 1997; Dua, Bowie &
Blanksby 1999). These procedures are outlined in Scheme I and

involve (a) deprotonation of a synthesized polyacetylide precursor

;îr:l: 
*^ phase, followed by (b) decomposition of the parent

(a) H(C=C),,CH2OCH: * HO - (C=C),,CH2OCH3 + H2O

(b) -(C=C),,CHzOCHE - -(C=C),,CH + CH3OH

Scheme I

The calculated geometries of the anions C,,H where n:2-70
are shown in Scheme 2 (where bond lengths are given in ångströms

and bond angles in degrees). At short chain lengths there are clear

structural distinctions between anions with even versus odd

numbers of carbons. For example, the structure of the CaH- anion

is very much like a linear polyacetylene with altemating short

(-1.24 A) and long (-1.37 A) carbon-carbon bonds which may

be considered as triple and single bonds, respectively. In contrast,

C¡H has a more allene-like structure with a bent geometry and

nearly equivalent carbon-carbon bond lengths (-1.314) which
are close to double-bond in character. As the chain length

increases, however, the structures of odd and even homologues

become more similar, with the CeH- structure deviating only very

slightly from linearity. The linear even-n anions have a r) ground

state which corresponds to the additional electron being tightly
bound in a ø-orbital on the terminal carbon. Such a configuration

would be expected to be very stable and hence give rise to large

electron binding energies. In conffast, the odd-n species adopt a
3A// electronic configuration which corresponds to two unpaired

electrons occupying orthogonal half-fllled ø-orbitals which would

o 2001 RAS, MNRAS 328,89-100
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Tabtel. The electron affinities (eV) of the neutral C,,H cumulenes and dipole moments (debye) of the

corresponding anions C,,H- These properties are calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZl/B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory. Experimental dat¿r are presented where available, with experimental uncertainties given in
parentbeses.

CrH C¡H C+H CsH CeH CrH CeH CsH CroH

EA theory
EA exp.

p

3.15
2.956"

(0 020)
34

1.96
lg-5gh

(0 027 )

3.7

3.46
3.558'

(0.015)
5 g'l

2.56
NA"

5.7

3.65
3.809"

(0.01s)
8.2

3.78
3.966^

(0.010)
r0.4

2.97
NA

8.2

3.28
NA

3.90
NA

10.3 12.7

" Taylor er al. (1998); hoakes & Ellison (1986);'NA: not available; dagreement with,6.l9debye, caìculated

by Botschwina (2000).

be expected to give lower electron binding energies and, by

electron repulsion considerations, the observed bent geometries.

Aoki et al. (1995) have previously investigated some of the

properties of the C¡H anion by high-level ab ini¡io calculation'

The calculated geometries for the 3A// ground state using both

CASSCF/D95** and QCISD(T)/D95** r.nethods agree with our

reported geometry to within 0.02 Å and 3o. Botschwina (2000) has

conducted large-scale coupled cluster calculations on the CaH

anion, and reports a ground-state rotational constant

Bo:4658 MHz, which is in very good agreement with
Br¡:4639MH2 calculated from our equilibriurn geometry' The

agreement between the B3LYP/6-31C(d) geometries for C3H-
and CaH anions (Scheme2) and those calculated at higher levels

of theory suggests that this method is a rather good approach for
calculating the structures of cumulenic anions at relatively low

computational cost.

The binding energies of the C,,H anions (i.e. the EAs of
their corresponding neutrals) have been determined by

calculating the structure and electronic energy of the correspond-

ing neutrals at the same level of theory, and calculating the

@ 2001 RAS. MNRAS 328,89-100

difference in energy bet\ileen neutral and anionic ground states.

Where possible these EAs are compared with experimental values

in Table 1.

The agreement between experimental and calculated data appears

reasonable (most differ by < 0.2 eV) given the well-known

difûculties in accurately calculating EAs. Both the calculated and

measured EAs show a clear increase with increasing carbon chain

length. The even-n homologues rise more sharply than thei¡ odd-n

counterparts, as would be expected given their polyacetylenic

sfuctures. This observation is also consistent with the experimen-

tally measured EAs of the naked carbon chains C,, (2=n=9)
(Arnotd et al. 199 1). These are shown for comparison along with the

calculated C,,H values in Fig. 1.

3.2 C,, 1CH2 anions

The microwave spectra of the linear carbenes C,, 1CH2, where

3 s n= 9, have been recorded in the laboratory (Killian et al. 1990;

Vrtilek et al. 1990; McCarthy et al. 1997; Apponi et al. 2000);

however, currently only C2CH2, C3CH2 and C5CH2 have been
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identified in interstellar and circumstellar clouds (Cernicharo et al.

1991a,b; Langer, in preparation). Of the corresponding negative

ions, the photoelectron spectra of CCH2 and C2CH| have been

measured, providing the electron affinity of the neutrals and

allowing some comparison for the calculated data presented here.

In these experiments CCHz was produced by gas-phase reaction of
atomic oxygen radical anion (O-) with ethylene (Ervin et al. 1990)'

whilst C2CH2 was generated from an allene (H2C:C:CHz) and

oxygen mixture in a Branscomb ion source (Oakes & Ellison

1986). Gas-phase preparation of C2CH2, C4CHI and C6CH2 in a
mass spect¡ometer has also been reported (Dua et al. 1994;

Blanksby et al. 1998; Dua Blanksby & Bowie 1998). These

't.12
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1.37 1.28
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122.80
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cn C"H

procedures are outlined in Scheme 3 and involve (a) deprotonation

of a synthesized polyacetylide precursor in the gas phase, followed

by (b) decomposition of the parent anion.

(a) H(C=C),,CHzOCH¡ * HO --(C=C),,CH2OCH¡ * HzO

(b) (C=C),,CH2OCH3 - 
-(C=C),,CH2 + CH¡O

Scheme 3

The calculated geometries of the anions C,, r CHt where n:2-
10 are shown in Scheme 4. The structures ofthese anions are quite

similar with little variation in bond lengths and angles with
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Table2. Theelectronaffinities(eV)of theneutralC,,-rCH2cumuìenesanddipolemoments(debye)ofthe
corresponding anions C,, rCHi. These properties are calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-p\DZllB3LYPl6-
3lG(d) Ievel of theofy. Experimental data are presented where available, with experimental uncertainties

given in parentheses.

CCH2 C2CH2 C3CH2 C4CH2 C5CH2 C6CH2 C'7CH2 CgCH2 CeCH2

EA theory
EA exp.

lL

070
0.44'7"

(0.002)
3.5

1.94
t:794h

(0.008)
5.0

1.85

NA.
2.60 2.53 3.24

NA
2.96
NA

9.6

3.02
NA

9.0

NANA
3.32
NA

5.'7 '7.0 109 11.6

oErvin et al. (1990); boakes & Etlison (1986)l'NA: not available.

3.5

12345678910
n (C"-' CH,)

Figure2.Aplotofthecalculatedelectronaffrnityineìectronvolts,EA(C,, ¡CH2),versusthenumberofca¡bonsinthecarbonchain,n.

Table3. The electron affinities (eV) of the neutral C,,O cumulenes and dipole moments (debye) of the

corresponding anions C,,O . These properties a¡e calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZllB3LYPl6-
3lG(cl) level òf theory. Experimental data are presented where available, with experimental uncertainties

given in parentheses.

J

o 2.5

=.=2

tr 1.5
o
o
91
t¡J

05

0

CzO C:O C¿O CsO CoO CrO CsO CsO CroO

EA theory

EA theory

EA exp.

lL

2.28

2.289h
(0.018)
3.6

1.25

t1.031'
0.93'
(0.10)
1.34'

(0. l s)
3.8

2.gg'
(0.10)
2.05'
(0.1s )
4.9

2.91 2.1t 3.28 2.'71 3.54 3.11 3.73

NAd NA NA NA NA NA

s.s 6.0 6.6 '7.r 7.6 8.3

,calculared at ccSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZllB3LYP/6-3lc(d); bZengin et al. (1996); "Oakes & Ellison
(1986); dNA: not available;'Rienstra-Kiracofe et al. (2000).

increasing carbon chain length. For longer chain lengths in
particular there appears to be little structural varìation upon adding

additional carbons to the chain, and one might well predict that this

trend will continue toward still higher n and thus allow sensible

structural predictions without further calculation. The ground state

of the C,,-1CH2 neutrals is lAr, which corresponds to a singlet

carbene with the lone electron pair localized on the terminal

carbon. Forming the anions may be considered as adding an

electron to the z,'-system of orbitals either (i) in the C-C-H
plane in the case of even n giving 2B2 anions (e.g. CCHi), or (ii)

o 2001 RAS, MNRAS 328,89-100

orthogonal to the C-C-H plane in the case of odd n giving 2B¡

anions (e.g. C2CH|). The relative stability of these different
ground electronic states may explain the observed stepwise

increase in electron afflnities with increasing carbon chain

length.
The binding energies of these anions are presented inTable2.

This homologous series of compounds demonstrates a clear

increase in electron affinity with increasing carbon chain length.

Although the rate of this increase appears to taper somewhat

toward larger r?, our data suggest that further homologues will have
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Figure3. A plot of the calculated electron affinity in electron volts, EA(C,,O), versus the number of carbons in the carbon chain, n.
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still larger electron affinities. This is demonstrated most clearly in

the plot of electron affinity versus n presented inFig.2.

3.3 C,O anions

The microwave spectra of the polycarbon monoxides C,,O have

been recorded lor 2sn'8 (Ogata, Ohshima & Endo 1995;

Ohshima, Endo & Ogata 1995) with some of these species, n:2'3
and 5, having been identified in interstellar environments. Of the

corresponding negative ions, photoelectron spectra have been

recorded for CzO-, C¡O and CaO-, giving the electron affrnities

presented in Table3 (Oakes & Ellison 1986; Zengtn et al. 1996).

These ions were generated froln carbon suboxide (C3O2) either in a

pulsed dischar ge (Zengin et al. 1996) or in a Branscomb ion source

(Oakes & Ellison 1986). Gas-phase preparation of C3O-, C5O-

and C7O in a mass spectrometer has also been reported

(Blanksby, Dua & Bowie 1999a; Dua, Blanksby & Bowie

2000a,b). These procedures are outlined in Scheme 5 and involve

(a) deprotonation of a synthesized polyacetylide precursor in the

gas phase, followed by (b) decomposition of the parent anion'

(a) H(C=C),,COX + HO - (C=C),,COX + HzO

(b) (C=C),,COX - -(C=C),,CO * X
(where X : OCH: or f - C¿Hq)

Scheme 5

Interestingly, the values EA(C3O) and EA(C¿O) have recently

been the subject of a rigorous theoretical study by Rienstra-

Kiracofe et al. (2000) who suggest that the experimental values

may be erroneous. The theoretical work suggests values of
EA(C3O) : 0.93 + 0. 1 0 eV and EA(C¿O) : 2.99 ! 0' 10 eV (these

values are also listed for comparison in Table3)' The latter value

seems in good agreement (<0.1eV) with our B3LYP/aug-cc-

pY DZI I B3LY P/6 - 3 1 G (d) calcul ations. The EA(C3O) of Rienstra-

Kiracofe et al. appears noticeably different (> 0.3 eV) from that

obtained using our approach. Using the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pYDZIIB3LYP/6-31G(d) method, we calculate an electron

affinity of EA(CrO):1.03eV which agrees well with the

Rienstra-Kiracofe et al. value, and we therefore suggest that this

is probably closer to the true EA. Once again there is a clear trend

ofincreasing electron affinity with increasing carbon chain length,

which is best described in Fig.3.
The structures of the C,,O- anions are presented in Scheme 6.

With the exception of C3O-, the anions have linear structures

which appear to become more cumulene-like with increasìng chain

length. That is to say, the carbon-carbon bonds tend to approach a

uniform bond length near 1.30Å. All the anions have a linear 2fI

ground state, except for C:O which displays some Renner-Teller
distortion (see Rienstra-Kiracofe et al. 2000 for discussion) giving

ft 
^ 

2N ground state. The corresponding neutrals have ground

electronic states of tl for even n and 1l for odd n.

4 THE POSSIBILITY OF C,H, C,_ICH2 AND
C,,O ANIONS AS DETECTABLE
INTERSTELLAR SPECIES

The anions presented in this paper represent the charged

counterparts of either (i) identiûed interstellar molecules or (ii)
molecules that form part of an homologous series of molecules of
which several members have been identified. The calculations

presented he¡e demonstrate that the electron affinities ofthe parent

neutrals C,H, C,,-¡CH2 and C,O are quite large and (for n=3)
increase from I up to nearly 4eV with increasing length of the

carbon chain. Further, it seems likely from the exanrination of the

plots of n versus EA shown in Figs 1-3 that this trend will extend

fufther than the scope of this study, and larger molecules may yet

be shown to have still larger EAs.

Terzieva & Herbst (2000) estimated the rate of radiative

attachment of electrons (i.e. the overall rate for equation 4) to
naked carbon chains (C¿-Cs) to approach and surpass

2x70 7 
cm3 s-l where there were six or more carbons in the

chain. The estimated increase in efficiency of electron attachment

with increasing carbon chain length may be considered as the result

of two effects. Increasing the carbon chain length (i) increases the

electron affinity (Fig. l), thus increasing the lifetime of the
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intermediate electron-neutral complex ([C, ]* in equation 4)

against electron detachment, and (ii) increases tbe degrees of
freedom in the molecule which provides for a greater density of
states at the electron affinity threshold and thus a more effective

distribution of the excess internal energy in the complex. This also

delays electron detachment. In light of these considerations, it
would be expected that the neutrals C,,H, C,, 1CH2 and C,,O would

also be likely to attach electrons efflciently in the interstellar

environment. We have demonst¡ated that these cumulenes have

large electron affinities which increase with increasing carbon

chain length in much the same way as C,, molecules (Fig. 1).

Further, the additional hydrogen or oxygen atom in the C,,H,

C, 1CH2 and C,,O species will provide additional degrees of
freedom compared with thei¡ respective C,, analogues' In the case

of C,,H and C,-1CH2 these additional degrees of freedom will be

made up in part of low-frequency C-H bending modes which will
further increase the density of states and thus the lifetime of the

excited electron-neutral complex (equation 4). Therefore a

qualitative analysis of the data presented here suggests that (Ð

neutral C,,H, C,-1CH2 and C,,O are likely to attach electrons

efficiently in interstellar clouds, and (ii) once formed, C,,H-,

C,-rCHi and C,,O anions are likely to have lifetimes against

electron detachment in the interstellar medium comparable to those

estimated for C, anions (up to 2 weeks for Ce ) (Terzieva & Herbst

2000).

Barckholtz et al. (2001) have experimentally examined the

reactions of C,,H anions (where n:2, 4, 6 and 7) with molecular

hydrogen, the most abundant interstellar gas' Their work

demonstrates that depletion of C,,H- anions occurs very slowly
(ft"d< l0 t3cmt, t) by what is assumed to be associative

detachment (equation 5):

C,H *H246,,Flra" (5)

ItmightbeexpectedthatC,,-1CH2 andC,,O anions would also be

o 2001 RAS, MNRAS 328,89-100
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Scheme 6

unreactive toward Hz, and therefore it seems unlikely that

populations of these anions would be substantially depleted by

reaction with dihydrogen in interstellar clouds. Barckholtz et al.

(2001) further demonstrated that poly-carbon anions (Ci, n:2-
10) react with atomic hydrogen in two ways depending on chain

length. For carbon chains where ¡t < 7 the reaction proceeds

exclusively by associative electron detachment (equation 6),

whereas for nè7 both detachment and the association product

anion (C,,H-) are observed (equation 7):

C; +HgC,,H * "-, 
(6)

c; + Htsc,,H Q)

It is also noted that as ¡r increases further the branching ratio

between reactions (6) and (7) increases to favour production of the

hydrocarbon anion. These results suggest that ifindeed Ci (n>7)
anions are present in the interstellar environment, reactions with

atomic hydrogen could provide a further pathway to fbrmation of
the C,,H anions discussed here. However, C,,H anions (n:2,4,
6,7) were also found to react efficiently with atomic hydrogen by

associative elecÍon detachment (cf. equation 6). This suggests that

these anions may be depleted in interstellar regions of high atomic

hydrogen density (Barckholtz et al. 2001).

Neutral C,,H and C,,O molecules have simple linear structures

with significant Permanent electric dipole moments. These

properties have aided their characterization by microwave

spechoscopy in the laboratory and subsequent detection in

astronomical sources. Similarly, the neutral C,, 1CH2 cumulenes

are simple, slightly asymmetric tops, with electric dipole moments

increasing up to l0debye,for n:10 (McCarthy et al. 1997). Our

electronic structure calculations predict similar properties for the

corresponding anions. C,,H and C,,O anions are linear structures,

with the exception of odd-n members of the C,,H- series and C3O-,

while C,,-1CH2 anions are slightly asymmetric tops. The

calculated electric dipole moments of all these anions are listed
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in Tables I -3 and are also plotted in Fig.4 as a function of n. This

ûgure clearly demonstrates thc increasing dipole moment with

increasing carbon chain length.
Theoretical calculation of the physical properties of molecules

(e.g. geometries, electron affìnities. dipole moments and rotational

constants), paÍicularly at thc relatively modest levels of theory

used in this study, are most ofien of insufficient quality for use in

direct astronomical searches. However. such calculations may be a

useful guide to laboratory experiments which could produce data

of the necessary precision. Several methodologies for the gas-

phase formation of some of these anions have been summarized

above.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The electronic structure calculations presented here predict that the

cumulenes C,,H and C,,CH2 and heterocumulenes C,,O have large

electron affinities which increase with increasing carbon chain

length (n ). Such properties suggest that molecules of this type may

efficiently attach electrons in interstellar gas clouds, producing the

corresponding negative ions which are likely to be stable to

electron detachment. Sufficient populations ofthese anions may be

produced by this mechanism to allow astronomical detection. The

calculated structures and physical properties of C,,H-, C,,CH2 and

C,,O- anions (2=n< l0) presented here may serve as a guide to

laboratory experiments which should precede astronomical
detection.
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The orrho, meta and para anions of methyl benzoate may be made in the source of a mass spectrometer by the S*2(Si)

reactions between HO and methyl (o-, nt-, andp-trimethylsilyl)benzoate respectively. All three anions lose CO upon

collisional activation to form the ortho anion of anisole in the ratio ortlrc> mett> para. The rearrangement process

is charge directed through the ortho anion. Theoretical calculations at the B3LYP/6-311 + +G(d,p)//HF/6-31 +G(d)

level of theory indicate that the conversion of the meto and para anions to the orlho anion prior to loss of CO involve

1,2-H tra¡sfer(s), rather than carbon scrambling of the methoxycarbonylphenyl anion. There are two mechanisms

which can account for this rearrangement, v¡2. (A) cyclisation of the ortho aniou centre to the carbonyl group of the

ester to give a cyclic carbonyl system in which the incipient methoxide anion substitutes at one of the two equivalent

ring carbons of the three membered ring to yield an intermediate which loses CO to give the ortlrc anlon of anisole,

and (B) an elimination reaction to give an intermediate benzyne-methoxycarbonyl anion complex in which the

MeOCO species acts as a MeO donoq which then adds to benzyne to yield the ortho anion of anisole. Calculations

at the B3LYP/6-31 1 + +G(d ,p)lliJlF16-31+G(d) level of theory indicate that (i) the barrier in the first step (the rate

determining step) olprocess A is 87 kJ mol-1 less than that for the synchronous benzyne process B, and (ii) there are

more low frequency vibrations in the transition state for benzyne process B than for the corresponding transition

state for process A. Stepwise process A has the lower barrier lor the rate determining step, and the lower Arrhenius

factor: we cannot differentiate between these two mechanisms on available evidence.

Introduction

The negative ion spectra of deprotonated neutral organic
molecules are generally quite characteristic and diagnostic of
structure.r In the majority of cases, the spectra are simple,

involving either loss ofa radical, or a neut¡al accompanied by a
hydrogen transfer reaction. Whett these cleavage reactions are

energetically unfavourable, three scenarios may pertain, viz. (i)
the initially formed (M - H)- ion rearranges (often by H trans-
fer) to another anion which is able to undergo facile cleavage,

(ii) the initial aniou may undergo a skeletal rearrangement
which is often identical to the reaction which occurs for the

same system under basic conditions in solution,2 and (iii) a

reaction may take place which occurs remote from and

uninfluenced by the anionic centre.3'a

Deprotonated phenyl systems containing substituents
illustrate a number of these fragmentation types. For example,

the benzyloxide anion fragments by the simple cleavage shown

in eqn. (1) (Scheme 1),s while alkylphenoxide anions fragment
by simple homolytic cleavage (eqn. (2)), or following rearrange-

ment (eqn. (3)).6 When there is no simple fragmentation that
can occur through the substituent, specific retro-cleavage of the
phenyl ring occurs (see eqn. (4)).?

The collision induced mass spectrum of deprotonated
(methyl-dr) benzoate is shown in Fig. 1' The spectrum is

unusual in that the major fragmentation involves loss of carbon
monoxide from the even-electrotr parent anion. This paper

addresses the following questions: (i) does loss of CO from
deprotonated methyl benzoate only occur when the deproton-
ation occurs atthe ortho position, or does the process also occur
for the isomeric anions formed by deprotonation at the meta

andpara positions on the phenyl ring? (ii) Is the loss olCO a

charge-remote reactiou, r. e. a fragmentation not directed by the
negative charge on the ring? (iii) Ifthe loss ofCO process is not
a charge-remote process, what is the mechanism?

C6H5CH2O- ---_ CoHs-+ CHzO (1)

+ R' (2, R = H, alkyl)

CHz

cH2R

*CoH¿O-'+ RCHz' (3, R = H, Me)

* ¡tc=cX- + c¿H¡ (4, X = cHPh, Si, P)

Scheme 1

Results and discussion

The reaction between (methyl-dr) benzoate and HO in the ion
source of the mass spectrometer produces only an (M - H)
ion. Collisional activation of this anion results in loss of CO
(Fig. l). The only deprotonated esters that have been reported
to lose CO are dimethyl succinate (where the loss is a minor
process)8 and acyloxyl acetates (where the loss constitutes the

base peak of the spectrum).e In both cases, an incipient
MeOCO ion acts as a MeO donor within an anion-neutral-
ion complex (the reaction MeOCO -+MeO * CO is exo-

thermic by 2 kJ mol r).r0 The latter reaction occurs following
the (acyloxy)acetate-acylhydroxyacetate rearrangement (eqn'

(5), Scheme 2).'y \We have also, for comparison, measured the
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Fig. I Collisional activation (CA) mass spectrum (MS/MS) of depro-
tonated (methyl-dr) benzoate. VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer. For
experimental conditions see Experinental section.

mass spectra of several deprotonated esters which contain
unsaturation: these show simple fragmentatiolì processes, for
example, deprotonated methyl phenylacetate fragments as

shown in eqn. (6), Scheme 2, while the major fragmentation of
deprotonated cyclopentadienyl ester is loss of the ester sub-

stituent (eqn. (7), Scheme 2). Neither of these examples show

MeCO, CHCOTMe------+ MeCOCH(O )COrMe------+

[(MeCoCHo)MeOCo ]-----+ MeCOCH(oMe)(o") + Co (s)

Ph- CHCOzMe ------+ [Ph-CH=C=O) OMe] ------+

PhC=CO + MeOH (6)

237

coz

r7E

mlz

Fig. 2 CA MS/MS of the carboxylate anion produced by the S^2

reaction between HO and 1,3-bis(methoxycarbonyl)adamantane in

the ion source olthe VG 2HFmass spectl'ometer. The peak armlz 161

in this spectrum is formed by the sequence [(M - H) - (CO, +
MeoH)l

tion? In order to test this proposal, we have measured the

collision induced nrass spectrunl ol the adamantaue ester

shown in Fig. 2. A charge-remote radical cleavage reaction
occurs (eqn. (9), Scheme 3), but no loss of CO is noted. We

conclude from all the above data that the loss of CO lrom
deprotonated methyl benzoate is charge initiated and that the

aryl ring system is a prerequisite for this reaction.
If the loss of CO from deprotonated (methyl-d,) benzoate is

charge initiated, is the reactioll initiated by the charge being at

the ortho position of the ring, or can it also occur for those

isomers where the charges are localised oî nleta oÍ pora
positions? Deprotonation of the phenyl ring of (methyl-d,)
benzoate with HO , can, in principle, occur at any ring
position, so the spectrum shown in Fig. 1 does not answer this
questiou. We have approached this problem both indirectly
and directly. First, we examined the collision induced mass

spectrum of an analogous compound which has ortlto and
para posifions blocked so that deprotonation can only occur in
the ntela positions. The compound chosen was methyl 2,4,6-

trifluorobenzoate: the spectrum of the (M - H)- ion shows the

two major fragmentatious [(M - H) - HF] and [(M - H) -
MeCOr'] in the ratio of 2'.1. Both of these fragmentations are

high energy processes [even though the electron afñnity of F' is
3.4 eY,t2 the C-F bond energy is high (543.9 kJ mol-1)r31.

Since no loss of CO from this parent anion is observed,

this might suggest that (methyl-dr) benzoate deprotonated at

the meta position should not lragment by loss ol carbon
monoxide. On the othel hand it may be that in the trifluoro
system, loss of CO is not observed because it is energetically

unfavourable with respect to the competing reactions, viz.

the loss of HF.
ln order to confirm this proposal it is necessary to prepare

the required three isomeric anions unequivocally and to obtain
their mass spectra. We chose to use the SN2(Si) procedure
(initially proposed by DePuy et a1.14) for this purpose, r'l:.
RSiMe, + Nu -+R- + Me,SiNu. The neutral precursors

melhyl (ortho-, meta- and pora-tttmethylsilyl)benzoate were

synthesised and the collision induced mass spectra of the three
isomeric anions are shown in Figs. 3-5. The mass spectrum of
the ortho isomer (Fig. 3) is dominated by loss of CO, and is
comparable with that shown in Fig. L This confirms that the

ortlrc isonter undergoes pronounced loss of CO. The most
surprising feature of these experiments is that the nteta and para
isomers also lose carbon monoxide. A qualitative estimate ol
the CO loss from each of the isomeric anions catl be obtained
by comparing the abundances of the peaks formed from

t(M - H) - COland [(M - H) - Me']processes in the three

138

H+

110 i
193

161

120

H

+ Me' (71

Coz-

Scheme 2

loss of CO. It is also of interest to note that the fragmentation
behaviour of deprotonated methyl benzoate (an even-electron

anion) is quite different from that of radical anions (odd-

electron anions) of the general lormula ATCOTR-': these show

the characteristic cleavage sequence M ' - R' - COr.tt
There has been much debate recently concerning charge-

remote reactions, ¡'.e reactions that occur remote from and

uninfluenced by the charged centre.3'a Such reactions may occur
when simple fragmentations are energetically unfavourable. We

have studied charge-remote reactious using 1,3-disubstituted
adamantanes, systems where the charged centre and the react-
ing centre are separated by a rigid saturated ring system, and

cannot approach through space. A particular example of a

charge-remote reaction is the facile loss of formic acid from the
species shown in eqn. (8), Scheme 3.5 Perhaps the loss of CO
from deprotonated methyl benzoate is a charge-remote reac-

+ HCOzH (8)

H

-MeOCO'

02Me

Scheme 3
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107 135

-co

CH¡

nlz

Fig, 3 CA MS/MS of the methyl o-benzoa|e anion lormed by the

S"2(Si) reaction between HO- and methyl o-trimethylsilyÌbenzoate.

135

-co
lO7 .-

L20

mlx

Fig. 4 CA MS/MS of the methyl tn-benzoare anion lormed by the

S"2(Si) reaction between HO- and methyl ør-trimethylsilylbenzoate.
VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer.

135

nlz

Fig. 5 CA MS/MS of the methyl p-benzoare anion formed by the

S*2(Sì) reaction between HO and methyl p{rimethylsilylbenzoate.
VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer

spectra, viz. ortho (100:3), meta (100:28) and para (l}Q:91).
The energy required for loss of Me' is comparable in each case,

so the relative extent of CO loss is ortho > meta > para. The
peak widths at half height of the three mlz 107 ions in Figs. 2 to
4 are different lortho (28.0 Y), meta (32.9 V) aÍtd paro (35.7 V)'

(0) (0)

Fig. 6 Possible phenyl anion interconversions. B3LYP/6-311+
+G(d,p)//HF/6-31+G(d) level of theory. Full details ol energies and
geometries and species shown in the figure are listed in Table 1

This means that either the structures and/or energies ol the

Ihree ntlz 107 ions are different, or their modes of formation are

diflerent.rs The three ntlz 107 ions are also formed in the ion
source of the mass spectrometer. These three ions show the
characteristic loss of CHrO from the (M - H) ion of ani-
sole.16'17 Not only that, but the peak widths of the three mlz 17

(CoH, ) species formed by loss of CHrO from the three source-
formed mlz 107 ions are the same within experimental error
(33.5 t 0.5 V) and the same as the peak formed by loss of
CHrO from ortho (CuH)OMe [formed by the S"2(Si) reaction
between HO and ortho-trimethylsilylanisole]. The experi-
mental measurements indicate that the three product ions (mlz
107) formed by losses of CO from lhe ortlrc, meta, and para
isomers of [(CuHo)COrMe]- have the same structure llhe ortl'ro

anion of (CuHo)OMel, but the energetics ol formation of this

anion from each precursor are different. We propose from the
available data, that the loss ofcarbon monoxide is a reaction of
the ortho anion [(CuHo)COrMe] , and that the losses of CO
observed in the spectra of meta and para isomers are a con-
sequence of rearrangement of these isomers to lhe ortlrc anion
prior to loss of CO.

Mechanisms which may account for the interconversion of
the ortho, meta and para forms of deprotonated methyl
benzoate are, (i) C scrambling ula a prismane-type anion, (ii) C
scrambling vra stepwise formation and cleavage of benzvalene
anions, (iii) a process by which H is transported around the
phenyl ring leaving the carbon framework unchanged, or (iv) a
combination of some of the above. Some data concerning
the energetics of C scrambling in neutral benzene have been

examined by theoretical and experimental studies indicating
that these are energetically unfavourable processes.rs-2O The

relative energies [at the RMP2/6-31G(d) level of theory] of benz-
vafene and prismane relative to benzene are 313 and 492 kJ

mol-l respectively.rs The energy of the transition state for
ring opening of benzvalene is calculated to be 116 kJ mol-1
above benzvalene (at the B3LYPiDZP level of theory)te'20 and
measured experimentally to be 122.6kJ mol '.'1

1. ..'""""ì
'r.ji

- 

(!¿JJ :

355355

lo7

co

120

(30o)

(263)
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Table I Geometries (bond lengths/Á,, angles/" and dihedral angles/')
and energies fol species in Fig 6 (geonretries-HF/6-31+G(d),
enelgies-B3LYP/6-3 I I + + G(d,p))

H10

H9 H9

)H7

H10 H8 H'l 1

H11

benzvalene anion. r¡y'e have also computed the transition state

energies for the equivalent H migration reactions of deproton-
ated methyl benzoate at the same level of theory, and these

reactions are sunmarised in Fig. 7. It appears tbat there is no
signifìcant difference in the energetics of the H transfer process

for the phenyl anion and deprotonated methyl benzoate. On the
basis ofthese calculations, we propose that the intercottversions
of ortho, meta and para anions occur by H transfers. The inter-
conversions nleta to ortho, and pora to ortho reqùire one and
two steps respectively, explaining the observed CO loss ratio
nteta ) para.l

There are two possible mechanisms which could account for
the loss of CO from deprotonated methyl benzoate. The first,
route A (Scheme 4), involves a cyclisation and nucleophilic

H8

H7

H1

1

Energy/hartree -2316593903
Zero pt correction 0 091767
Relative Energy/ 0 0
kJ mol-'

2

-231 5529727
0 084772
262 6

H11

H7

3

-231 5431464
0 089399
299 5

H.l0

H8

4

11 H10

5

-231 4574589
0 088729
522 I

B lO, l

H A

H9
H7

Energy/hartree
Zero pt correction
Relative Energyi
kJ mol-'

-231 5163550
0 085732
355 4

We have calculated the reactiott coordinates for the inter-
conversion of the phenyl and benzvalette anions at the modest

B3LYP/6-311+ +G(d,p)//HF/6-31 +G(d) level of theory and

the results are summarised in Fig. 6 and Table l. At this level of
theory, the benzvalene arriotr lies 300 kJ mol-1 above the phenyl

anion, and the transition state lor interconversion of the two
is 355 kJ mol I above the phenyl anion. The corresponding
prismane anion is 523 kJ mol I less stable than the phenyl

anion. The formation of this anion is clearly not feasible in
comparison to formation of the benzvaleue anion, thus we have

not calculated the transition state for this interconversion.
Anion scrambling vin a degenerate H transfer mechanism

is also shown in Fig. 6. The transition state is 263 kJ mol-1
above the phenyl anion at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)llHFl6-
31+G(d) level of theory, making this a more energetically
favoured process than that involving C scrambling through a

MeOco-

Scheme 4

substitution prior to loss of CO. The second involves the form-
ation of a [benzyne-MeOCO-] ion complex, followed by a cine
substitution with MeOCO- acting as a MeO- donor. We have

investigated the reaction coordinates of both of these reaction
pathways using calculations at the B3LYP/6-311 ++G(d,p)/i
HF/6-3lG+(d) level ol theory. The two mechanistic pathways

are shown in Figs. 8 and 9; structures and energies of the
reactant, transition states, reactive intermediates and products
are shown in Table 2.

The cyclisation process A shown in Fig. 8 has four steps, with
the initial cyclisation step together with the subsequent attack
of the incipient MeO at a ring carbon being rate determining
with a barrier of 202kJ mol 1 at this level of theory. The benz-
yne cine substitution mechanism B is shown in Fig. 9. This is a
simpler process than that shown in Fig. 8, but the barrier to the
transition state for the benzyne mechanism is 289 kJ mol ',
sonre 87 kJ mol-1 more than that for cyclisation process A.
Thus the cyclisation process is favoured in terms of the relative
barriers to the respective transition states of the rate determin-
ing steps. There is however, a second factor which must be taken
into account when determining the relative rates of these two
processes, viz. the relative pre-exponential Atrhenius factors
lor both processes. In other words, there may be entropy bottle-
necks in such reactions. In principle, the larger the number of
steps, the greater the probability of such bottlenecks. In order
to access these factors properly, we need to know the potential
surfaces for both processes, i.e. the width of the pathways of
each step into and out of each transition state and reactive
intermediate, together with the curvature of the reaction
coordinate pathway. Unfortunately, such calculations are not
leasible with a system of this size using our supercomputing
facilities. What we can do however, is to compare the relative
vibrational partition functions of the first transition state in
each of the two mechanisms: this will give some insight into the
relative values of the pre-exponential factors for each of the
processes A and B. We have described this method (together

f A reviewel has suggested that the anion interconversion could be due
to H exchange within an anion-water complex, viz.l(n-CuHnCOtMe) -
(HrO)l-+[(CuH'COrMe)(HO-)]-+[(o-CuHaC02Me)-(H'O)]-+( o-C uHo-
COrMe) + HrO. We have tested this proposal by allowing the o, nt and
p anions formed by the respective S"2(Si) reactions to be exposed to
DrO in the ion source. No incorporation ol D into the anions is
observed, thus this process is not operable.

2 3 4 5

C2 Cl
C3_C2
C4,C3
C5_C4
C6_C5
H7 C2
H8_C3
H9 C4
Hl0-c5
HlI C6
c3-c2-c1
C4 C3 C2
c5-c4-c3
CGC5 C4
H7-C2-C1
H7 C2 C3
H8-C3-C2
H9 C4 C3
Hl0-c5 c4
HI1 C6_C5
C4_C3 C2 CI
C5 C4-C3_C2
C6_C2 C3,C4
H'7 C2 C]_C4
H8_C3 C4 C5
H9 C4 C3_H8
H10-C5-C4 H9
H1l C6-C5-Hl0

120.1

121.0
I 19.5
1t6.4

t2r.l
120 I

I t9.5
I t8.7

394
39r
391

394
084
082
080

1.417

1.082
1.084
t24.8
120.:ì
t17.9
t20:ì
118 7

I 4.15

l.-r94
I 197
I .-391

1.197
1.288
l 082

r.580
1.500
1.332
1 501

1.49s
I 080
t.077
t.077
1.080
r.086
111.3
1 05.1
105 I
109.6

126.4
128.4
121.5
135.3

31 .8

0.0

-29 I
179.5
178.8

0.0

-0.7
-24.0

r 504
1.455
1.386
1.383
1.502
1.083
1.074
1.079
1.076
1.093
129.6
107.5
tr1.'1
ll3.l

121.5
124.0
125.4
125.7
I r9.6

40.7
8.3
4.5

- 166.1

155.6

- 171 .0

- 116.7
139.2

1.545
1.546
1.503
1.507
1.546
1.082
1 .081

1.082
I .081

1.082
92.7
89. I
608
89. I

129.7
I 18.7
133 8

127.8
130.4
130.2

-1.2
90.2
596

-152.5
116.2

0.8
08
0.5

L08 1

l 081

ì 082
l19 4
t20.2
t20 4
120 4
56 I
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(E) (8)
(0)

Fig. ? H rransfe¡ r'eactions within deprotonated methyl benzoate. B3LYP/6-31 I + + G(d,p)//HF/6-31 +G(d) level of theory.

ô

9M.

(19e)
2^ (202)

3A

5À
(183)

1s0 )

7A
(107)

A (6e)
(8s)

+

(0)

1

Fig. I Loss of CO from the methyl o-benzoate anion. The cyclisation mechanism A. B3LYP/6-31 1 + + G(d,p)//HF/6-31 +G(d) level of theory.

Fu"ll details ofenergies and geometriès ofreactant, reactive intermediates, transition states and products are listed in Table 2.

4^

co
9

6.4, I

with its approximations) in detail previously 22 (see also tef ' 23).

These data are recorded in Table 3.

There is a difficulty in knowing precisely which of the low
frequency vibrations (shown in Table 3) to use, but if all of the

listed values are considered, the Arrhenius factor for the

benzyne process B is some four times larger than that for
process Ä. This is clearly a maximum value, but it is in the

correct direction, since the first transition state for dissociative
process A has a number of low frequency modes for which there

are no counterparts in the first transition state for B.
In conclusion, the loss of carbon monoxide from deproton-

ated methyl benzoate to form deprotonated anisole, is initiated
from an anion in which the charge is localised on the ortl'to

position ofthe phenyl ring. Ifthe initial anion centre is situated

meta oÍ para Io the methoxycarbonyl substituent, 1,2-H trans-
fer(s) effects formation of the ortho anion prior to fragmentation
of the substituent. We are not able, using the available data, to
differentiate between the two mechanisms shown in Scheme 4.

The barrier to the flrst transition state for the cyclisation pro-
cess A is 87 kJ mol I lower than that for benzyne mechanism
B at the level of theory used, but this is counteracted by the

Arrhenius factor for the process A being the smaller of the two.
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Table 2 Geometries and energies of all species in Figs. 8 and 9 (geometries-HF/6-31+G(d), energies-B3lYP/6-31 I + +G(d,p))

A Reactants and products
74 o8 I

Me

12 OMe
9 10

1

-459.0162298
0 1 38628

00

-346 2297129
0.1 26984

c=o
21

9

-1 I 3.3485635
0,005542

I
Energy/hartree
Zero pt correct¡on
Relative Energy qf
ReactanUkJ mol-'
Relative Energy gf
PrôductikJ mol -' 850

I 9

02 c1
C2_CI
C3 C2
C4_C3
C5 C4
C6-C5
C7 C3
o7-c3
o8-c7
c8 07
09-c7
c10-o9
C3_C2 CI
C4 C3_C2
C5-C4 C3
C6 C5_C4
c't-c3 c2
o7 c1-c2
o8-c7 c4
c8 07-c3
o9-c7 c8
clO 09-c7

1.42s
I .413
1.408
r.177
L401
1,481

l.409
1.399
1.393
1.389
1.389

1.113

1.209

r 332
1.399
112.2
124.4
120.3
I 18.2
121.3

125.0

1.388

1.390

112.0
125.4
119.5
I 19.3

12r.8

1 18.3
119.7
117.t

B Other species in Fig. I
'10

-pát"
Melo

oQ
I

1

4A

-459 5577180
0 137261
150 3

5A

459.5421810
0 13401 1

183 3

6A

-459 5883092
0,'136638
685

910
OMe

7A

459 5719478
0.134734
106 I

It

910
4 44

II 7

I
2A

Energy/hartree -4595353556
Zero ptcorrection O 133144
Relative_Energy/ 199.2
kJ mol-'

3A

-459,5348882
0 1 3364
201 6

2A 3A 4A 5A 6Ä 1^

C2 Cl
C3_C2
C4 C3
C5_C3
C6 C5
C7_C2
C8 C7
09-c3
c10 09
c3-c2-c1
C4 C3,C2
c5-c4-c3
C6 C5 C4
c't-c2 c3
08 c7-c2
o9-c3 c2
c10-o9-c3
C4-C3 C2_C1
C5_C4_C3 C2
C6 C5_C4_C3
c't-cz c3-c4
o8-c7-c2 c3
09 c3-c2 c1
c10 09-c3-c2

1.395
1.352
1.395
t.3'78
1.420
1.440
1.194
2.666
1.346
t21.6
r23.6
114.0
122.4
62.0

147.8
75.3

144.4
0.0

-2.1
2.1

-t''Ì5.6
-147.5

115.2
111.5

1.426
1.370
1.43s
1 .351

1.454
1.389
1.201
2.t02
1.348
123.8
12r.2
t14.6
r23.1
62.1

151 0
118.7
t16.6

-11.7
8.7

- 1.0
148.9

-112.2
99.0
27.7

t.442
r.496
r.493
1.341
1.466
1.355
1.222
1.422
1 389
123.8
113.3
r19.2
12r.9
62.5

151.9
tzt 6
114.7

-21.4
17.8

- 3.8
r13.2

-171..1
I 17.3

- s8.0

1 477
1.51 I
1.424
1.370
1.458
L296
1.181
1.412
1 .391
120.3
t12 4
12r.9
119.9
86.4

173.3
120.5
115.2

-30.6
8.2

14.5
114.0

-171.2
1i3.3

-64.8

1.396
r.39'7
1.394
1.38s
1.389
t.614
1.223
1.370
1.406
116.5
t2r.4
120.5
I19.3
123.4
110.0
r23.1
116.7

-0.9
0.9

-0.2
-179 4

-162.8
- 178.0

-67.6

1 .481

1.4'74

t.346
1.436
1.397
1 .313
1.181
1.380
1.383
114.9
121.8
t22.6
116.6
12t.2
177.2
111.9
118 I

0.0
0.0
0.0

180.0
r 80.0
180.0
180.0
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'|able2 (continued)

C Other species in Fig. 9
I

[r¡"

f'

(J\
7\
9ro

Me
10

28

Energy/hartree 4595034321
Zero pt correclion 0.132472
Relativq Energy/ 281 4
kJ mol-'

-459 5052152
0 131411
274.2

4B

-459 4998809
o 131642
288.7

3B

28 3B 48

C2_CI
C3 C2
C4-C3
C5 C4
C6-C5
C7_C4
C)8 c7
o9-c7
c10 C)9

c-l-c2 ct
c4 c-l-c2
C5_C4 CJ
C(r C5-C4
c7-c.j c2
C7 C4-C3
O8_C7 C4
()8 c7-c3
o9-c7 c8
clO 09-c7

\.417
1.251
1.360
1.398
1.405

1.221
t.416
1.397
110.1
105 6
r21 .3

121.9
146.0

1.408
1.366
1.400
1.408
r.394
3.581
1'201
t.492
1 .391

114.0
140.0
105.5
r21.9

1.418
t.250
1.359
r.39'l
1.409
3.320
r.204
1.480
r.392
109.6
143.4
105.7
t2t.2

169.t
17 4.9

96.8
17 5.1

98.4
I13.1
118 7

I 1.9

118.4

112.3
r 18.5

t\
L*"

4ß
2ß 3ß (28e)(2El)

(274)

t) ol
B

(8s)

'CO
I

methyl ø-trimethylsilylbenzoate,26 methyl p-trimethylsilyl-
benzoate,21 and o-trimethylsilylanisole.2E (Methyl-dJ benzoate
(ü=99%) was prepared by esterifrcation of benzoyl chloride
with methanol-do.2e

B. Computational methods

Geometry optimisations were carried out at the HF/6-31 +G(d)

J, Chent, Soc., Perkin Trans. 2,2000,1665-1673 161l
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(0)

Experimental

A. Synthetic procedures

1

Fig. 9 Loss of CO from rhe methyl o-benzoate anion. The benzyne mechanism B. B3LYP/6-31 1G(d,p)//HF/6-31+G(d) level ol theory. Details of

enèrgies and geometries ofspecies shown in the figure are listed in Table 2.

Methyl benzoate and methyl phenylpropiolate 
"¡r'ere 

commercial
samples used without further purification. The following com-
pounds were made by reported procedures: l-methoxycarb-
ònylcyclopenta-1,3-dierle,2a methyl o-trimethylsilylbenzoate,2s



63
92

r00
112
183

269
293
394
499
548
584
688
771

807
823
843
972

1063
1079
I 103

l1l3
1181

1242
1244
r247
1282
1289
1 399
1401

15 84
1607
1 609
1626
1626
1770
1 785
1 980
2870
2907
2976
332s
3345
3375
3378

4.1394
3.0050
2 8028
2.5641
1.8067
1.4412
1.-1802

1.2144
1 r25t
1.0984
1 0827
1.0507
1.0347
r.0295
|.0214
1.0250
r.0r40
I 0094
1.0087
1.0078
1.0075
1.0055
1'0042
1.0042
1.0041
I 0035
1.0034
r.0021
1 .0021
1 0009
1.0008
1.0008
1.0008
l 0008
1.0004
1.0004
L0002
1 0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

38

59

99
10s
134
185

342

6.5088
4 1730
2.8205
2.6986
2.2487
1.7914
1 2851
1.2553
t.1657
1.1473
1. I 373
1.0560
1.0501
I 0366
1.0248
| 0192
1.0172
\.0144
1.0089
1.0088
I .0081
1.00'72
1.0061
1.00s0
1.0045
l.0037
I 0031
1.002'7
1.0020
1.0012
1.0009
1.0009
1.0008
l.0007
1.0007
1.0005
1.0002
r.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Table 3 Vibrational partìtion functions (Q' vib) for transition states
2A. and 28

Tlansition state 2A Transition state 2B

Frequency/cm I Q'vib Flequency/cm t Q'vib

been described in detail elsewhere.3a Samples were introduced
into the source vi¿l a l.reated septum inlet, producing a lneasured
pressure of 5 x 10 6 Torr inside the source housing. Typical
ionization conditions were: source temperature, 200 "C; ionis-
ing energy, 70 eV (tungsten filament); accelerating voltage,

-7 kV. All slits were fully open in order to minimize mass

discrimination effects due to energy resolution.3s'36 The reagent
ion HO- was generated from electrou impact on HrO (intro-
duced through the heated septunl inlet to give an operating
pressure inside the source housing of ca.5 x 10 s Torr, and
thus an estimated pressure inside the ion source of close to
0.1 Torr). Negative ion chemical ionisation of the sample either
effected (i) deprotonation, or (ii) desilylation of a neutral
trinethylsilylated substrate, by analogy to the method origin-
ally developed by DePuy et al.la Collisional activation (CA)
spectra were obtained by collision of the incident anions with
argon in the flrst of two collision cells at a pressure typically
around 10 7 Torr. This reduces the main beam to 90% of its
initial value, producing essentially single collision conditions in
the collision cell.37 Peak width (at hallheight) values are a mean
of ten measurements and are correct to within 10.5 V.
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Response to Examiners Comments

An examiner has questioned the interpretation of some results described in chapter three' These

comments, which are dealt with below, in no way affect the conclusions of the research'

Ouestions 1 and 2 [see Fig 3.2 and pg 471

..If these anion calculations [referring to Figs 3.4, 3.5 and 3'6] are meaningful, then I would

expect to observe here a large kinetic energy release. Why is it not seen? What reason can

there be for this?"

..If the benzyne cine-substitution were active, then the peak widths at half height should

surely be all the same?"

The phenomenon of kinetic energy release is introduced on pg 15, while on pg 47 peak width

measurements are used to deduced valuable mechanistic information for the loss of CO from the

(CotI¿)-COzMe system. Kinetic energy may be released in a dissociation process from two

sources: (i) the reverse activation energy of the process and (ii) the excess energy of the

transition state for the dissociation. Energy from both sources is partitioned between internal and

translational energy of the products. It is this translational energy which may be observed as

peak broadening. However, this partitioning of energy is dependent on the detailed energetics

and dynamics and is intrinsic to the particular process. It is not necessarily dependent solely on

the exothermicity of the reaction. Therefore the relationship between peak widths and excess

energy is a complicated one and any predictions of peak broadening, such as those indicated by

the examiner, may only be made in a general sense'

summarising what is described in the text (p 47), the peak width measurements on the nt/z' l0l

fragment ions from the three (CoH+)-COzMe isomers are not the same' Thus, either (i) the

structures and,/or the energies of the nt/z 107 are different, or (ii) the modes of formation of the

ions are different. Further results described indicate that the m/z 107 ions do have the same

structure. This observation supports of our proposal that a rearrangement of the ¡tara and ntetct

isomers to the ortho isomer occurs before any reafÏangement resulting in loss of CO'



Response to Examiners Comments

Ouestions 3 and 4

"Page 47 states that, 'the energy of the methyl loss is comparable in each case" How is this

known or inferred?"

"The CH¡ loss peaks in Fig 3.2 are extremely broad. Are they the same width? Why was this

major competing reaction not discussed at all? why is this channel (almost) closed the ortho

isomer?"

The reaction involving methyl radical loss from (CeF{¿)COzMe, shown in Fig 3'2' is a charge

remote process occurring from all three isomers and is of no importance to the investigation into

the loss of co from this system. The three isomers are essentially isoenergetic' it therefore

follows that these radical losses are comparable. As for this competing radical reaction being

closed to the ortho isomer, this is not the case. The ortho isomer is set up for the facile

reaffangement reaction, which occurs in preference to the radical reaction' This is in contrast to

the meta and para isomers which must first realrange to the ortho \somer' Therefore, the

reaffangement reaction is less competitive with respect to the methyl radical loss in these

lsomers.

Ouestions 5 and 6

,,Possibly the level of theory used is inadequate for determining TS energies for such anions?"

,'The COz loss from methyl phenyl carbonate, Fig 3.9, is, according to the calculations'

hugely exothermic, by about ll2kcalmol-I. The m/z 107 peak in Fig 3.7 shows no significant

broadening. Before doubting the experiments, I would doubt the utility of the calculations'

Some sensible, critical remarks about these discrepancies are very necessary'"

Statements such as these may be put forward for most theoretical calculations at the levels of

theory used in chapter th¡ee, While being modest, the optimisation calculations do include both

diffuse and polarisation functions in their basis set definitions. The diffuse functions, in

particular, allow better description of long range interactions, such as those within ion-neutral

complexes. Accurate energies require more sophisticated methods to be employed' Due to the

size of rhe systems studied the use of high-level methods, such as CCSD(T) and MP4(STDQ)'

are not feasible and therefore the B3LYP method coupled with the large 6-31 l++G(d,p) basis set

was used, While higher-level calculations would result in more accurate energies, and possibly

lower energy barriers, this would not alter the arguments described in the text' As for the

broadening of peaks in the methyl phenyl carbonate based on exothermicity see above'




